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OCT 2 72009 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
J DRAKE. DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
BRIAN P. WOODWORTH, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, BY AND THROUGH ITS 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD AND 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
and CITY OF NAMPA, IDAHO, 
Defendants. 
Case No. e\J DC: \ - II ':) ~~ 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR 
JURY TRIAL 
COMES NOW plaintiff Brian P. Woodworth, by and through his attorneys of record, and 
for cause of action against the defendants states and complains of the following: 
PARTIES 
1. 
Defendant State of Idaho, by and through the Idaho Transportation Board and the Idaho 
Transportation Department (collectively, "ITO") is the governmental entity on which its 
legislature has imposed the non-delegable statutory duty, among other duties, to locate, 
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design, construct, reconstruct, alter, repair and maintain for public safety and convenience all 
highways designated and accepted as a part of the state highway system, including that 
segment known as Eleventh Avenue North where it traverses a portion of the City of Nampa, 
Idaho. The acts and omissions of ITO complained of herein were accomplished through its 
employees, each of whom was acting in the course and scope of his or her employment with 
the State of Idaho in the commission of each such act or failure to act. 
2. 
Defendant City of Nampa is a political subdivision of the State of Idaho and through a 
portion of which that segment of the state highway system known as Eleventh Avenue North 
runs. Pursuant to an agreement between Nampa and ITO, Nampa undertook to assist ITO in 
the execution of the latter's duties regarding Eleventh Avenue North. Having thus undertaken 
to participate in the execution of the aforesaid duties of ITO, Nampa assumed the duty to 
exercise ordinary care in such of ITO's duties as it undertook to perform. The acts and 
omissions of Nampa complained of herein were accomplished through its employees, each of 
whom was acting in the course and scope of his or her employment with Nampa in the 
commission of each such act or failure to act. To the extent ITO so enlisted Nampa to help 
execute its duties, the primary responsibility to see that its obligations were fulfilled nonetheless 
remained at a" times with ITO. 
3. 
Plaintiff Brian Woodworth is a former logger, heavy equipment operator and resident of 
Nampa who at age 44 suffered significant organic brain damage when a motorist traveling at or 
about the posted speed of 35 MPH struck him as he pushed a shopping cart across Eleventh 
Avenue North at a point regularly used by pedestrians. 
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SCENE OF ACCIDENT 
4. 
At all times material to this action there existed in the State of Idaho and in its 
municipalities a number of roads and highways carrying sufficient traffic volume as to be 
designated by ITO as State Highways and comprising parts of the state highway system. The 
passage of a segment of a State Highway through a municipality at no time vitiated, altered or 
changed its character as a designated State Highway, notwithstanding the popular name of 
such segment as a street, boulevard, avenue or the like. 
5. 
At all times material to this action ITO was statutorily obligated by Idaho Code § 40-313 
(1) to "erect and maintain, whenever necessary for public safety and convenience, suitable 
signs, markers, signals and other devices to control, guide and warn pedestrians and vehicular 
traffic ... traveling upon the state highway system." 
6. 
At all times material to this action there existed within the city limits of Nampa a State 
Highway segment known as Eleventh Avenue North that ran generally north-south and carried 
two lanes each direction with a turn lane in the center for a total of 5 separate lanes. The 
segment of Eleventh Avenue North material to this action was cross-intersected on its north 
end by 4th Street North (a city street that was not part of the state highway system) and cross-
intersected on its south end by 2nd Street North (likewise a city street that was not a part of the 
state highway system). Adjacent to the segment on its west side was a commercial strip mall 
occupied by Paul's Market (a popular grocery outlet) and a number of smaller businesses that 
shared a large parking lot fronting onto the sidewalk that ran parallel to the Eleventh Avenue 
North segment. Directly east across Eleventh Avenue North from Paul's Market and the strip 
mall was an area consisting, with the exception of an automotive tuneup business, entirely of 
residences. This residential area was generally bisected by 3rd Street North (still another city 
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street that was not a part of the state highway system), which ''1''- ed onto Eleventh Avenue 
North in the middle of the subject segment from its east side and opposite the entrance to the 
Paul's Market parking lot. An aerial map is attached as Exhibit A for illustrative purposes. 
7. 
Because the strip mall parking lot exited onto Eleventh Avenue North directly opposite 
the entrance to 3rd Street North serving the residences, and because the only true cross-
intersections were a full city block to the north or to the south, pedestrians accessing the 
residential area from the strip mall regularly crossed Eleventh Avenue North from the parking 
lot immediately opposite the entrance to 3rd Street North, despite poor lighting and the absence 
of a marked crosswalk or traffic warning signals. This location is referred to hereinafter as "the 
crossing" and it had been regularly used by pedestrians for many years before the accident 
complained of herein. 
8. 
Because the crossing was so frequently used by pedestrians and because it lacked 
traffic control markings; and because the lawfully permitted speed in the 
four main travel lanes of Eleventh Avenue North was fully 35 miles per hour, the crossing was 
sufficiently hazardous to public safety as to present the requisite "warrants" for a substantial 
pedestrian crosswalk system and enhanced lighting, all of which would have been shown by a 
competent traffic engineering study had the same been conducted by or at the direction of ITO 
or by Nampa before the accident here complained of. 
9. 
On multiple occasions before October 29, 2007, pedestrians using the crossing were 
struck and seriously injured by motor vehicles, all of which accidents resulted in accident 
reports duly filed with ITO by Nampa's law enforcement employees and possibly by others. 
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10. 
At some point prior to October 29, 2007, ITO enlisted Nampa to help in the execution of 
its duties with respect to public safety on Eleventh Avenue North where it traverses a portion 
of Nampa's city limits, a fact admitted by the State of Idaho in the correspondence dated July 
31, 2008, to plaintiff's counsel and attached hereto as Exhibit B: 
"Your claim against the State of Idaho filed on behalf of your client, Brian P. 
Woodworth, has been reviewed. 
The information we have obtained indicates that the State of Idaho has a jOint 
agreement with the City of Nampa regarding maintenance of the 11th Avenue 
North in Nampa. The city is responsible for crosswalks and various traffic control 
devices within the City Limits. The only responsibility the State would have 
regarding the City's plans to install a crosswalk would be to review and approve 
the plans to ensure they are in compliance with ITO standards." 
11. 
Contrary to ITO's admitted but erroneous belief it had transferred its duties away from 
itself, the duties it truly owed the public, including plaintiff, were as declared by the Idaho Court 
of Appeals (and subsequently affirmed by the Supreme Court) in Roberts v. Transportation 
Dept. 121 Idaho 727, 732,827 P.2d 1178, 1183 (Idaho App.1991): 
The Department further contends that the [another entity] accepted exclusive 
responsibility for placing necessary signs and performing necessary maintenance 
within the [other entity's] jurisdiction, and for that reason the [other entity], and 
not the Department, is solely liable for any failure of that duty. As evidence of this 
contention, the Department refers to a letter it wrote in May of 1977, in which it 
opined that it lacked authority outside of its right of way, and relinquished to the 
various county highway districts, including the [other entity], its former role of 
placing traffic control devices on rural side roads approaching its highways. 
However, as discussed above, an administrative agency may not alter, modify or 
diminish its statutorily-imposed responsibilities, either unilaterally or through 
agreement with another public or private entity, absent legislative authority to do 
so. Thus, the fact that the [other entity] has assumed part of the Department's legal 
obligations might affect the rights and liabilities between the Department and the 
[other entity}. However, such an agreement between these two entities does not 
alter the statutory duty owed by the Department to {the plaintiffs}. [Emphasis 
original.] 
Nor do we believe that judicial observance of the Department's statutory duty-to 
place necessary signs and conduct maintenance activities outside of its right-of-
way-need result in the administrative confusion feared by the district court. Only 
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the Department has the statutory duty to ensure that side-road traffic comes to a 
stop before crossing a through highway. To the extent that the Department 
la\Vfully enlists another entity to help execute its duties/N4 the primary 
responsibility to see that the obligation is fulfilled remains with the Department. 
Accordingly, we conclude that the district court erred when it determined that the 
Department had no legal duty to conduct any activity outside of its right-of-way. 
FN4. Whether the Department lawfully may do so [at all] is not an issue presently 
before this COllrt. [Emphasis added.] 
Roberts v. Transportation Dept. 121 Idaho 727, 732, 827 P.2d 1178, 1183 (Idaho 
App.,1991), affirmed, 121 Idaho 723, 827 P.2d 1174 (1992). 
12. 
OSG1 ,;be'e"~\~flth,letecJ~tl1e>?ero'S'SiflgstlU\\hadnotraffjG .control·" devfces,··"wamirrgse[ 
l1la:rkfn~~J;ii:'tte"Sign$d:<to'\fbenefit\t:ne'safetyof.. "pedestrians' and, except for the dim 
THE ACCIDENT 
13. 
On October 29,2007, at or about 7:34 p.m., plaintiff exited the Paul's Market parking 
lot pushing a shopping cart eastward across Eleventh Avenue North at the crossing. 
As he passed the midpoint and approached the nearer of the two northbound lanes, the 
driver of a northbound vehicle observed him and stopped, allowing him to proceed. As 
he traversed the last of Eleventh Avenue North's five lanes, however, the driver of 
another northbound car didn't see him and hit him while traveling at or about the posted 
speed of 35 miles per hour. 
14. 
The collision of the northbound car with plaintiff's body and the resulting impact of 
his body with the pavement some distance further down Eleventh Avenue North did 
significant physical damage to plaintiff's head, brain and other parts of his body, 
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including one of his legs, which was broken. The severity of the collision rendered the 
car inoperable, such that it had to be towed for repairs. 
15. 
The reasonable and necessary treatment of plaintiff's injuries required his immediate 
hospitalization at St. Alphonsus Medical Center in Boise, Idaho for a period that would 
extend over two months, from October 29, 2007, until January 6, 2008, as well as 
substantial post-hospital care that continues to the date hereof and will continue well into 
the future. His hospital bills alone exceed a quarter million dollars and he has lost 
income and will in the future lose income as the result of his injuries. 
DEFENDANTS' ACTUAL AND CONSTRUCTIVE KNOWLEDGE 
OF THE HAZARDOUS CONDITION OF THE CROSSING 
16. 
Not only did the defendants have actual knowledge of the hazardous condition of the 
crossing from accident reports duly made by Nampa's law enforcement personnel and 
filed with ITO as aforesaid and from the news media's coverage of prior similar 
accidents, but they were also made aware of the hazardous condition by an actual 
petition made by persons living in the nearby residential area for the installation of 
suitable traffic control devices to promote the safety of pedestrians using the crossing. 
This petition predated the sUbject accident by more than a year. 
17. 
Not only did the defendants have actual knowledge of the hazardous condition of the 
crossing as aforesaid, but ITO owed the public, including plaintiff, affirmative statutory 
duteis pursuant to Idaho Code § 40-310,40-313,40-502,40-1310,40-312 (adoption of 
the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, "MUTCD"), MUTCD § (A) 1A-1, MUTCD 
§ (C) 1A-3, (D) 1A-3.1, (E) 1A-4, (R) 2C-1 ~"tl"fGtherprovisfons to inquire, to inspect 
sndt'o>cause to be made and kept various surveys, engineering studies, maps, plans, 
speCifications and estimates for the alteration, repair and maintenance of state highways 
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and as far as practicable of all highways in the state, and for that purpose to demand 
and to receive reports and copies of records from all other highway officials in the state. 
To the extent Nampa undertook to share in these responsibilities of ITO as they pertain 
to Eleventh Avenue North, Nampa was likewise duty-bound to take such affirmative 
actions to apprise itself of the hazardous condition of the crossing and to exercise sound 
engineering judgment to correct or at least mitigate it to the extent reasonably 
practicable. 
18. 
Because ITO erroneously believed it had legally and successfully transferred its 
pertinent duties completely away from itself by means of the "joint agreement" 
referenced in its correspondence attached as Exhibit B, it completely failed to undertake 
any effort to fulfill its duties concerning the subject segment of Eleventh Avenue North, 
and no competent engineering study was done before plaintiff was struck in the crossing 
as aforesaid. 
19. 
Had ITO accepted and fulfilled its duty to apprise itself of the crossing's hazardous 
condition as aforesaid and had it done or caused to be done a competent engineering 
study as required, the product of such study would have presented warrants for the 
installation of a two-section crosswalk system that would include enhanced overhead 
lighting and, for each of the two halves of the crossing, four pedestrian-activated 
flashing yellow warning lights, two pedestrian-depicting diamond-shaped warning signs, 
and a safety island in the middle of Eleventh Avenue North with a staggered alignment 
of the pedestrian lanes to require a pause in the island before proceeding across the 
other two traffic lanes, along with other signs and markings. 
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20. 
ITO having failed as aforesaid to fulfill or even attempt to fulfill its non-delegable 
statutory duties regarding the crossing at Eleventh Avenue North, Nampa's Public 
Works Director stepped up to perform the engineering study that ITO should have 
performed, but only after it was too late to benefit the safety of plaintiff. In a News 
Release issued on December 4, 2007 (i.e., over a month after plaintiff was rendered 
brain-damaged), Nampa's Mayor Tom Dale explained the product of the belated 
engineering study as follows: 
"Nampa City Council Adopts Plan for 11th Ave North Crosswalk 
The Nampa City Council has approved a plan to put in new lighting and a 
crosswalk with flashing lights at 11th Avenue North and 3rd Street North. Public 
Works Director Michael Fuss presented the Council with an engineering study 
showing improvements would greatly increase safety for pedestrians crossing 
11th Avenue North. 
The engineering study . . . revealed street lighting is deficient in this area, 
making pedestrians very difficult to see at night. New lighting fixtures wi" be 
installed on current poles to improve the situation. The lighting fixtures will be 
similar to those of Kings Overpass. 
The engineering study also showed the amount of traffic on 11th Avenue North 
and the speed of the traffic create a situation where there are very few gaps in 
traffic that allow pedestrians a safe amount of time to cross. A new crosswalk 
with in-pavement flashers wi" be installed. Pedestrians wi" push a button to 
activate the pavement lights as we" as flashing lights mounted on posts at each 
side of 11th Avenue North. 
The total cost of the improvements is estimated to be about $140,000. The City 
wi" still need approval from the Idaho Transportation Department before it can 
move forward with the plan because 11th Avenue North is a state highway." 
A copy of the press release downloaded from Nampa's official website is attached as 
Exhibit C. 
DEFENDANTS' BREACH OF THEIR DUTIES AND CAUSATION OF PLAINTIFF'S 
BRAIN DAMAGE AND OTHER INJURIES 
21 . 
.. ~" ';f~t'~f~;tQ*":Jetforl11 any engineering study and Nampa's failure to.peTform 
~h~fQfeth~$\.Jbj~d'aCQjdent left plaintiff brain.;,damaged and both defendants' failures to 
<;J<';', >,',,' " 
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act in accordance with what ordinary care required in the face of what such engineering 
study would have shown constituted breaches of the duties imposed on ITO by statute 
and shared by Nampa pursuant to its agreement to do so. These breaches and others 
directly and proximately caused plaintiff's brain damage and other injuries because had 
the study been timely performed as required, the product thereof would have disclosed 
the warrants for the crosswalk system and enhanced lighting that more probably than 
not would have prevented the accident. 
CLAIMS AGAINST ITO PURSUANT TO THE IDAHO TORT CLAIMS ACT 
COUNT ONE - NEGLIGENCE PER SE 
22. 
Plaintiff by this reference incorporates the entirety of the above and foregoing as if 
here set forth. 
23. 
The statutes identified above and others were enacted by the Idaho Legislature to 
promote safety of members of the public, including plaintiff, who as pedestrians cross 
streets and highways traveled primarily by motor vehicles. 
24. 
ITO's breaches of said statutory duties constituted negligence per se. 
25. 
The negligence per se of ITO directly and proximately caused plaintiff's brain 
damage and other injuries. 
COUNT TWO - COMMON LAW NEGLIGENCE 
26. 
Plaintiff by this reference incorporates the entirety of the above and foregoing as if 
here set forth. 
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27. 
ITO failed to use ordinary care to carry out its responsibilities for management and 
oversight of the subject segment of Eleventh Avenue North and was negligent. 
28. 
The negligence of ITO directly and proximately caused plaintiff's brain damage and 
other injuries. 
CLAIMS AGAINST NAMPA PURSUANT TO THE IDAHO TORT CLAIMS ACT 
COUNT ONE - NEGLIGENCE PER SE 
29. 
Plaintiff by this reference incorporates the entirety of the above and foregoing as if 
here set forth. 
30. 
The statutes identified above and others were enacted by the Idaho Legislature to 
promote safety of members of the public, including plaintiff, who as pedestrians cross 
streets and highways traveled primarily by motor vehicles. 
31. 
Nampa's breaches of said statutory duties, once undertaken, constituted negligence 
per se. 
32. 
The negligence per se of Nampa directly and proximately caused plaintiff's brain 
damage and other injuries. 
COUNT TWO - COMMON LAW NEGLIGENCE 
33. 
Plaintiff by this reference incorporates the entirety of the above and foregoing as if 
here set forth. 
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34. 
Nampa failed to use ordinary care to carry out the responsibilities it undertook for 
management and oversight of the subject segment of Eleventh Avenue North and was 
negligent. 
35. 
The negligence of Nampa directly and proximately caused plaintiff's brain damage 
and other injuries. 
CLAIM FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
As the result of the acts and omissions of defendants complained of herein, plaintiff 
has been constrained to retain counsel for the prosecution of suit and he should be 
awarded reasonable attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-121 and such other 
provision or rule as may be found to apply after trial. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays that he have judgment against defendants as follows: 
1. For general damages in such amount in excess of $10,000.00 as will compensate 
him for his injuries and losses, including past and future lost income; 
2. For special damages in such amount as will cover his reasonably necessary past 
and future hospital and medical care; 
3. For costs incurred in suit; 
4. For reasonable attorney fees; 
5. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just in the premises. 
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DEMAND FOR TRIAL BY JURY 
Plaintiff respectfully demands, pursuant to Rule 38(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure, that a jury of not less than twelve (12) persons try this cause. 
Dated this 27th day of October, 2009. 
Douglas W. Crandall 
CRANDALL LAW OFFICE 
and 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Brian P. Woodworth 
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Douglas W. Crandal1 
tate of Idaho 
Department of Administration 
Division of Insurance and Internal Support 
Risk Management Program 
650 West State Street 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, m 83120-0079 
Telephone (208) 332- 1869 or Fax (208) 334-53 15 
http://w\vw.adm. idaho.gov 
Crandall Law Office _ , 
W2 N 9th St Ste 2051;20 {Jj,(Yk<--,n 5v;{-e ___ e2()t, 
Boise,ID 83702 
RE: Claimant: Brian P. Woodworth 
State File #: 2008-0662-001 
Alleged Date of Loss: 10/2912007 
Dear Mr. Crandall, 
Your claim against the State of Idaho filed on behalf of your client, Brian P. Woodworth, has been 
reviewed. 
The infonnation we have obtained indicates that the State of Idaho has a joint agreement with the 
City of Nampa regarding maintenance of the 11 til Avenue North in Nampa. The city is responsible 
for crosswalks and various traffic control devices within the City Limits. The only responsibility 
the State would have regarding the City's plans to install a crosswalk would be to review and 
approve the plans to ensure they are in compliance with lTD standards. 





Risk Management Program 
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News Release 
City Hall 
411 3rd Street South 
Nampa ID 83651 
208-468-5411 
Nampa City Council Adopts Plan for 11 th Ave North Crosswalk 
(Tuesday, December 04, 2007) The Nampa City Council has approved a plan to put in new 
lighting and a crosswalk with flashing lights at 11 th A venue North and 3rd Street North. Public 
Works Director Michael Fuss presented the Council with an engineering study showing 
improvements would greatly increase safety for pedestrians crossing 11 th Avenue North. 
The engineering study which revealed street lighting is deficient in this area, making pedestrians 
very difficult to see at night. New lighting fixtures will be installed on current poles to improve 
the situation. The lighting fixtures will be similar to those on Kings Overpass. 
The engineering study also showed the amount of traffic on 11th Avenue North and the speed of 
the traffic create a situation where there are very few gaps in traffic that allow pedestrians a safe 
amount of time to cross. A new crosswalk with in-pavement flashers will be installed. 
Pedestrians will push a button to activate the pavement lights as well as flashing lights mounted 
on posts at each side of 11 th Avenue North. 
The total cost of the improvements is estimated to be about $140,000. The City will still need 
approval from the Idaho Transportation Department before it can move forward with the plan 
becausellth Avenue North is a state highway. 
Media Contact: Sharla Arledge 






Michael E. Kelly, ISB #4351 
John J. Browder, ISB #7531 
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC 
413 W. Idaho Street, Suite 100 
Post Office Box 856 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0856 
Telephone: (208) 342-4300 
Facsimile: (208) 342-4344 
2800.013/AllsweLwpd 
Attorneys for Defendants State of Idaho, Idaho 
Transportation Board, and Idaho Transportation Dept. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
BRIAN P. WOODWORTH, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, BY AND THROUGH 
ITS IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD 
AND IDAHO TRANSPORTATION 
DEPARTMENT, and CITY OF NAMPA, 
IDAHO, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV09-11334 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWER AND 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
COME NOW Defendants STATE OF IDAHO, BY AND THROUGH ITS IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION BOARD AND IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, by and 
through their attorneys of record, Lopez & Kelly, PLLC, and answer Plaintiff's Complaint and 
Demand for Jury Trial ("Complaint") as follows: 
FIRST DEFENSE 




These answering Defendants deny each and every allegation ofthe Plaintiff s Complaint not 
herein expressly and specifically admitted. 
II. 
These answenng Defendants admit those allegations in paragraphs 23 and 30 of the 
Plaintiff s Complaint. 
III. 
With respect to paragraph 1 of the Plaintiffs Complaint, these answering Defendants admit 
that they are a governmental entity on which the legislature has imposed certain non-delegatable 
statutory duties. These answering Defendants otherwise deny the allegations of paragraph 1 of the 
Plaintiff s Complaint. 
IV. 
With respect to paragraph 2 of the Plaintiffs Complaint, these answering Defendants admit 
that Defendant City of Nampa is a political subdivision of the State of Idaho and that 11 th Avenue 
North is part of the state highway system which runs through a portion of the City of Nampa. These 
answering Defendants also admit that there is an agreement between the City of Nampa and the State 
ofldaho in regard to the City's duties to maintain 11 th Avenue North. These answering Defendants 
are without sufficient information or knowledge to admit the remaining allegations of paragraph 2 
of the Plaintiff s Complaint. 
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V. 
These answering Defendants are without sufficient information or knowledge to either admit 
or deny those allegations contained in paragraphs 3, 12, 13, 14, 15,21,32,34, and 35 of the 
Plaintiff's Complaint. 
VI. 
With respect to paragraphs 4,6, 7,8, and 18 ofthe Plaintiff's Complaint, there are no specific 
allegations made against these answering Defendants, thereby these paragraphs are denied. 
VII. 
With respect to paragraph 5 of the Plaintiff's Complaint, these answering Defendants admit 
that they are subject to Idaho Code § 40-315. Otherwise, there are no allegations against these 
answering Defendants contained in paragraph 5 of the Plaintiff's Complaint. 
VIII. 
With respect to paragraph 9 of the Plaintiff's Complaint, these answering Defendants admit 
that there were accidents at the location at issue in the Complaint prior to October 29,2007, and that 
vehicle collision reports and other accident reports were presumably filed with the ITO. These 
answering Defendants are without sufficient information and knowledge to admit or deny the extent 
of the reporting done regarding these other accidents or that all accidents were reported. 
IX. 
With respect to paragraph 10 of the Plaintiff's Complaint, these answering Defendants admit 
a maintenance agreement exists between the State ofIdaho and the City of Nampa regarding 11 th 
Avenue North. These answering Defendants also admit Exhibit B to Plaintiff's Complaint speaks 
for itself. The remainder of paragraph 10 of the Plaintiff's Complaint is denied. 
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X. 
With respect to paragraph 11 of the Plaintiff's Complaint, there is no allegation made against 
these answering Defendants. These answering Defendants otherwise state that the case law cited in 
paragraph 11 of the Plaintiff's Complaint speaks for itself. 
XI. 
With respect to paragraphs 29-35 of the Plaintiff's Complaint and with respect to any 
allegation against Defendant City of Nampa, these answering Defendants are without sufficient 
information or knowledge to either admit or deny. 
THIRD DEFENSE 
Plaintiff is not the real party in interest with respect to all or part of his claim for damages 
contrary to I.R.C.P. 17. 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
The Plaintiff has waived the right or is estopped from asserting the various claims or causes 
of action against these answering Defendants. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiff's damages, if any, were proximately caused by other events, superceding, 
intervening negligence, and omissions or actions of other third persons; and any negligence, breach 
of duty, or wrongful conduct on the part of these answering Defendants, if any, was not a proximate 
cause of the alleged loss to Plaintiff. In asserting this defense, these answering Defendants do not 
admit to any negligence or wrongful conduct. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiff's damages were caused in whole or part by the negligent conduct of the Plaintiff, 
whose negligence is equal to or greater than that, if any, of these answering Defendants. 
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SEVENTH DEFENSE 
The liability, if any, of these answering Defendants is limited to the pro rata share of total 
damages, if any, awarded in favor of the Plaintiff which is attributed to the negligence, if any, or 
other unlawful acts or omissions, if any, of these answering Defendants pursuant to Idaho Code § 
6-903(a). 
EIGHTH DEFENSE 
These answering Defendants are immune from any and all liability by operation of Idaho 
Code § 6-904(1). 
NINTH DEFENSE 
The liability ofthese answering Defendants, if any, has limited the amount recoverable under 
Idaho Code § 6-926. 
TENTH DEFENSE 
The Plaintiff has failed to mitigate his damages, if any. 
ELEVENTH DEFENSE 
I t has been necessary for these answering Defendants to obtain the services of legal counsel 
to represent their interests herein. These answering Defendants are entitled to recover reasonable 
attorney's fees and costs from the Plaintiff pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-918(a). 
TWELFTH DEFENSE 
These answering Defendants reserve the right to serve additional defenses to which they may 
be entitled to under law, including case law, statutes, and rules of which that apply to the claims 
asserted by the Plaintiff. 
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WHEREFORE, these answerIng Defendants pray that Plaintiff take nothing by his 
Complaint, that the same be dismissed, and that these answering Defendants be awarded their costs 
of suit and attorney's fees pursuant to I.C. § 6-918(a), I.C. § 12-121, or any other applicable statute 
or rule, and such other and further relief as the Court deems just. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Pursuant to IRCP 38(b), these answering Defendants demand a trial by jury of no less than 
twelve (12) members. 
DATED this 2.2... day of December, 2009 
By: 
Mic ael E. Kelly Of the Firm 
Attorneys for D fendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 22.. day of December, 2009, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals, by the method 
indicated below, addressed as follows: 
Douglas W. Crandall 
CRANDALL LAW OFFICE 
420 W. Main St., Suite 206 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 343-1211 
Facsimile: (208) 336-2088 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Patrick D. Furey 
Attorney at Law 
301 E. Brookhollow Dr. 
Boise, ID 83706 
Telephone: (208) 368-0855 
Facsimile: (208) 368-0855 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
Naylor Hales 
950 W. Bannock, #610 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile: (208) 383-9516 
























Kirtlan G. Naylor (ISB No. 3569] 
James R. Stoll [ISB No. 7182] 
NA YLOR & HALES, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone No. (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-9516 
2 5 2010 
Email: kirt(a)naylorhales.com;jrs@.navlorhales.com 
Attorneys for Defendant City of Nampa 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
BRIAN P. WOODWORTH, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, BY AND THROUGH ITS 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD AND 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
and CITY OF NAMPA, IDAHO, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 09-1 1334 
DEFENDANT CITY OF NAMPA'S 
ANS\VER TO PLAINTIFF'S 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR 
JURYTRlAL 
Defendant, City of Nampa, by and through its attorneys of record, Naylor & Hales, 
P.C., answers Plaintiffs Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial ("Complaint") on file herein as 
follows: 
DEFENDANT CITY OF NAMPA'S ANS\VER TO PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT AND 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 1. 
1. 
Defendant City of Nampa denies each and every allegation contained in Plaintiffs 
Complaint not herein specifically and expressly admitted. This Defendant reserves the right to 
amend this and any other answer or denial stated herein, once it has had an opportunity to complete 
discovery regarding the allegations contained in Plaintiffs Complaint. 
2. 
Answering paragraph 1 ofPlaintift's Complaint, these allegations pertain to someone 
other than this answering Defendant, and therefore this answering Defendant is without sufficient 
infoffilation upon which to admit or deny the allegations contained therein, and so deny the 
allegations at present for lack of knowledge, information or belief. 
3. 
Answering paragraph 2 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant City of Nampa admits 
that it is a municipal corporation pursuant to Idaho Code, and that Eleventh Avenue North is part of 
the state highway system which runs through a portion of the City of Nampa. This Defendant also 
admits that on March 1, 1987, the Idaho Transportation Department and the City of Nampa entered 
into an agreement called the "Cooperative Agreement for Maintenance of State Highway U.S.-30; 
SH-45; SH-55." The remainder of this paragraph appears to contain Plaintiffs legal conclusions, 
and to the extent a response is required, this Defendant denies said allegations. 
4. 
Answering paragraph 3 of Plaintiff s Complaint, Defendant City of Nampa admits 
only that the Plaintiff was struck and injured by a vehicle as he walked across Eleventh A venue 
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North near 3rd Street North; a section ofthe roadway that did not include a marked crosswalk. This 
Defendant is presently without sufficient information upon which to admit or deny the remaining 
allegations contained therein, and so denies the allegations at present for lack of knowledge, 
information or belief. 
5. 
Answering paragraph 4 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant City of Nampa is 
presently without sufficient information upon which to admit or deny the allegations contained 
therein, and so denies the allegations at present for lack of knowledge, information or belief. 
6. 
Answering paragraph 5 of Plaintiff s Complaint, these allegations pertain to someone 
other than this answering Defendant, and therefore this answering Defendant is without sufficient 
information upon which to admit or deny the allegations contained therein, and so denies the 
allegations at present for lack of knowledge, information or belief. 
7. 
Answering paragraph 6 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant City of Nampa admits. 
8. 
Answering paragraph 7 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant City of Nampa is 
presently without sufficient information upon which to admit or deny the allegations contained 
therein, and so denies the allegations at present for lack of knowledge, information or belief. 
DEFENDANT CITY OF NAMPA'S ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT AND 
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9. 
Answering paragraph 8 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant City of Nampa denies 
the allegation to the extent the term "warrants" is used in the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control 
Devices ("MUTC"). 
10. 
Answering paragraph 9 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant City of Nampa admits 
only that prior to October 29, 2007, one (1) vehicle/pedestrian accident occurred at the intersection 
of Eleventh Avenue North and 3 rd Street North on April 7, 2006. Defendant is without sufficient 
information upon which to admit or deny the remaining allegations contained therein, and so denies 
the allegations at present for lack of knowledge, information or belief. 
11. 
Answering paragraphs 10 and 11 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, Defendant City of Nampa 
admits that on March 1, 1987, the Idaho Transportation Department and the City of Nampa entered 
into an agreement called the "Cooperative Agreement for Maintenance of State Highway U.S.-30; 
SH-45; SH-55." The case law cited within paragraph 11 speaks for itself. The remaining allegations 
either pertain to someone other than this answering Defendant or they contain Plaintiffs legal 
conclusions; to the extent a response is required, this answering Defendant denies said allegations 
contained therein at present for lack of knowledge, information or belief. 
DEFENDANT CITY OF NAMPA'S ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT AND 
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12. 
Answering paragraph 12 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant City of Nampa denies 
the accuracy and characterization of said allegations. 
13. 
Answering paragraphs 13-15 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant City of Nampa 
admits that on October 29, 2007, the Plaintiff was struck and injured by a vehicle as he walked 
across Eleventh A venue North near yd Street North; a section of the roadway that did not include 
a marked crosswalk. This Defendant is without sufficient information upon which to admit or deny 
the remaining allegations contained therein, and so denies the allegations at present for lack of 
knowledge, information or belief. 
14. 
Answering paragraph 16 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant City of Nampa denies 
the accuracy and characterization of the allegations, and asserts that prior to October 29,2007, there 
had been only one pedestrian incident on Eleventh Avenue near 3rd Street North. 
15. 
Answering paragraphs 17, 18, 19 of Plaintiff's Complaint, these allegations either 
pertain to someone other than this answering Defendant or they contain Plaintiff's legal conclusions; 
to the extent a response is required, this Defendant denies said allegations contained therein at 
present for lack of knowledge, information or belief. 
DEFENDANT CITY OF NAMPA'S ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT AND 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 5. 
16. 
Answering paragraph 20 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant City of Nampa admits 
that the News Release referred to speaks for itself, and denies the accuracy and characterization of 
the remaining allegations in said paragraph. 
17. 
Answering paragraph 21 of Plaintiff's Complaint, this paragraph contains Plaintiff's 
legal conclusions, and to the extent a response is required, this Defendant denies said allegations. 
To the extent that these allegations pertain to someone other than this answering Defendant, this 
Defendant is without sufficient information upon which to admit or deny the allegations contained 
therein, and so deny the allegations at present for lack of knowledge, information or belief. 
18. 
Answering paragraph 22 of Plaintiff's Complaint, which purports to repeat and 
incorporate prior allegations, to the extent any response is required to such allegations, this 
Defendant reassert and incorporate by this reference their prior responses to all of such allegations. 
19. 
Answering paragraphs 23-25 of Plaintiff' s Complaint, these paragraphs either pertain 
to someone other than this answering Defendant or they contain Plaintiff's legal conclusions; to the 
extent a response is required, this Defendant denies said allegations contained therein at present for 
lack of knowledge, information or belief. 
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20. 
Answering paragraph 26 of Plaintiff's Complaint, which purports to repeat and 
incorporate prior allegations, to the extent any response is required to such allegations, this 
Defendant reasserts and incorporates by this reference its prior responses to all of such allegations. 
21. 
Answering paragraphs 27 -28 of Plaintiff' s Complaint, these paragraphs either pertain 
to someone other than this answering Defendant or they contain Plaintiff's legal conclusions; to the 
extent a response is required, this Defendant denies said allegations contained therein at present for 
lack of knowledge, information or belief. 
22. 
Answering paragraph 29 of Plaintiff's Complaint, which purports to repeat and 
incorporate prior allegations, to the extent any response is required to such allegations, this 
Defendant reasserts and incorporates by this reference its prior responses to all of such allegations. 
23. 
Answering paragraphs 30-32 of Plaintiff's Complaint, these paragraphs contain 
Plaintiff's legal conclusions, and to the extent a response is required, this Defendant denies said 
allegations contained therein at present for lack of knowledge, information or belief. 
24. 
Answering paragraph 33 of Plaintiff's Complaint, which purports to repeat and 
incorporate prior allegations, to the extent any response is required to such allegations, this 
Defendant reasserts and incorporates by this reference its prior responses to all of such allegations. 
DEFENDANT CITY OF NAMPA'S ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT AND 
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25. 
Answering paragraphs 34-35 of Plaintiff's Complaint, these paragraphs contain 
Plaintiff's legal conclusions, and to the extent a response is required, this Defendant denies said 
allegations contained therein at present for lack of knowledge, information or belief. 
26. 
Plaintiff's Complaint last contains what is commonly referred to as the Plaintiff's 
"Prayer for Relief," and to the extent any answer is required thereto, Defendant City of Nampa 
denies the allegations contained therein, denies that the Plaintiffhas stated any valid cause of action, 
or that the Plaintiff is entitled to any of the relief requested therein. 
FIRST DEFENSE 
That this Defendant has not been able to engage in sufficient discovery to learn all 
of the facts and circumstances relating to the matters described in the Plaintiff's Complaint and 
therefore requests the Court to permit this Defendant to amend its Answer and assert additional 
affirmative defenses or abandon affirmative defenses once discovery has been completed. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
That the Plaintiff's Complaint fails to state a cause of action against Defendant City 
of Nampa upon which relief can be granted and should therefore be dismissed pursuant to Rule 
12(b)(6) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
THIRD DEFENSE 
That some or all of the Plaintiff's claims are barred by Plaintiff's assumption of the 
risks relevant herein. 
DEFENDANT CITY OF NAMPA'S ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT AND 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 8. 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
That some or all of the Plaintiffs' claims are barred by the Plaintiffs contributory or 
comparative negligence. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 
That the Plaintiffs injuries and damages, if any, were proximately caused by the 
negligent or careless misconduct and acts or omissions of an unrelated third party, who Defendant 
City of Nampa has no legal relationship with or responsibility for. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
That the Plaintiffis not the real patiy in interest with respect to all or part of his claim 
for damages contrary to I.R.C.P. 17. 
SEVENTH DEFENSE 
To the extent that the Plaintiff is asserting state law claims, the liability, if any, of 
Defendant City of Nampa for any state law claims or causes of action is limited pursuant to the 
provisions of the Idaho Tort Claims Act. In asserting this defense, Defendant City of Nampa is in 
no way conceding or admitting liability. 
EIGHTH DEFENSE 
To the extent that the Plaintiff is asserting state law claims against Defendant City 
of Nampa, some or all of such claims are barred since they arise out of and/or stem from activities 
for which Defendant City of Nampa is immune from liability by virtue of the provisions of the Idaho 
Tort Claims Act. 
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NINTH DEFENSE 
The damages, if any, as alleged by the Plaintiff were caused by the superseding, 
intervening conduct of other entities or individuals. 
TENTH DEFENSE 
That the Plaintiffs injuries and damages, if any, were proximately caused by the 
negligent or careless misconduct and acts or omissions of other persons or entities not parties to this 
action, who Defendant has no legal relationship with or responsibility for. 
ELEVENTH DEFENSE 
That the Plaintiff has failed to act reasonably or to otherwise mitigate his damages, 
ifany. 
TWELFTH DEFENSE 
To the extent that the Plaintiff is asserting state law claims against Defendant, some 
or all of such claims are barred by the failure of the Plaintiff to comply with the Idaho Tort Claims 
Act. 
JURY DEMAND 
Defendant Nampa City, pursuant to Rule 38(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, 
hereby demands a trial by jury of the Plaintiff s action for damages. 
ATTORNEY FEES 
Defendant City of Nampa has been required to retain attorneys in order to defend this 
action and is entitled to recover reasonable attorney fees pursuant to state law and applicable statutes, 
DEFENDANT CITY OF NAMPA'S ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT AND 
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including Idaho Code Sections 6-918A, 12-120,12-121 and Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
WHEREFORE, Defendant City of Nampa prays for jUdgment against the Plaintiff 
as follows: 
l. That the Plaintiff's Complaint be dismissed with prejudice and that the 
Plaintiff take nothing thereunder. 
2. That Defendant City of Nampa be awarded its costs, including reasonable 
attorneys' fees, pursuant to I.e. §§ 6-918A, 12-120, 12-121 and I.R.C.P. 54. 
3. That judgment be entered in favor of Defendant City of Nampa on all claims 
for relief. 
4. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable under 
the circumstances. 
DATED this 22nd day of January, 2010. 
NA YLOR & HALES, P.e. 
BY __ T-~~~~~ __________________ _ 
Ki 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 22nd day of January, 2010, I caused to be served, 
by the methodes) indicated, a true and correct copy of the foregoing upon: 
Douglas W. Crandall 
Crandall Law Office 
420 W. Main Street, Ste. 206 
Boise, 10 83702 
Attorneysfor Plaintiff 
Patrick D. Furey 
Attorney at Law 
301 E. Brookhollow Drive 
Boise, ID 83706 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Michael E. Kelly 
John J. Browder 
Lopez & Kelly, PLLC 
413 W. Idaho Street, Ste. 100 
P.O. Box 856 
Boise, 10 83701-0856 
Attorneys for Defendants Stale of Idaho, 





















DEFENDANT CITY OF NAMPA'S ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT AND 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 12. 
Kirtlan G. Naylor [ISB No. 3569] 
James R. Stoll [ISB No. 7182] 
NA YLOR & HALES, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone No. (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-9516 
Email: kirt@navlorhales.com;jrs@naylorhales.com 
Attorneys for Defendant Nampa City 
F I A.lr..&M 
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
B RAYNE, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
BRIAN P. WOODWORTH, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, BY AND THROUGH ITS 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD AND 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
and CITY OF NAMPA, IDAHO, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV -09-11334 
DEFENDANT NAMPA CITY'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW Defendant Nampa City and moves for summary judgment on Plaintiff's 
claims. Defendant Nampa City asserts no duty has been placed upon Nampa City by the Cooperative 
Agreement for Maintenance of a State Highway, and under the facts of this case, and no duty exists 
as a matter oflaw. Further, Nampa City is entitled to immunity in accordance with the Idaho Tort 
Claims Act. 
DEFENDANT NAMPA CITY'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1. 
o ORIGINAL 
In support of its motion, Nampa City relies upon the pleadings and other documents that have 
been filed in this case, as well as the Memorandum in Support and Affidavit of Kent 1. Fugal filed 
herewith. 
~ 
DATED this ~ day of February, 2011. 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
BY'-4~~~~---------------­
Ki 
DEFENDANT NAMPA CITY'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2. 
o 41 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
'&-
I HE REB Y CERTIFY that on the ~ day ofF ebruary, 2011, I caused to be served, 
by the methodes) indicated, a true and correct copy of the foregoing upon: 
Douglas W. Crandall 
Crandall Law Office 
420 W. Main Street, Ste. 206 
Boise, ID 83702 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Patrick D. Furey 
Attorney at Law 
301 E. Brookhollow Drive 
Boise, ID 83706 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Michael E. Kelly 
Lopez & Kelly, PLLC 
PO Box 856 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for State Defendants 
M:IICRMPIWoodworth v. NampaCitylPleadingsl7632_10 Defs MSJ (final).wpd 
/U.S.Mail 














DEFENDANT NAMPA CITY'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3. 
Kirtlan G. Naylor [ISB No. 3569J 
James R. Stoll [ISB No. 7182] 
NA YLOR & HALES, P.c. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone No. (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-9516 
Email: kirt@navlorhales.com;jrs@naylorhales.com 
Attorneys for Defendant Nampa City 
_F __ ' A.k~M. 
FEB 1 0 20tl 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
B RAYNE, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
BRIAN P. WOODWORTH, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STA TE OF IDAHO, BY AND THROUGH ITS 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD AND 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
and CITY OF NAMPA, IDAHO, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
) ss. 
County of Salt Lake ) 
Case No. CV-09-11334 
AFFIDA VIT OF KENT J. FUGAL 
IN SUPPORT OF NAMPA CITY'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW, Kent J. Fugal, P.E., PTOE, and deposes and states as follows: 
1. Attached is my resume (Exhibit 1). As shown, I have training, education and 
experience in the areas of planning, design, operation and management oftraffic systems, and have 
provided expert witness testimony and analysis in such areas. 
AFFIDAVIT OF KENT J. FUGAL - 1. 
'OOR\G\NAL 
2. Attached as Exhibit 2 is my Preliminary Engineering Report dated December 20, 
2010, with respect to the traffic accident involving Plaintiff Woodworth in this lawsuit, together with 
my findings and conclusions. 
3. Attached as Exhibit 3 is the Cooperative Agreement for Maintenance of a State 
Highway. 
4. That based upon a review ofITD plan data with respect to PLAN 3B29 (U.S. Hwy. 
30) that covers the streets in question in this suit, it is apparent that the construction had been 
approved by administrative authority prior to 1955. 
IJl 
Kent J. Fugal 
SUBSCRJBED AND SWORN To before me this 4Th day of February, 2011. 
LINDSAY ROBERTS 
Notary Public Stole of Utah 
My Commission bpi res on: 
Septembor 2, 2014 
Camm. Number: 600371 
AFFIDAVIT OF KENT J. FUGAL - 2. 
NO ARYP' LCFORUTAH 
Residing at 102'1 -W, (1 cOO (; 'vVe{;1 dorcl{{fl .UT g406Y 
Commission Expires: 02- 's<ft· 2-oiLf 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~ day of February, 2011, I caused to be served, by the 
methodes) indicated, a true and correct copy of the foregoing upon: 
Douglas W. Crandall 
Crandall Law Office 
420 W. Main Street, Ste. 206 
Boise, ID 83702 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Patrick D. Furey 
Attorney at Law 
301 E. Brookhollow Drive 
Boise,ID 83706 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Michael E. Kelly 
Lopez & Kelly, PLLC 
PO Box 856 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for State Defendants 
M:IICRMPIWoodworth v. Nampa CitylPleadingsl7632_1 0 Fugal Affidavit (final).wpd 
AFFIDA VIT OF KENT J. FUGAL - 3. 
./ U.S. Mail 
















Kent J. Fugal, P.E., PTOE 
Sr. Transportation Engineer 
EDUCATION 
BS/1989/Civil Engineering - Brigham Young University, cum laude 
MS/1990/Civil Engineering - Brigham Young University 
Additional graduate work in civil engineering at Arizona State University 
PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATIONS I AFFILIATIONS 
1994/Professional Engineer/Utah #177864 
1999/Professional Engineer/Idaho #9247 
1999/Professional Engineer/Montana #13708 PE 
2005/Professional Engineer/Arizona #43220 
2005/Professional Engineer/Oregon #77388PE 
2005/Professional Engineer/Nevada #17414 
2000/Professional Traffic Operations Engineer, Certificate #540 
Fellow, Eno Center for Transportation Leadership Development 
Institute of Transportation Engineers, former Intermountain Section President 
American Society of Civil Engineers, former Central Utah Branch President and 
Southern Idaho Section officer 
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY 
2004 - Present, Project Engineering Consultants, Nampa, Idaho and West Jordan, Utah. 
Sr. Transportation Engineer. Serve in a variety of roles on varied engineering projects, 
with primary focus being in transportation/traffic. Perform traffic studies, traffic signal 
designs, roadway designs, roundabout designs, traffic analyses, development of 
standards and guidelines, and other miscellaneous engineering work (including 
assistance with water, sewer, and other municipal projects). 
2001 - 2004, J-U-8 Engineers, Boise/Nampa, Idaho. Project Manager. Responsible for 
developing and managing primarily transportation projects. Served as Highway District 
Engineer for four rural highway districts in Canyon County, Idaho. Performed 
development reviews for Districts. Projects included roadway and intersection designs, 
traffic studies, standards development, culinary water systems, and site/civil designs. 
2001, City of Glendale, Arizona. Assistant Traffic Engineer. Head of the Traffic Studies 
Division of the city's Transportation Department. Responsible for conducting all types of 
traffic studies and for managing the neighborhood traffic mitigation program. Assisted 
with review of development plans. 
1997 - 2001, MK CentenniallWashington Group International (now part of URS 
Washington Division), Boise, Idaho and Salt Lake City, Utah. Project Manager / Traffic 
Engineering Team Leader. Responsible for supervision of the traffic engineering team 
(8 people), including direction of traffic engineering activities and mentoring junior staff. 
Project manager for intersection improvement projects, including traffic signals, roadway 
improvements, drainage improvements, etc. Responsible for traffic aspects of other 
major projects in the office. Such aspects included traffic studies, corridor studies, 
access studies, signing & pavement marking design, signal design, and development of 
traffic control plans. 
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1995 - 1997, Pleasant Grove City, Pleasant Grove, Utah. City Engineer / Public Works 
Director. A selection of responsibilities as City Engineer included the following: all 
engineering reviews of new development plans, including both residential and 
commercial projects; design and construction management of small projects; initiation of 
a geographic information system (GIS) for the City; determination of need for and 
placement of traffic control devices; and management of projects done by consultants. 
Represented the City on the Mountainland Association of Governments (MAG) 
Technical Committee. Also served as Public Works Director during the last year with the 
City. Was responsible for administration of Public Works Department, which included 
the following divisions: Engineering, Water & Sewer, Streets & Storm Drainage, 
Cemetery, and Parks. Led the effort to establish a geographic information system (GIS), 
an impact fee program, and storm water utility at the City. Also served as an elected 
City Council member and as a member of the Planning Commission prior to accepting a 
full-time position with the City. 
1988 -1992,1993 -1995, Horrocks Engineers, American Fork, Utah. Civil Engineer. A 
selection of responsibilities included: the design of roadway, culinary water, sanitary 
sewer and other related infrastructure; construction management and inspection; the 
evaluation of environmental impacts and the writing of environmental documents; 
planning studies for culinary water and transportation systems; and general municipal 
engineering services. 
1992 - 1993, Arizona State University, Department of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering, Tempe, Arizona. Civil Engineering Graduate Assistant. Assisted with 
proposal and class lecture preparation and was substitute instructor for courses in 
transportation engineering and highway geometric design. 
QUALIFICATIONS SUMMARY 
Kent offers over 20 years of experience in a variety of civil engineering activities. He has 
worked on projects for the Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT), the Idaho 
Transportation Department (lTD), and the Ada County Highway District (ACHD) as well 
as for several cities, counties, and rural highway districts within Utah and Idaho. This 
experience includes projects such as transportation facilities (specializing in traffic 
engineering, traffic signals, and roundabouts), drainage facilities, water systems, and 
sanitary sewer systems. He has been involved in planning, environmental studies, 
design, right-of-way acquisition, preparation of plans, specifications, and estimates, and 
construction inspection. His projects include numerous traffic signal designs, roadway 
deSigns, traffic studies, roundabout designs, and the development of roundabout 
guidelines. He has given numerous presentations at technical society meetings on 
traffic engineering and roundabout topics, including two paper presentations at the TRB 
2008 National Roundabout Conference in Kansas City, Missouri. He has served within 
elected and appointed local government positions (including Councilmember and City 
Engineer/Public Works Director for Pleasant Grove, Utah and Assistant Traffic Engineer 
for Glendale, Arizona), and has also served on technical committees for the Community 
Planning Association of Southwest Idaho (Boise-Nampa Idaho area) and for the 
Mountainland Association of Governments (Provo-Orem Utah area). 
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FUGAL PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING REPORT 
EXHIBIT 2 
December 20, 2010 
Mr. James D. Carlson 
Naylor & Hales, P.C. 
950 W Bannock St, Ste 610 
Boise, ID 83702 
Re Consultation - Woodworth v. State of Idaho, et. aL 
Preliminary Engineering Report 
Dear Mr. Carlson: 
Per your request, I have reviewed documents provided to me pertaining to the pedestrian 
crossing of 11th Avenue North at 3rd Street North in Nampa, Idaho. These documents pertain to 
the pedestrian/vehicle crash that occurred there on October 29,2007, in which Brian 
Woodworth was hit by a car while crossing at an unmarked crosswalk. 
The following documents were reviewed by me as part of my preliminary engineering study: 
• Stevens Expert Report, November 17, 2010; 
• Complaint and demand for Jury Trial; 
.. Answer to Complaint of State of Idaho; 
• Answer to Complaint of City of Nampa; 
• State's responses to plaintiff's discovery; 
• City's responses to plaintiff's discovery, 
• Plaintiff's responses to City's discovery; 
• Deposition of City engineer Michael Fuss; 
• Bates-Numbered Documents: 
o Nampa 001-204; 
o Nampa Project Ace! File 001-145; 
o Nampa Project Construction File 001-561; 
• Nampa Police Department Photos (76 images). 
Included within the Bates-Numbered Documents listed above, but noted here for a more 
detailed record, I reviewed the following: 
• Idaho Vehicle Collision Report: 
• City of Nampa, "Safety Effects of Marked vs. Unmarked Crosswalks at Uncontrolled 
Locations"; 
• City of Nampa Traffic Volumes; 
986 West 9000 South I West Jordan. UT 84088 I phone 801.495.4240 I fax 801.495.4244 
• Stephen J. Lewis Pedestrian Study, November 23,2007; 
• Pedestrian crashes on 11th Avenue North. 
Local and Industry Standards and other publications in place prior to October 29, 2007 
researched by me as part of this study include: 
• "A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets", AASHTO, 2004. 
• "Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices", FHWA, 2003, Including Revisions 1 and 2; 
• "Safety Effects of Marked vs. Unmarked Crosswalks at Uncontrolled Locations", FHWA-
HRT -04-100, September, 2005; 
• Idaho Transportation Department reference manuals: 
o "Roadway Design Manual"; 
o "Traffic Manual"; 
• "Pedestrian Accidents in Marked and Unmarked Crosswalks A Quantitative Study", ITE 
Journal, September, 2000; 
• ""Safety Analysis of Marked Versus Unmarked Crosswalks in 30 Cities", ITE Journal, 
January, 2004. 
In addition to those Local and Industry Standards and in evaluating what the ordinary standard 
of care is for pedestrian crossing treatments at uncontrolled locations, I researched the 
practices of various state and local entities across the country. Representative of those 
practices are the following documents: 
• HADOT Traffic Engineering Policies, Guidelines, and Procedures; Section 900 -
Pedestrians", Arizona DOT, 2008; 
• "Pedestrian Crossing Treatment Warrants", City of Boulder, CO, 1996; 
• "Policy and Standards for Pedestrian Crossings", City of Columbia, MO, 2000; 
• ;'Pedestrian Crosswalks Traffic Policy", City of Edina. MN, 2003. 
Based on my review of the documents and data listed above, I have concluded the foHowing: 
• Of the seven prior pedestrian or bicycle collisions with motor vehicles on 11th Avenue 
North between 1 sl Street North and 5th Street North between 2003 and 2006 (NAMPA 
60-61), the crash history report included as "Exhibit A" to the Answer to Complaint of 
State of Idaho reveals the following: 
o Two of the crashes were at 1 st Street North-too far removed to have reasonably 
been prevented by the installation of an enhanced crossing at 3rd Street North; 
o One of the crashes did not involve a crossing. but rather involved a bicyclist 
being struck by a car pulling out of a driveway and would therefore not have been 
prevented by the installation of an enhanced crossing at 3'd Street North: 
o :1 
2 
o Two of the crashes involved alcohol-impaired pedestrians and, therefore, would 
not have likely been prevented by the installation of an enhanced crossing at 3rd 
Street North; 
o Only two of the seven crashes had characteristics such that they could be 
considered as potentially preventable by the prior installation of an enhanced 
crossing at 3rd Street North; 
• The latest transportation safety research indicates that marked crosswalks at 
uncontrolled locations are less safe than unmarked crosswalks, confirming the decades-
old practice of many cities to generally not mark crosswalks at uncontrolled locations. 
I have not found in my research any formal policies of the Idaho Transportation Department 
(ITO) or the City of Nampa in regards to the treatment of crosswalks at uncontrolled locations. 
Additionally. while no formal pedestrian counts have been completed, the lack of significant 
pedestrian-generating facilities (schools, recreational facilities, major shopping centers, etc.) at 
or near the 3fd Street North crossing would suggest that the pedestrian crossing volumes are 
relatively low. Nothing in the documents reviewed suggests otherwise. 
Without any additional formal policies on the part of the agencies having jurisdiction, the 
ordinary standard of care in the industry should be applied in determining the appropriateness of 
the actions or inactions of the City and State prior to October 29. 2007 as it relates to the 
crossing in question. In that regard, I offer the following: 
• In my review of the practices of various agencies around the country, nearly all required 
a minimum of 50 pedestrians crossing in the peak hour, with some requiring even more 
or requiring that the minimum threshold of 50 pedestrians per hour be met for multiple 
consecutive hours, to warrant any type of crossing treatment at uncontrolled locations; 
• The policies of these agencies are in harmony with my professional experience and the 
many technical presentations I have heard and seen over my 20+ years in the 
engineering profession; 
• In my judgment. the pedestrian crossing demand at this location prior to the crash in 
question would not have met minimum thresholds normally applied by similar agencies 
for the instaHation of any type of crossing treatment; 
• It is further my opinion that by installing the enhanced crossing improvements in 2008 
the City went above and beyond the ordinary standard of care. 
In addition to the pOints made above, I submit that it would be unreasonable to expect that 
agencies with roadway jurisdiction would continuously upgrade all of their facilities to meet ail of 
the latest design/safety standards all of the time. To do so would require financial resources 
well in excess of those that are available to the agency. What is expected instead is that the 
design and construction of new improvements meet the standards that are in place at the time 
of construction. 
Prior to the construction of any roadway facility by the Idaho Transportation Department or the 
City of Nampa, the design documents are reviewed to verify that the design is in SUbstantial 
conformance with the engineering standards in place at the time. With regards to the 
improvements in place on 111h Avenue North in the vicinity of 3rd Street North prior to October 
29.2007, I have found nothing in my review of the documents to suggest that this process was 
3 
not followed when those improvements were constructed. I am of the opinion that it is 
reasonable to assume that the design of those improvements was in substantial conformance 
with the standards then in place and that the agency having jurisdiction approved the design 
when it was submitted and that the City and State therefore met their obligations in the matter. 
Respectfully, 
PROJECT ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS 
/~ 
Kent J. Fugal, P.E.. PTOE 




o EXHIBIT 3 
STATE OF IDAHO 
CECIL D. ANDRUS 
GOVERNOR 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD 
JOHN M OHMAN· C ... AlRMAN 
LLOYD F BARRON - V<:E CHAIR .... ' 
MARION DAViDSON - "EMBER 
E DEAN TISDALE 
OlAECTOA 
April 3, 1987 
Honorble Winston K. Goering 
Mayor, City of Nampa 
411 Third Street South 
Nampa, Idaho 83651 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
AN EOUAl OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
DISTRICT 3 • P. O. BOX 8028 • BOISE, IDAHO 83707 
PHONE (208) 334-2974 
Re: Maintenance Agreement US 30, SH 45, SH 55 
Dear Mayor Goering: 
Attached is a fully executed copy of the Cooperative Maintenance 
Agreement for Maintenance of US 30, SH 45 and SH 55, within the 
City of Nampa. 
Sincerely ~ (, 
/~6!~;k 












COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT DH-2392 4/82 
272108002 FOR MAINTENANCE OF STATE HIGHWAY U.S.-30;SH-45;SH 55 
THIS AGREEMENT, Hade and executed in duplicate this ~ day of March 
19 87, by and between the Idaho Transportation Department, Division of Highways herein-
after called the "State" and the City of NAMPA herein-
after referred to as the "Ci ty". 
WIT N E SSE T H: 
1. . RECITALS 
The Parties desire to provide for the maintenance of Sta te Highway routes ,,·i thin the 
City as provided in Section 40-120 of the Idaho Code, and to arrange herein for the 
particular maintenance functions to be performed~ the City and those to be per-
formed by the State and to specify the terms and conditions under which such work 
will be performed. 
2 . AGREEMENT 
This Agreement shall supersede all previous Cooperative Maintenance Agreements. In 
consideration of the mutual covenants and premises herein contained, it is agreed: 
The City will peform such maintenance work as is specifically delegated to it and 
the State will perform those particular functions of maintenance delegated to it on 
the State Highway routes or portions thereof all as hereinafter described under 
Sections 13, 17, and 17-a hereof or as said sections may be subsequently modified with 
the written consent of the Parties hereto acting by and through their authorized 
representatives. 
3 . MAINTENANCE DEFINED 
Maintenance is defined as follows: 
A. The preservation and keeping of right of way and each type of roadway, structure, 
and facility in the safe and usable condition to which it has been improved or 
constructed, but does not include reconstruction or other improvement. 
B. Provisions as necessary for the safety and convenience of traffic and the upkeep 
of traffic control devices. 
C. The general utility services such as roadside planting and vegetation control. 
D. The special or emergency maintenance or repair necessitated by accidents or by 
storms or other weather couditions, slides, settlements, or other uuusual or 
unexpected damage to a roadway, structure or facility. 
E. Upkeep of illumination 
which are required for 
highways and bridges. 
4. DEGREE OF MAINTENANCE 
fixtures on 
the safety 
the streets, roads, highways, and bridges 
of persons using the said streets, roads, 
The degree and type of maintenance for each highway or portion thereof shall mean 
doing the work and fUrnishing the materials and equipment to maintain the highway 
facility herein described in a manner as near as practicable to the standard in which 
they were originally constructed and subsequently improved. 
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5. 'LEGAL RELATIONS A..'ID RE~ JNSIBILITIES 
Nothing in the provisions of this Agreement is intended to affect the legal liability 
of either Party to the contract by imposing any standard of care respecting the main-
tenance of State Highways different from the standard of care imposed by law. 
It is understood and agreed that neither the State, nor any officer, agent, servant, 
or employee thereof is responsible for any damage or liability occurring by reason of 
anything done or omitted to be done by the City or in connection with any work, auth-
ority or jurisdiction delegated to the City under this Agreement for Maintenance. The 
City, its officers, agents, servants, or employees, shall not be responsible for any 
damage or liability arising in connection with work to be performed by the State which 
is not otherwise delegated to the City. 
6. HIGHWAY 
Highway, as used herein, includes the entire right of way which is secured or re-
served for use in the construction and maintenance of the traveled way and roadsides 
as hereinafter described. 
7. ROADWAY 
Roadway means the area between the inside face of curbs or the area between the flow 
lines of paved gutters; otherwise, the entire width within the highway which is im-
proved for vehicular use including improved shoulders and sideslopes if they exist. 
8 . IMPROVED ROADS IDES 
Improved roadside is the area between the roadway, as defined under Section 7, and the 
right of way boundary lines, inclUding curb and sidewalk. 
Curb relates to a timber, concrete, asphalt, or masonry structure separating or o~er­
wise delineating the roadway from the remainder of the highway and shall inslud~-paved 
gutters. Medians which separate the roadways for traffic in opposite directions are 
considered a part of the improved roadsides. Sidewalk applies to the paved or other-
wise improved surface area between the face of curb or edge of roadway and right of 
way boundary, including paved entrances or driveways. 
9. UNIMPROVED ROADSIDES 
Unimproved roadsides relate to the area between the roadway and right of way boundary 
wherein curbs and sidewalks do not exist. 
10. BRIDGES 
Bridges are structures which span more than twenty feet measured between abutments 
along the centerline of the street and multiple span structures where the individual 
spans are in excess of ten feet measured from center to center of supports along the 
centerline of the street. All other cross drainage structures shall be classiLied as 
culverts. 
11. TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES 
Traffic control devices include all signs, pavement markings, and highway illumination 
placed on or adjacent to the street or highway for the regulation, guidance, warning 
and aid of pedestrian and traffic movement thereon. Traffic signals will be treated 
under a separate agreement. 
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12. FRONTAGE ROADS 
Frontage roads are roads constructed on either side of the highway to provide autho-
rized road access to adjacent properties in lieu of access directly from the highway. 
13. RODilNE MAINTENfu~CE 
Routine maintenance to be performed on the roadway or roadsides shall consist of such 
work as patching, spot sealing, crack sealing, snow plowing, snow removal, sanding, 
care of drainage, upkeep and repair of bridges, culverts, curbs and sidewalks, street 
sweeping and cleaning, repair of damage and cleaning up after storms and traffic ac-
cidents, control of roadside vegetation, care of landscaped areas, trees or other or-
namental plantings, and upkeep and operation of traffic control devices, all in the 
manner as hereinafter specified. 
A. Roadway 
(1) Surface repair--such as the patching of holes, depressed areas, spot seal-
ing, undersealing, etc. 
(2) Crack sealing--the cleaning, filling and sealing of cracks in pavement 
with sealing compounds. 
(3) Sweeping and cleaning--the removal of dirt or Ii tter normally coming onto 
the roadway from action of traffic or from natural causes, such as flood 
and storm debris. 
(4) Snow removal--the removal of snow from the roadway by plowing, sweeping, and 
hauling and shall include sanding or salt when required. The hauling away 
of snow need only apply on those highway sections where snow storage is lim-
ited or at such tillJes when accumulations become greater than storage area 
capacity. 
(5) Utilities--including manholes, boxes or other appurtenances shall be main-
tained by their owners. 
(6) Storm sewers--shall be kept clean and free from debris; traps and sumps 
cleaned as required after each storm. 
(7) Culverts--shall be kept clean and free from debris; inlets and outlets shall 
be kept free of debris and growing grass or brush. 
B. Bridges 
(1) Bridges shall be inspected in accordance with the national inspection stan-
dards of Section 116(d) Ti tIe 23 U.S. Code administered by the State. 
Bridges designed to AASHTO H-20 or better ~dards must be inspected on a 
frequency not to exceed two years. Bridges that are posted for restricted 
weight limits and! or designed to ~~SHTO HS-IS or less will be inspelted on 
an annual basis. Inspections are to be accomplished by a qualified inspec-
tor. The Division of Highways' District Engineer shall be immediately no-
tified of major defects. See current edition of AASHTO Manual for Mainte-
nance Inspection of Bridges for inspector's qualifications, inspection re-
porting procedures, and structural analysis for load capacity of bridges. 
C. Improved Roadsides 
(1) Curbs--shall be kept in repair by cleaning, patching, lifting and aligning. 
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(2) Sidewalks--sh_&l be kept in repair by cleaning. patching, lifting, aligning, 
and regrading if of gravel or other non-cemented material. 
(3) Lawn or grass areas--shall be kept mowed, watered, edges trimmed, and the 
watering operations shall not flood or sprinkle on the roadway. 
(4) Trees and plantings--shall be kept trimmed with dead material removed and 
hazardous limbs pruned. This Agreement shall not be construed as restrict-
ing, prohibiting or otherwise relieving the City of the responsibility for 
inspection and upkeep of trees in a manner that \olill insure maximum safety 
to both vehicular and pedestrian traffic or to restrict or relieve the City 
from following the same policy and procedure generally followed by it with 
respect to streets of the City in the matter of requiring sidewalk repairs 
and control of vegetation to be made by or at the expense of abutting 
owners who are under legal obligation to perform such work. 
D. Unimproved Roadsides 
(1) Ditchings--foreslopes, backslopes and ditches shall be bladed and ditched 
regularly as required to keep as near as possible to the original typical 
cross section. 
(2) Cleaning--foreslopes and backs lopes shall be mowed as required. Trees and 
shrubs shall be kept trimmed, dead material removed and hazardous limbs 
pruned, waterways shall be kept free of debris. 
E. Traffic Control Devices 
Traffic control devices installed and maintained on the urban extensions of the 
State Highway System shall be in conformance with the recommendations and speci-
fications of the current Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets 
and Highways as approved by the American Association of State Highway-aQd Trans-
portation Officials (AASHTO) and as adopted by the Idaho Transportation Depart-
ment. The maintenance to be performed on these items shall consist of furnish-
ing all necessary labor, material, services, and equipment to install, replace, 
operate, and/or repair in accordance with this Agreement. 
All traffic control devices installed inside the full control of access limits of 
the Interstate Highway System shall be the responsibility of the State. 
(l) Route guide signing--tbis includes all official designation guide signs at 
junctions of the urban extensions of the State Highway System, all entering 
conununity signs and all U.S. or State Highway System route markers neces-
sary to properly identify and keep the motorist sure of the routes. 
(2) Other guide signs--this includes all other guide signs of an informational 
nature identifying streets, city parks, landmarks, and items of geographi-
calor cultural interest which the community desires to sign. 
(3) Warning signs--these will include all signs used to indicate conditions that 
are actually or potentially hazardous to users of the highway or street. 
(4) Speed signs--these will include all regulatory signs to indicate speed 
limits which have been designated in accordance with statutory proviSions. 
(5) Other regulatory signs--these will include all regulatory signs, other than 
the speed sign and lane control sign ~hich are used to indicate the required 
method of traffic movement or use of the public highway or street. 
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(6) Highway ligL~ng--this includes all fixed illumination of the roadway or 
sidewalks for purposes of providing better visibility of persons, vehicles 
or roadway features. All highway lighting shall be installed and main-
tained in accordance with current policies of the State. Maintenance shall 
include all upkeep of supports, interconnecting service, electrical energy 
costs, cleaning, lamp renewal, and associated labor and material costs re-
quired to maintain the lighting system in continuous nighttime operation. 
(7) Lane-line markings--these will include those lines dividing the roadway be-
tween traffic moving in opposite directions, lane-lines separating two or 
more lanes of traffic moving in the same direction, painted channelization, 
pavement edge markings and no passing barrier lines where required. 
(8) Other pavement markings--these include all stop lines, crosswalk lines, 
parking space limits and word and symbol marking set into or applied upon 
the pavement surface or curbing or objects within or adjacent to the road-
way for the purpose of regulating or warning traffic. 
14. ENCROACHMENT PER~ITS 
If the State delegates authority to issue encroachment permits to the City, the auth-
ority shall pertain to all parts of the highway or street throughout the particular 
length indicated under Section 17 and/or 17-a of this Agreement. Authority to issue 
encroachment permits shall not be assigned to the City unless they have adequate or-
dinances governing the encroachments together with an administrative organization and 
procedure capable of enforcing the ordinances. 
Permits shall be issued on a form provided by the State, and the City will furnish a 
copy of each permit to State. The City agrees to follow current policies of the State 
regarding encroachment unless the City by ordinance or othe·r regulation imposes more 
restrictive regulations as stated below. Prior approval of the State shall be se-
cured before any permit is issued for the original installation of any utility line, 
driveway or other permanent encroachment within the highway right of way. 
If the City by ordinance or other regulation imposes more restrictive regulations and 
requirements regarding signs, marquees and/or driveways than above set forth or as 
provided in current State policies, nothing in these provisions shall be construed 
to prevent the City from enforcing such restrictive regulations in the granting or 
refuSing of permits with respect to any State Highway. Where authority to issue en-
croachment permits is retained by the State, all local ordinances which are more re-
strictive than State policy will be observed. When authority to issue Encroachment 
permits is retained by the State, approval of the City will be secured prior to the 
issuance of a permit. State permit forms will be used and a copy will be forwarded to 
the City for its record. 
The City or State shall comply with its usual policy with respect to collecting costs 
from permittees in such cases as fees or charges are made by the City or State for 
encroachment work on streets or highways. 
No signs, billboards or structures other than those authorized and installed by the 
State or the City as necessary for the regulating, warning and guiding of traffic 
shall be permitted within or to overhang the right of way of any State Highway, except 
in accordance with these provisions: 
A. Signs or marquees extending over the sidewalk and right of way may be installed 
on a permit basis in business districts only, subject to the following 
restrictions: 
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No sign or marqut_ shall be permitted to project over the roadway nor to extend 
beyond a vertical Une located eighteen inches outside the inside face of the 
curb. 
Signs extending over the sidewalk area shall have no part thereof less than 
twelve feet above sidewalk or ground level. Marquees extending over the side-
walk area shall have no part thereof less than eight feet above sidewalk or 
ground level. 
B. Displays or signs overhanging the right of way may be authorized on a permit 
basis only outside of business districts when the display is placed flat against 
and supported by the building and providing it does not extend more than twelve 
inches into the right of way. 
C. All signs and marquees shall conform to the City Building and/or Sign Code ex-
cepting that minimum clearance reqUirements as herein specified must be complied 
with. 
They shall at all times be maintained in a good appearing and structurally safe 
condition. Any existing sign or marquee suspended or projected over any por-
tion of State Highway right of way which constitutes a hazard shall be immedi-
ately repaired or removed. 
D. Signs or displays will not be permitted which resemble, hide, or because of their 
color, interfere with the effectiveness of traffic signals and other traffic con-
trol devices. Illuminated signs or displays containing red, yellow, or green 
lights will not be permitted to overhang the right of way. 
E. Temporary municipal decorations may be installed and suspended over the State 
Highway on a permit basis only. They shall not be permitted in locations that 
interfere with the visibility and effectiveness of traffic control devices. 
It is understood that none of the provisions above listed, A to E 
be in conflict with the Beautification of Highways Act of 1966, 
tion 40, Chapter 28. 
15. TRANSPORTATION PERMITS 
inclusive, will 
Idaho Code Sec-
Transportation permits will be required on State highways for all vehicles and their 
loads which exceed legal limitations. If authority to issue transportation permits 
is delegated to the City, such authority shall pertain only to travel that originates 
and terminates within the City corporate limits. 
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16 'ROUTE DESCRIPTION 
Route No. ~Iilepost Leng th Miles 
U.S.30 
Rt. q 55.638-57.633 1. 995 
60.166-60.567 .401 
U.S.30 




Rt. #3 25.076-25.688 .612 
Rt. #4 25.688-27 .650 
27.650-27.725 . 075 
27.650-27.578 .072 
s.H.55 
Rt. #5 15.999-16.180 . 181 
S.H.55 
Rt. #6 18.148.19.175 1.027 
Description of Routing 
Ditch Sectlons 
Beg. City limits on Caldwell Blvd. to 
Caldwell Blvd. & Canyon Street. 
Garrity Blvd. & Grant Ave. to end of Clty 
limits (Garrity & Barger Rd.) 
Curb Sections 
Third St. South one way forward 
Second St. South one way reverse 
Third St. & 11th Ave. South to Garrity 
Blvd. & Grant Avenue 
Ditch Section 
Beg. City limi ts to 12th Ave & East 
Jersey Ave. 
Curb Section 
12th Ave & East Jersey Ave to 2nd St. 
and 12th Ave. 
2nd St . South one way Forward 
3rd St. South one way reverse 
curb Section 
Beg . City limits to Karcher Rd. and 
Caldwell Blvd. 
Curb Section 
Kampa Blvd. & 3rd St. to end of City 
limits. 
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17. ,DELEGATION OF MAINTENt ,E 
The maintenance work to be performed by the City or State shall conform to the provi-
sions hereof anrl shall include those operations as hereinafter indicated. 
MAINTENANCE FUNCTION AGENCY TO PERFORM WORK 
Route No.1 Route No.2 Route No.3 Route No.4 RouteNo.5 
ROADWAY DITCH CURB 
1. Surface Repair 
2. Crack Sealing 
3. Sweeping and Cleaning 
4. Snow Removal 
5. Utilities 
6. Culverts 
7. Storm Sewers 
BRIDGES 
1. Main Structure 




3. Lawn or Grass Areas 





3. Weed Eradication 
TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES 
1. Route Guide Signs 
2. Other Guide Signs 
3. Warning Signs 
4. Speed Signs 
5. Other Regulatory Signs 
6. Highway Lighting 
7. Lane-Line Markings 
B. Other Pavement Markings 






ISSUE PERJ.'1ITS ENCROACHHENTS 
ISSL~ PERMITS TRANSPORTATION 
2 = STATE 






DITCH CURB CURB 
s S s 
s s s 







S s s ---
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17-a: DELEGATION OF MAINTEt-. .. CE--FRONTAGE ROADS 
The maintenance work to be performed by the City or State shall conform to the provi-
sions hereof and shall include those operations as hereinafter indicated. 
MAINTENANCE FUNCTION AGENCY TO PERFORM WORK 
Route No.6 Route No. Route No. Route No. Route No. 
ROADWAY 
1. Surface Repair 
2. Crack Seal ing 
3. Sweeping and Cleaning 
4. Snow Removal 
5. Utilities 
6. Culverts 
7. Storm Sewers 
BRIDGES 
1. Main Structure 




3. Lawn or Grass Areas 





3. Weed Eradication 













1. Route Guide Signs __ S______________________ _ 
2. Other Guide Signs C ------
3. Warning Signs _=C _______________________________ _ 
4. Speed Signs _~S _________________________________ _ 
5. Other Regulatory Signs 
6. Highway Lighting 
7. Lane-Line Markings 
8. Other Pavement Markings 







ISSlJE PER/HTS ENCROACHMENTS _C ____________ _ 
ISSu~ PE~~ITS TRANSPORTATION S -----
s STATE 
C CITY 
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18. 'DELEGATION OF COSTS 
All agencies shall bear all costs of maintenance obligations assigned to them under 
this Agreement. 
19. SUBSEQUENT IMPROVEMENTS 
When a highway section or portion thereof is improved to urban standards, i.e, with 
curbs, sidewalks, etc., the delgation of maintenance shall automatically change to 
conform to the provisions as provided for similar sections under this Agreement. 
20. TERM OF AGREEMENT 
This Agreement shall become effective MARCH I, 1987 and 
shall remain in full force and effect until amended or terminated. 
The Agreement as above may be amended upon the mutual consent of the Parties thereto. 
The Agreement as above may be terminated at any time upon thirty days written notice 
by either Party thereof to the other. 






APPROVED AS TO FO&~: 
LGH 4/82 
CITY OF NAMPA 
City Clerk 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
DIVISION OF HIGHWAYS 
State Highway Administrator 
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November 23, 2007 
Michael Fuss, P.E. 
Public Works Director 
City of Nampa 
411 Third Street South 
Nampa, ID 83651 
RE: 11th Avenue Pedestrian Study; 
Findings and Recommendations 
Dear Michael, 
We have completed our study of pedestrian safety along 11th Avenue North between 1st 
Street North and 5th Street North in Nampa and have the following findings and 
recommendations: 
Existing Conditions 
As reported by Chief Augsburger of Nampa PD, there have been 8 pedestrian crashes 
that have occurred on 11th Avenue between pt Street and 4th Street in the past 5 years 
(2003-2007). All of these reported crashes have resulted in pedestrian injuries, some 
serious. Of the 8 crashes, 7 occurred at night. 
The City of Nampa Traffic Division recently performed counts of vehicular traffic and 
speeds during the period of November 2nd through November 9th• Daily traffic volumes 
on the five-lane arterial varied between 20,000 and 25,000 during that period. 85th 
percentile speeds were at or near the posted speed limit of 35mph. Currently there are 
no marked pedestrian crossings between the underpass south of 1st Street and the traffic 
signal at 6th Street. 
Replacement of Existin& Light Fixtures 
With 7 out of the 8 pedestrian crashes occurring after dark, one would suspect that 
street lighting is a contributing factor. Indeed, our study concludes that the existing 
lighting is deficient, making pedestrians very difficult to see at night. 
The existing lighting consists of decorative fixtures mounted at approximately 16 feet 
high on both metal and concrete poles. The poles are spaced at generally 70-75 feet 
apart. The roadway is 60 feet wide. Most sidewalks are 8 feet wide, although there are 
several mailboxes, light poles, etc. that are mounted within the sidewalk. 
Project Engineering Consultants, Ltd. 
Transportation' Traffic· Roadway· Structural· Geotechnical' Surveying' Water & Sewer' GIS 
1307 North 39th Street, Suite 101 Nampa, Idaho 83687-9230 (208) 466-7190 Fax (208) 466-7168 
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The existing luminaires have characteristics that are not conducive to lighting the actual 
roadway surface. Most notably, it appears that these fixtures have very little light cut-
off, meaning the fixtures do not direct light onto the roadway. As a result, a good share 
of light is directed in other directions, which does not help light the roadway. In fact, 
some of the light is directed at drivers, producing a glare effect that reduces the contrast 
of the roadway. The technical term for this is veiling luminance. The non-technical 
term is "glare bomb." 
Attached are 2 night-time photos that illustrate this: one on 11th Avenue (glare bombs) 
and one on the new section of Garrity. Notice the difference in light on the pavement. 
0 00067 
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Rxisting Street Lighting on the New Section 
A normal, non-decorative luminaire fixture (such as a cobra head) used for roadway 
lighting will generally direct light directly at the pavement. Also, there are decorative 
fixtures that direct light to the pavement, an example being the !{jngs Corner Overpass 
luminaires. Fixtures such as these keep the aesthetic appeal of a decorative fixture but 
do a better job at lighting the roadway and reducing veiling luminance. 
We recommend that all of the existing light fixtures along 11th Avenue North be replaced 
with fixtures similar to those installed on the Kings Corner overpasses. The existing 
concrete and steel poles can remain in place. 
Construction of Enhanced Pedestrian Crossing 
National research has shown that placing marked crosswalks at uncontrolled 




unmarked crosswalk. In these cases, some other treatment is needed to improve 
crossing safety for pedestrians. 
To further study the need for some sort of pedestrian facility enhancement, we took the 
raw data from the City's traffic counts and performed a gap analysis. In this analysis we 
looked to see how many gaps were available in existing traffic of sufficient length for a 
pedestrian to cross 11th Avenue safely. With 60 feet of pavement to cross and an 
assumed walking speed of 3 feet/second, a gap in traffic of 20 seconds or greater is 
needed to cross 11th Avenue safely. Following is a summary of the available gaps 
observed in traffic during the weekday 5 to 10 PM period: 
Time Interval 
5:00 - 5~5 PM~~ 
5~5_-::.B.!3()!'M 
Number of Gaps 
~ 20 seconds 
o 
__ ~30 - 5:45 PM ____ -t-___ --=-I __ _ 
-6:00PM 0 
6:00 - 6:15 PM 1 
6:15 ~ 6:3()!'M 1 
6:3{)~ 6:45 J.>M 
6; - :ooPM 
.'z:oo - 7:15PM. 




Jl:15 - ~:30 I'M 
?:3Q - f3:45 ~J>M 
8: - :ooPM 
9:00 - 9:15 PM 
9:15 - 9:30 PM 
9:30 =~9:45 PM ~ 
-lo:ooPM 
As one would expect, very few gaps are available in the existing traffic stream during the 
early evening, and some sort of enhanced pedestrian treatment is needed. 
We recommend that a new crosswalk with pedestrian-actuated (push button) in-
pavement flashers and adjacent post-mounted sign and amber beacons be installed. 
Based on observed pedestrian volumes and the origins and destinations of pedestrians, 
our preferred location for this crossing is the south side of the 11th Ave N/3rd StN 
intersection. Our next choice if this location proves difficult would be the north side of 
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the 11th Ave Nj2nd St N intersection. Either location should provide a safer crossing 
opportunity for pedestrians in the area. 
Estimated Construction Costs 
The costs of the lighting fixtures used on the Kings Corner Overpasses from a local 
distributor are $800 each. There are 45 luminaires along 11th Avenue from pi Street 
North to 5th Street North, for a total hardware cost of $36,000. If the City were to 
purchase the lights and have an outside contractor install them, there would probably be 
an additional 30% cost for labor- a grand total of $46,800. 
The costs to construct the new crosswalk would include the in-pavement flashers, 
trenching and backfill of the pavement, installation of two new steel poles for the 
sign/beacon/pushbutton, and reconstruction of the two intersection corners to meet 
current ADA standards. Engineering would be required to prepare a set of plans to be 
bid to a contractor. The approximate cost of construction and engineering is $90,000. 
We hope that this study proves useful. Please feel free to call or e-mail if you have any 
questions or would like to discuss further. Thank you for the opportunity to perform 
this study for you. 
Sincerely, 
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Kirtlan G. Naylor [ISB No. 3569] 
James R. Stoll [ISB No. 7182] 
NA YLOR & HALES, P.c. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 6lO 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone No. (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-9516 
Email: kirt@navlorhales.com;jrs@naylorhales.com 
Attorneys for Defendant Nampa City 
_F __ ' ..A.~9.M 
FEB f a 2011 
CANYON COUNTY CLf~R e RAYNE, OSPUiY . K 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
BRIAN P. WOODWORTH, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, BY AND THROUGH ITS 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD AND 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
and CITY OF NAMPA, IDAHO, 
Defendants. 
I. 
Case No. CV-09-11334 
DEFENDANT NAMPA CITY'S 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
INTRODUCTION 
COMES NOW Defendant Nampa City and moves for summary judgment on Plaintiffs 
claims, as set forth in the Motion for Summary Judgment and based upon the Affidavit of Kent 1. 
Fugal, P.E., all filed this same date. 
DEFENDANT NAMPA CITY'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1. 
[}ORIGINAl 
II. 
BASIS OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Summary judgment is proper when "the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, 
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that 
the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." I.R.C.P.56(c). 
In order to survive a motion for summary judgment, the non-moving party must "make a 
showing sufficient to establish the existence of an element essential to that party's case on which that 
party will bear the burden of proof at trial." Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102, 765 P.2d 126, 127 
(1988). In a negligence action the plaintiff must establish the following elements: "(1) a duty, 
recognized by law, requiring the defendant to conform to a certain standard of conduct; (2) a breach 
of duty; (3) a causal connection between the defendant's conduct and the resulting injuries; and 
(4) actual loss or damage." Hansen v. City of Pocatello, 145 Idaho 700, 702, 184 P.3d 206,208 
(2008). "No liability exists under the law of torts unless the person from whom relief is sought owed 
a duty to the allegedly injured party." Vickers v. Hanover Constr. Co., Inc., 125 Idaho 832, 835, 875 
P.2d 929, 932 (1994). The existence of a duty of care is a question of law. Coghlan v. Beta Theta 
Pi Fraternity, 133 Idaho 388, 400, 987 P .2d 300, 312 (1999); Turpen v. Granieri, 133 Idaho 244, 
247,985 P.2d 669, 672 (1999). 
III. 
PLAINTIFF'S ALLEGATIONS 
Plaintiff alleges that it is the "agreement" (more properly referred to as the Cooperative 
Agreement for Maintenance of a State Highway; see Exh. 3 to the Affidavit of Kent J. Fugal) that 
places liability upon Nampa City. As Plaintiff claims: 
DEFENDANT NAMPA CITY'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2. 
Defendant City of Nampa is a political subdivision ofthe State ofIdaho and through 
a portion of which that segment of the state highway system kno\\<'l1 as Eleventh 
Avenue North runs. Pursuant to an agreement between Nampa and lTD, Nampa 
undertook to assist lTD in the execution of the latter's duties regarding Eleventh 
Avenue North. Having thus undertaken to participate in the execution of the 
aforesaid duties of LTD, Nampa assumed the duty to exercise ordinary care in such 
of lTD's duties as it undertook to perform. 
Complaint, ~ 2, p. 3 (emphasis added). 
Without the agreement, Nampa City would face no liability in this case. Accordingly, the 
agreement must be examined to determine if Nampa City" ... undertook to participate in the execution 
oflTD's duties." If not, Nampa City is entitled to dismissal. 
IV. 
THE AGREEMENT DOES NOT REQUIRE NAMPA CITY 
ACT AT ALL IN THIS CASE 
The contention in this case is that since the Cooperative Maintenance Agreement provides 
for the maintenance of State Highway routes, Nampa City is somehow responsible for a failure to 
improve the roadway at Eleventh A venue North and Third Street North by the addition of a marked 
crosswalk. This claim fails as a matter of law. 
As a review of the cooperative agreement for maintenance will show, maintenance is defined 
as not including "reconstruction or other improvement." See page 1, paragraph 3a. Instead, Nampa 
City is only responsible for the upkeep of traffic control devices and not the construction of new 
devices. See page 1, paragraph 3b. Third, the City is only responsible to maintain the highways and 
fixtures in a manner " ... as near as practicable to the standard in which they were originally 
constructed and subsequently improved." See page 1, paragraph 4. Fourth, traffic control devices, 
such as crosswalk markings and highway illumination (see page 2, paragraph 11) are to be installed 
DEFENDANT NAMPA CITY'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3. 
8 
and maintained in accordance with the current Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for 
Streets and Highways (MUTCD). See page 4, paragraph e. As Nampa City'S expert witness, 
Mr. Fugal, has found, the MUTCD did not require any improvement with respect to illumination or 
crosswalks and the intersection at issue was in substantial conformance with pre-2007 standards in 
place when constructed. Based on the foregoing, Nampa City bears no responsibility for this 
accident. 
v. 
NAMP A CITY IS ENTITLED TO IMMUNITY 
PER IDAHO CODE § 6-904(7) 
Idaho Code § 6-904(7), Exceptions to Governmental Liability, provides as follows: 
A governmental entity and its employees while acting within the course and scope 
of their employment and without malice or criminal intent shall not be liable for any 
claim which: 
7. Arises out of a plan or design for construction or improvement to the highways, 
roads, streets, bridges, or other public property where such plan or design is prepared 
in substantial conformance with engineering or design standards in effect at the time 
of preparation of the plan or design or approved in advance of the construction by the 
legislative body of the governmental entity or by some other body or administrative 
agency, exercising discretion by authority to give such approval. 
Here, as Mr. Fugal's Affidavit (and Preliminary Engineering Report) sets forth: (1) the 
roadway prior to the crosswalk addition in 2007 was in substantial conformance with design 
standards; and (2) the construction had been approved by administrative authority. 
DEFENDANT NAMPA CITY'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 




No duty has been placed upon Nampa City by the agreement, and under the facts of this case, 
no duty exists as a matter oflaw. Further, Nampa City is entitled to immunity in accordance with 
the Idaho Tort Claims Act. 
6 
DATED this ~ day of February, 2011. 
NA YLOR & HALES, P.C. 
By-+~ __ ~ __ ~ ____________________ __ 
DEFENDANT NAMPA CITY'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 5. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
~ 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~ day of February, 2011, I caused to be served, by the 
methodes) indicated, a true and correct copy of the foregoing upon: 
Douglas W. Crandall 
Crandall Law Office 
420 W. Main Street, Ste. 206 
Boise, ID 83702 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Patrick D. Furey 
Attorney at Law 
301 E. Brookhollow Drive 
Boise, ID 83706 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Michael E. Kelly 
Lopez & Kelly, PLLC 
PO Box 856 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for State Defendants 
~U.S.Mail 
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DEFENDANT NAMPA CITY'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 6. 
Michael E. Kelly, ISB #4351 
Lou Piccioni, ISB #6099 
John J. Browder, ISB #753 I 
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC 
413 W. Idaho Street, Suite 100 
PO Box 856 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0856 
Telephone: (208) 342-4300 
Facsimile: (208) 342-4344 
2800.013/MSJ 
Attorneys for Defendant State of Idaho 
._F ___ ' A'~M 
FEB f 0 2011 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
B RAYNE, OSPUiY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
BRIAN P. WOODWORTH, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, BY AND THROUGH 
ITS IDAHO TRANSPORT AnON BOARD 
AND IDAHO TRANS PORT A nON 
DEPARTMENT, and CITY OF NAMPA, 
IDAHO, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV09-11334 
STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COME NOW Defendant State of Idaho by and through its attorneys of record, Lopez & 
Kelly, PLLC, and pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure moves this Court for 
an order granting summary judgment in its favor as to all claims against it. This motion is made on 
the grounds that the Defendant is entitled to immunity from liability pursuant to I.e. 6-904 and on 
the grounds that no genuine issues of material fact exist upon which liability can be found against 
STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - I 
the State of Idaho. Therefore, this case should be dismissed as a matter of law. 
This motion is based upon the accompanying Memorandum in Support of State of Idaho's 
Motion for Summary Judgment, the Affidavit of Counsel, the Affidavit of Kevin Sablan, and the 
record and pleadings before this Court. 
DATED this \ 0 day of February, 2011. 
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC 
Attorneys for efendant State of Idaho 
STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENP-q 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 10 day of February, 2011, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals, by the method 
indicated below, addressed as follows: 
Douglas W. Crandall 
CRANDALL LAW OFFICE 
420 W. Main Street, Suite 206 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 343-1211 
Facsimile: (208) 336-2088 
Attornev for Plaintiff" 
Patrick D. Furey 
Attorney at Law 
30 I E. Brookhollow Drive 
Boise, ID 83706 
Telephone: (208) 368-0855 
Facsimile: (208) 368-0855 
Attorneyfor Plaintifj:s' 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
James D. Carlson 
Naylor Hales 
950 W. Bannock, #610 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile: (208) 383-9516 

























Michael E. Kelr 
STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3 
Michael E. Kelly, ISB #4351 
Lou Piccioni. ISB #6099 
John J. Browder, ISB #7531 
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC 
4 I 3 W. Idaho Street, Suite 100 
PO Box 856 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0856 
Telephone: (208) 342-4300 
Facsimile: (208) 342-4344 
2800.0 13/MSJ.Affiduvit of CounseLwpd 
Attorneys for Defendant State of Idaho 
F I L:<r::~ 0 
---A.M·~P.M. 
FEB f 0 2011 
CANYC;>N C,?UNTY CLERK 
8 RAYNltj O!fiUty 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
BRIAN P. WOODWORTH, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
STATE OF IDAHO, BY AND THROUGH 
ITS IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD 
AND IDAHO TRANSPORTATION 
DEPARTMENT, and CITY OF NAMPA, 
rDAHO, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
:ss 
County of Ada 
Case No. CV09-1l334 
AFJi'IDA VIT OF COUNSEL IN 
SUPPORT OF STATE OF IDAHO'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Michael E. Kelly, being first sworn, do hereby depose and state under penalty of perjury: 
I. I am counsel for the State Defendant in this action, over the age of majority, 
competent to testify, and make this affidavit upon personal knowledge. 
AFFIDA VIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT-J 
2011. 
2. Attached as Exhibit A to this Affidavit is a true and correct copy of the Idaho 
Department of Transportation High Accident Location (HAL) Report Methodology 
protocol. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NOT. 
DATED this \ C> day of February, 2011. 
By ;I(1J/ 
Michaeii. Kelly ( 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me a notary public this J day of February, 
Notary Public ~~aJlO In 
Residing at: . U tV 0 ~v 
My Commission Expires: ?I-to -10 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT-2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this -.!t2. day of February, 2011, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals, by the method 
indicated below, addressed as follows: 
Douglas W. Crandall 
CRANDALL LAW OFFICE 
420 W. Main Street, Suite 206 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 343-1211 
Facsimile: (208) 336-2088 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
Patrick D. Furey 
Attorney at Law 
301 E. Brookhollow Drive 
Boise, ID 83706 
Telephone: (208) 368-0855 
Facsimile: (208) 368-0855 
Attorneyfor PlaintijJ'J 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
James D. Carlson 
Naylor Hales 
950 W. Bannock, #610 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 383-95 I I 
Facsimile: (208) 383-9516 






















AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT-3 
EXBIBITA 
HIGH ACCIDENT LOCATION 
REPORT METHODOLOGY 
Idaho Transportation Department 
Office of Highway Safety 
PO Box 7129 
Boise,ID 83707-1129 
000091. 
SECTION I. INTRODUCTION .................................... 1 
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SECTION I. INTRODUCTION 
THE HAL PROGRAM 
Ohjectives 
1. To identify locations on the State Highway System with potential safety deficiencies. 
2. To systematically compare problem locations on a statewide basis. 
3. To minimize the probability of identifying spurious problem areas. 
HAL Listings and Their Use 
The HAL program will produce several repOlis annually. The main reports are the 
interstate segment report, the interstate-interchange report, the non-interstate segment 
report, and the non-interstate-intersection report. 
Figure I. The Hal Reports 
The appearance of a location on a HAL listing does not conclusively define the location 
as a problem. It should merely be considered a pointer to possible problem locations. 
Only a technical safety analysis of each section will determine whether it actually is a 
problem location and what priority the location should be given for improvements. 
The remainder of this document is dedicated to describing the ranking of locations on the 
State Highway System. First, in Section II the methods the new HAL program uses to 
select crashes for each report is discussed. Next, in section III, the ranking criteria and 
their application are described. 
SECTION II. SELECTION OF CRASHES 
The HAL program uses two separate methodologies: one to identify problem 
intersections and interchanges, and another to identify problem road sections. The HAL 
program uses crashes designated as intersection related to analyze intersections. To 
identify dangerous roadway sections the HAL program uses non-intersection related 
crashes in a clustering process to identify locations that are prone to non-intersection 
related crashes. 
The HAL program analyses all crashes in which an injury, or property damage greater 
that $750 occurs. The HAL program only includes crashes which occur on roads with 
segment codes and mile posts on the State Highway System. Roads under local 
jurisdiction may be considered by the HAL program in the future as segment codes, 
mileposts, and traffic volumes become more universally available on those roads. 
Each of the four HAL reports is created using separate subsets of crash data. The 
following paragraphs describe how crashes are selected for use in the creation of HAL 
reports. 
INTERSECTIONS 
When law enforcement officers complete the Idaho Crash Report Form they are required 
to determine the relationship of the crash to the nearest junction for each vehicle 
involved. If any of the vehicles involved in a crash have a designation of intersection or 
intersection related the crash is considered an intersection crash and is selected by HAL 
for inclusion in the intersection report calculations. Once crashes are used in the 
Intersection Report, these crashes are not used in any of the other reports. 
Figure 2 displays the section of the Idaho Crash Report Form where law enforcement 
officers indicate the relationship to junction. Appendix A is the Idaho Crash Report 
Form, the relationship to junction box is on page three 
UNIT # 1 _------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~-----..., UNIT#2 
0 ----1 FIRST EVENT RELATIONSHIP TO ..JUNCTION !---..O o Nonjunctlon 7 AI Ranroad Crossing 
9 Other 
Figure 2. Idaho Crash Report Form - Relationship to Junction Box. 
INTERCHANGES 
The HAL program follows the American National Standard (ANSI D16.1-1996) as a 
guideline to determine which crashes are interchange related. According to the American 
National Standard: 
2.7.7 Interchange Accident 
An interchange accident is a traffic accident in which the fIrst harmful event occurs within the 
boundaries which include all ramps or auxiliary roadways and include each roadway entering or 
leaving the interchange to a point 30 meters (100 feet) beyond the gore curb or curb return at the 
outermost ramp connection. Interchange accidents may include at-intersection accidents, 
intersection related accidents, driveway access accidents or non-junction accidents. See Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Crashes which occur within the shaded area are interchange crashes. 
The HAL program uses all of the crashes which occur in the shaded area of figure 3 to 
create the interchange report. Crashes used by the HAL program to create the 
interchange report are not used in any of the other reports. 
ROAD SEGMENT REPORTS (Clusters) 
Crashes that are not related to intersections or interchanges are used to create the 
interstate and non-interstate cluster reports. Crashes occurring on the interstate highway 
system are utilized by the interstate cluster report, whereas crashes occurring on all other 
roads on the State Highway System are included in the non-interstate cluster report. 
While the HAL program applies ranking criteria to all the intersections on the state road 
system (where crashes occurred), ranking criteria are only applied to selected roadway 
sections called clusters. A cluster is a section of roadway defined by a high frequency of 
crashes per mile relative to the surrounding roadway. Clusters are not automatically 
high accident locations, they are simply sites that will be analyzed by ranking criteria. 
The HAL clustering process is easiest to describe and understand using a graphical 
approach. While the following steps describe the clustering process graphically, the 
actual HAL program processes data in a mathematical fashion. The HAL program user 
will not be able to view the clustering process as it is described here, rather the output 
will be in report form. That said, the following steps describe the clustering process: 
Step One - All crash locations are assigned a tolerance factor. 
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Law Enforcement Officers record the location of crashes on the Idaho Crash 
Report form. For crashes occurring outside of intersections officers estimate the 
distance from the nearest intersection or milepost marker. Since the distance 
estimates made by officers are not always accurate they are assigned tolerances. 
Tolerances judge the accuracy of distance estimates and assign a 'cushion' to the 
estimate, designating an area within which the crash is believed to have occurred. 
Data technicians at the Office of Highway Safety assign tolerances based on the 
following guidelines: 
Distance Assigned by Officer 
Exact feet (27, 439, 1054 etc) 
0- 400 feet (40, 150,200 etc) 
401 - 1000 feet (450,500, 750 etc) 
Portions of miles up to and including .2 miles (1. 1, 3.2) 
1001 - 5280 feet (1050, 1100, 3000, etc) 
Portions of a mile from .21 to 1 mile (.5, 1.723.6 etc) 









Step Two - Crash locations are described using a point distribution. 
The HAL program assigns points to each crash occurring during the study period. 
Each crash receives 100 points that are assigned to an area of road. The size of 
the area of road depends on the tolerance assigned to the crash location. For 
example, if the tolerance assigned to a crash location was .05 then the 100 points 
for that crash would be distributed evenly over the .05 miles on either side of that 
location. The result is a block of points over a stretch of road. Crashes that are 
assigned small tolerances have taller blocks. If points from more than one crash 
overlap, the points stack on top of each other, creating taller columns. The point 
assigning process results in 'bar charts' representing all ofthe roadways on the 
State Highway System. Figure four is an example of a road section to which 
points have been assigned. 
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Average nUIriber of 
Average munber of points for the volume range 
Figure 4. Roadway 'bar chart' showing average point values and cluster locations. 
Step Three - The average point value is calculated for each volume range. 
The HAL program computes the average point value for each of the volume range 
categories (explained in section Ill) on the state system. The green line represents 
the average point value in figure 4. 
Step Four - The clustering process begins. The HAL program identifies locations with 
the highest point values. 
The Hal Program uses a 'window' through which it views the roadway 'bar chart' 
1110 mile at a time. The window slides along the roadway analyzing the quantity 
of points as it goes. As the window slides along the chart it calculates the average 
point value for the 1 II 0 mile section of roadway currently displayed in the 
window. The average value of the points displayed in the window is plotted in a 
linear fashion as the window moves along the roadway chart. The red line in 
figure four represents the average number of points displayed in the window as it 
slides down the roadway. 
Step Five - The clusters are identified - and grown. 
The HAL program identifies the location of clusters by analyzing the relationship 
between the average number of points in a window (the red line) and the average 
number of points in a volume range (the green line). When the average number of 
points in the window exceeds the average number of points in a volume range by 
two standard deviations a cluster is started. 
After a cluster is started, the window moves by 11100 mile in alternating 
directions. As the window moves in a direction, the HAL program re-evaluates 
the relationship between the average number of points in the window, and the 
average number of points for that volume range. If the difference between these 
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two averages drops below 1.5 standard deviations the growth of the cluster stops. 
On the other hand, if the difference stays above 1.5 standard deviations the 
window moves a 11100 mile in the opposite direction. Again, the HAL program 
re-evaluates the relationship between the red and green lines - as described above. 
The window moves back and forth growing the cluster until the ratio between the 
lines drops below the 1.5 standard deviations. 
Clusters are not automatically high accident locations, they are simply sites that will be 
analyzed by ranking criteria. To be considered for analysis a cluster must average more 
than one crash per year over the three year study period. By using a minimum crash 
threshold the HAL program seeks to eliminate clusters created by one or two fluke 
crashes. 
SECTION III. RANKING OF LOCATIONS 
CRITERIA 
All of the HAL reports employ the same ranking criteria with only minor variations. The 
following concepts have been selected for inclusion in the HAL program as the result of 
extensive research, peer review and technical consulting. 
The position of a location in the HAL listing is determined by it's statewide ranking in 
three categories: 
1. Crash frequency - Locations that experience more crashes are ranked higher than 
locations that experience fewer crashes. 
2. Severity (Economic Loss) - Locations characterized by crashes of greater injury 
severity and cost to society are ranked higher than locations with less crash severity. 
3. Crash rate - Locations which have a tendency to experience more crashes than 
expected for the amount of vehicle travel are ranked higher than locations which do 
not. 
The HAL listing combines the results of the crash frequency, severity, and crash rate 
rankings into a single report. Each of the three rankings described above is weighted, and 
for each location the weighted rankings are summed giving each location a weighted 
score. Locations are then listed in ascending order by the weighted scores. 
RANKING 
Locations are ranked within each criteria based on the values assigned by the HAL 
program. The highest rankings (1, 2, 3 ... ) are assigned to locations with the highest 
values in the criteria. Correspondingly, locations with the lowest values receive low 
rankings (200, 201, 202 ... ). If two or more locations have the same value for a given 
criteria the HAL program scores the locations as tied. Locations that tie are given the 
same numerical ranking based on the following formula: 
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R k 
rj + rz + ... + r an = n 
n 
where r is the rank the locations would receive if ties had not been used and n is the number of 
locations in the tie. 
The rank of the next non-tied location would be: 
Rank = rn+l 
Example. If three locations experience the same frequency of crashes and a tie system is 











































The crash frequency ranking uses records from the state crash database to list locations in 
a "worst-first" format. Locations with a greater number of crashes rank: higher than those 
with a lower number of crashes. 
The crash frequency listing does not take into account the differing volumes of traffic at 
each location. Therefore, this listing tends to rank: high volume urban sites as high 
accident locations, even if those locations have a relatively low number of crashes for the 
traffic volume. To avoid bias towards urban locations crash frequency rank:ings are not 
considered alone by the HAL program, but combined with severity (event cost) and crash 
rate rankings to identify High Accident Locations. 
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Severity (Event Cost) 
The new methodology is designed to better predict where severe crashes will happen in 
the future by identifying what causes these crashes. For example, the speed of the 
vehicles involved has a tremendous impact on the severity of the injuries, as does the 
most harmful event, the most harmful event is the event that caused the most severe 
injury or most property damage to each individual vehicle, such as an overturn or a rear 
end crash. The new severity methodology incorporates the posted speed at a location and 
the types of most harmful events that are happening to determine the severity of crashes 
at that location. 
To assess the gravity of potentially hazardous locations the HAL program assigns costs to 
the crash types described in the previous paragraph. Specifically, the new HAL 
methodology calculates statewide average crash costs based on different most harmful 
events and posted speed, then applies these costs to crash data from the current study 
period. 
The following paragraphs represent the steps that the HAL program takes in ranking 
locations by severity. The steps represent a logical thought process to help the user 
understand methodology, and may not reflect the actual sequence of steps in the 
computer programming. 
Step One - Historical crash data are categorized by Most Hamiful Event (completedfor 
each vehicle). 
Since particular types of crashes are prone to different injury severity, historical 
crash data (1994 - 1999) are first categorized by most harmful event. The most 
harmful event is the event that caused the most severe injury or most property 
damage to each individual vehicle. 
The HAL program breaks historical crash records down into categories based on 
the most harmful event of each vehicle in a crash. Each individual vehicle is 
assigned to a most harmful event category. 
Step Two - Historical crash data are further categorized into posted speed ranges. 
Within most harmful event categories, speed effects severity uniquely. Historical 
crash data are further categorized into three posted speed ranges. 
After historical crash data are categorized by most harmful event, they are further 
broken down into posted speed ranges using the highest posted speed for 
intersections, and the posted speed of the road designated as the primary road on 
the crash report for road segments. 
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Posted speed ranges were set after an analysis of empirical data revealed natural 
separations in severity. The ranges used by the HAL program are: 
25 mph and lower 
26 mph to 45 mph 
46 mph and higher 
Step Three - Current Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) injury cost estimates are 
applied to historical crash data. 
Current FHW A injury cost estimates are determined by multiplying the 1994 
FHW A injury cost estimates by the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) implicit price 








Current FHW A Injury cost estimates = 1994 FHWA Estimates X GDP implicit price deflator 













A total cost is calculated for each vehicle in the historical database by adding the 
FHW A injury cost estimates for every individual injured in the vehicle. Average 
vehicle costs are calculated for each of the most harmful event categories, broken 
dO\\TI by speed range and signal presence as discussed in steps 1 through 3. 
The result of steps 1 through 3 is the most harmful event cost table that lists the 
statewide average cost of crashes based on their most harmful event, and posted 
speed (Appendix B). The HAL program recalculates the table every year. By 
using five years of historical crash data the HAL program minimizes the impact 
of extreme events on the ranking process and establishes reasonable average 
vehicle costs that can be used to evaluate the severity of crashes. 
Step Four - Average vehicle costs are applied to vehicles involved in crashes during the 
study period 
The statewide average cost per vehicle for each most harmful event as calculated 
in step 3 are applied to each vehicle involved in a crash occurring during the study 
period. Next, the costs assigned to the vehicles involved in crashes at a location 
are summed to corne up with a combined cost for all the crashes occurring at the 
given location. 
The severity listing is created by ranking the combined cost for each location, 
from the highest cost to the lowest cost. 
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Crash Rate 
The crash rate listing for the new HAL program uses road type categories that are 
fundamentally different from those traditionally used. The HAL program uses new road 
type classifications based solely on traffic volume rather than multiple physical roadway 
characteristics. The change in road type methodology reflects the revelation that certain 
roadway characteristics are inherently unsafe, and by grouping by this characteristic we 
are only highlighting the problem in the worst of the worst locations. Furthermore, while 
traffic volume is not a physical characteristic of the road, it does reflect the physical 
characteristics - volumes tell us what the public is demanding of roadways. In the 
remainder of this document 'road types' are referred to as volume ranges or volume 
groups. 
The following paragraphs represent the steps that the HAL program takes in ranking 
locations by crash rate. The steps represent a logical thought process to help the user 
understand methodology, and may not reflect the actual sequence of steps in program 
operation. 
Step One Roadways and Intersections are divided into volume ranges, based on the 
average daily traffic. 
For all roadways the average ADT over a three year period is calculated. 
Intersections and road segments are categorized into one of the following volume 
ranges according to their three year average ADT. 
Intersections 
0-3199 
3200 - 5099 
5100 -7399 
7400 - 9704 
9705 -11899 
11900-14499 
14500 - 17949 
17950 - 22049 
22050 - 30499 




601 - 1600 
1601 - 2600 
2601- 4700 
4701 -7000 
7001 - 12100 
12101 - 100000 
Interstate Clusters 
0-3099 
3100 - 5999 
6000 - 8249 
8250 - 1000000 
Interchanges 
0-8999 
9000 - 15254 
15255 - 31532 
31533 - 1000000 
Assigning volumes to intersections on the State Highway System is a difficult 
task complicated by jurisdictional boundaries and missing traffic volumes for legs 
of some intersections. With these difficulties in mind, the HAL program assigns 
volumes to intersections in the following manner: 
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If volumes are known for all legs of the intersection, the HAL program 
calculates the volume according to the following equation: 
Intersection ADT = (2:: ADT for each leg)! 2 
Ifvolumes are known for all but one leg of an intersection the HAL program 
calculates a volume according to the following methodology: 
Greater of: (2: ADT for known legs)/2 or largest of the known volumes. 
If volumes are unknown for 2 legs of an intersection, the HAL program uses 
the largest of the remaining volumes as the intersection volume. 
If volume is only knovvu for one leg of an intersection, that volume is used as 
the intersection volume. 
For intersections with unknown volumes the HAL program tends to underestimate 
ADT. Underestimating the ADT for an intersection may lead to elevated critical 
rate rankings. For this reason, intersections with missing volumes should be 
evaluated cautiously - ideally volumes for these locations should be measured 
and submitted to improve filture HAL listings. 
Step Two - The HAL program calculates an average crash rate for each of the volume 
ranges. 
For each volume range, the HAL program computes the average crash rate for 
roadways with volumes in that range. Crash rates are measured in crashes per 
million vehicles at intersections and crashes per million vehicle miles traveled for 
road segments. 
Step Three - The crash rates of individual locations are mathematically compared to the 
average crash rate for that volume range. 
Crash rates at all the individual locations are compared to the average crash rate 
for that volume range in order to generate a 'rate multiplier': 
C II
" R AI I . I' CollisionRateforlndividualLocation 
o Iszon ate1V1u tIP ler = -------=----------
AverageCollisionRatefor Volume Range 
Step Four - The HAL program ranks locations in descending order by their crash rate 
multipliers. 
The rate multipliers are listed in descending order to create the crash rate ranking. 
Locations with higher than expected crash rates tend to gravitate towards the top 
of the list while locations with fewer than expected crashes rank near the bottom. 
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Combined Ranking 
The final HAL listing combines the results of the frequency, severity, and crash rate 
rankings into a single listing. Each of the three rankings described above is assigned a 
weighing factor, and for each location the combined report computes three weighted 
values by multiplying the location's position in a list by the weight factor associated with 
the list. These three weighted values are then summed and this becomes the location's 
weighted score. 
The formula for the combined ranking is: 
Weighted Score = Frequency rank(25) + Severity rank (50) + Crash rate rank (25) 
After all the locations are scored, the HAL program ranks locations in ascending order by 
the weighted scores. 
The weight of individual rankings was determined through consultation with 
transportation industry professionals and university researchers. The selected weights 
were proposed by Dr. Layton of the Transportation Research Institute at Oregon State 
University. The weights provide a balance between the number of crashes (which is 
reflected in both frequency and rate) and their severity. 
Ranking Criteria - Special Cases 
After clusters are identified, they are subjected to the same ranking criteria as 
intersections. However, since clusters can be various sizes (rather than a point -like an 
intersection) the HAL program uses the number of crashes per mile in the frequency and 
critical rate rankings, and the economic loss per mile for the severity ranking, both are 
explained below. 
Clusters are ranked according to the frequency of crashes in the road section. Unlike 
intersections, the size of clusters may vary greatly. Since the size of clusters vary the 
number of crashes per mile is used for ranking in order to avoid bias towards larger 
clusters. The number of crashes per mile is calculated by dividing the number of crashes 
occurring in a cluster by the length of the cluster. The resulting crash rate is used to rank 
clusters in descending order. 
Since cluster sizes vary, and the number of crashes differs between clusters, the economic 
cost per mile is used to assign severity rankings. Economic cost per mile is calculated by 
dividing the total cost of all the crashes occurring in a cluster by the length of the cluster 
in miles. The total cost of all the crashes occurring in a cluster is calculated using the 
same methods described previously. 
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APPENDIX A. CRASH REPORT FORM 
Idaho Vehicle Collision Report I Agency I ~fficer Report l~ I Page 1 lTD-SO MSM 27-O10500-ll Revised at.:!1196 Code District 
Date ot CoUi.&lon Day of Collision (Circle T.'lnO 
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1. 
APPENDIXB. HAL EVENT COST TABLES 
Event Speed Cost Sum Units Average 
01 Overturn 1 -25 $109,995,908.00 883 $124,570.68 
26 -46 $414,082,430.00 3705 $111,763.14 
46 - 100 $2,130,483,505.00 12619 $168,831.41 
02 Seperation of Units 1 - 25 $15,932.00 8 $1,991.50 
26 -45 $110,374.00 24 $4,598.92 
46 - 100 $1,067,294.00 80 $13,341.18 
03 Cargo Loss/Shift 1 - 26 $11,380.00 5 $2,276.00 
26 -45 $164,991.00 29 $5,689.34 
46 - 100 $1,770,478.00 133 $13,311.86 
04 Jackknifed 1 - 25 $18,208.00 8 $2,276.00 
26 - 45 $599,637.00 47 $12,758.23 
46 - 100 $2,973,247.00 466 $6,380.36 
05 Ran Off Road 1 - 25 $2,276.00 $2,276.00 
26 -45 $28,446.00 4 $7,111.50 
46 - 100 $125,159.00 3 $41,719.67 
06 Down Hill Runaway 1 - 25 $226,425.00 2 $113,212.50 
26 -45 $6,828.00 3 $2,276.00 
46 - 100 $26,170.00 3 $8,723.33 
07 FirelExplosion 1 - 25 $3,280,322.00 10 $328,032.20 
26 - 45 $682,694.00 15 $45,512.93 
46 - 100 $33,834,092.00 136 $248,780.09 
08 GaslInhalation 26 -45 $2,276.00 $2,276.00 
09 Other Non-Crash 1 - 25 $3,961,867.00 30 $132,062.23 
26 -45 $3,159,712.00 73 $43,283.73 
46 - 100 $6,013,379.00 167 $36,008.26 
10 Loss of Control 46 - 100 $286,729.00 1 $286,729.00 
11 FelllPushed/Jumped 1 - 25 $22,033,784.00 67 $328,862.45 
26 -45 $7,593,768.00 54 $140,625.33 
46 - 100 $24,018,131.00 40 $600,453.28 
12 Non-Crash Injury 1 - 25 $3,204,087.00 3 $1,068,029.00 
26 -45 $815,812.00 19 $42,937.47 
46 - 100 $1,153,739.00 15 $76,915.93 
13 Immersion 1 - 25 $15,457,216.00 25 $618,288.64 
16 
26 - 45 $25,983,146.00 55 $472,420.84 
46 - 100 $51,511,163.00 96 $536,574.61 
14 Pedestrian 1 - 25 $95,191,752.00 1080 $88,140.51 
26 - 45 $149,743,182.00 1163 $128,755.96 
46 - 100 $85,564,807.00 265 $322,886.06 
15 Pedacycle 1 - 25 $43,917,178.00 1324 $33,170.07 
26 - 45 $92,773,696.00 2313 $40,109.68 
46 - 100 $18,597,570.00 166 $112,033.55 
16 Railroad Train 1 - 25 $5,004,127.00 80 $62,551.59 
26 - 45 $45,658,261.00 127 $359,513.87 
46 - 100 $27,490,752.00 69 $398,416.70 
17 Domestic Animal 1 - 25 $359,553.00 18 $19,975.17 
26 - 45 $14,889,514.00 276 $53,947.51 
46 - 100 $32,701,091.00 1401 $23,341.25 
18 Wild Animal 1 - 25 $251,461.00 13 $19,343.15 
26 -45 $2,565,850.00 282 $9,098.76 
46 - 100 $24,081,450.00 2610 $9,226.61 
19 Other Object Not Fixed 1 - 25 $2,492,982.00 162 $15,388.78 
26 - 45 $6,807,594.00 240 $28,364.98 
46 - 100 $19,931,208.00 599 $33,274.14 
20 Parked on Private Property 1 - 25 $6,074,848.00 253 $24,011.26 
26 -45 $7,263,836.00 202 $35,959.58 
46 - 100 $987,629.00 46 $21,470.20 
21 Impact Attenuator 1 - 25 $252,595.00 5 $50,519.00 
26 -45 $281,040.00 13 $21,618.46 
46 - 100 $1,055,896.00 40 $26,397.40 
22 Bridge/Pier/Abutment 1 - 25 $672,451.00 22 $30,565.95 
26 -45 $2,543,019.00 70 $36,328.84 
46 - 100 $14,742,666.00 136 $108,401.96 
23 Bridge/Parapet End 1 - 25 $254,872.00 5 $50,974.40 
26 -45 $475,611.00 13 $36,585.46 
46 - 100 $5,291,976.00 44 $120,272.18 
24 Bridge Rail 1 - 25 $210,498.00 16 $13,156.13 
26 - 45 $2,227,851.00 83 $26,841.58 
46 - 100 $10,643,139.00 222 $47,942.07 
25 Overpass 1 - 25 $127,441.00 21 $6,068.62 
26 -45 $436,930.00 35 $12,483.71 
46 - 100 $13,178,179.00 45 $292,848.42 
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26 Guardrail Face 1 - 25 $4,354,426.00 59 $73,803.83 
26 - 45 $11,858,332.00 214 $55,412.77 
46 - 100 $52,358,979.00 1336 $39,190.85 
27 Guardrail End 1 - 25 $119,472.00 10 $11,947.20 
26 -45 $787,375.00 51 $15,438.73 
46 - 100 $20,402,174.00 229 $89,092.46 
28 Median Barrier 1 - 25 $96,719.00 17 $5,689.35 
26 -45 $5,551,405.00 74 $75,018.99 
46 - 100 $13,369,393.00 655 $20,411.29 
30 Highway Traffic Signpost 1 - 25 $881,828.00 81 $10,886.77 
26 - 45 $2,871,883.00 173 $16,600.48 
46 - 100 $6,697,256.00 359 $18,655.31 
31 Overhead Sign Support 1 - 25 $52,341.00 6 $8,723.50 
26 -45 $527,949.00 22 $23,997.68 
46 - 100 $3,373,624.00 17 $198,448.47 
32 Luminaire/Light Support 1 - 25 $3,865,173.00 81 $47,718.19 
26 -45 $8,120,602.00 149 $54,500.68 
46 - 100 $1,485,997.00 74 $20,081.04 
33 Utility Pole 1 - 25 $16,524,519.00 494 $33,450.44 
26 -45 $41,504,143.00 985 $42,136.19 
46 - 100 $72,890,765.00 1132 $64,391.14 
39 Other Pole 1 - 25 $1,797,755.00 77 $23,347.47 
26 -45 $9,340,330.00 128 $72,971.33 
46 - 100 $5,188,449.00 101 $51,370.78 
40 Delineator Post 1 - 25 $4,552.00 2 $2,276.00 
26 -45 $71,683.00 6 $11,947.17 
46 - 100 $7,495,958.00 166 $45,156.37 
41 Culvert 1 - 25 $501,778.00 19 $26,409.37 
26 -45 $2,101,541.00 75 $28,020.55 
46 - 100 $6,048,625.00 136 $44,475.18 
42 Curb 1 - 25 $2,548,728.00 139 $18,336.17 
26 -45 $10,978,799.00 179 $61,334.07 
46 - 100 $502,918.00 29 $17,342.00 
43 Ditch 1 - 25 $3,169,950.00 119 $26,638.24 
26 -45 $28,284,950.00 671 $42,153.43 
46 - 100 $77,779,950.00 1326 $58,657.58 
44 Embankment 1 - 25 $13,108,763.00 187 $70,100.34 
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26 - 45 $49,675,854.00 708 $70,163.64 
46 - 100 $166,745,659.00 1713 $97,341.31 
45 Fence 1 - 25 $7,242,245.00 320 $22,632.02 
26 -45 $19,832,237.00 682 $29,079.53 
46 - 100 $47,105,733.00 1239 $38,019.15 
46 Mailbox 1 - 25 $780,557.00 58 $13,457.88 
26 -45 $3,984,648.00 86 $46,333.12 
46 - 100 $1,495,115.00 94 $15,905.48 
47 Tree 1 - 25 $57,395,944.00 491 $116,896.02 
26 -45 $104,410,469.00 950 $109,905.76 
46 - 100 $137,541,361.00 825 $166,716.80 
48 BuildinglWall 1 - 25 $8,320,873.00 240 $34,670.30 
26 -45 $7,764,450.00 160 $48,527.81 
46 - 100 $5,430,789.00 50 $108,615.78 
49 Other Fixed Object 1 - 25 $19,569,327.00 403 $48,559.12 
26 - 45 $23,767,884.00 538 $44,178.22 
46 - 100 $26,813,775.00 436 $61,499.48 
50 Head On 1 - 25 $28,898,273.00 765 $37,775.52 
26 - 45 $152,413,737.00 1917 $79,506.38 
46 - 100 $822,557,132.00 1596 $515,386.67 
51 Rear End 1 - 25 $77,432,653.00 8076 $9,588.00 
26 -45 $518,492,136.00 43698 $11,865.35 
46 - 100 $289,161,695.00 12154 $23,791.48 
52 Side Swipe Same 1 - 25 $14,446,4 77 .00 2570 $5,621.20 
26 - 45 $52,456,203.00 6779 $7,738.04 
46 - 100 $75,034,108.00 4441 $16,895.77 
53 Side Swipe Opposite 1 - 25 $14,787,310.00 1230 $12,022.20 
26 -45 $55,152,552.00 2368 $23,290.77 
46 - 100 $184,215,856.00 2165 $85,088.16 
54 Head On Turning 1 - 25 $45,774,924.00 3728 $12,278.68 
26 -45 $253,235,743.00 12912 $19,612.43 
46 - 100 $155,320,864.00 2611 $59,487.12 
56 Rear End Turning 1 - 25 $6,032,802.00 667 $9,044.68 
26 -45 $30,227,609.00 2958 $10,218.93 
46 - 100 $45,320,423.00 1634 $27,735.88 
58 Angle 1 - 25 $174,162,504.00 13245 $13,149.30 
26 - 45 $384,114,471.00 18517 $20,743.88 
46 - 100 $602,461,536.00 6029 $99,927.27 
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59 Angle Turning 1 - 25 $33,814,655.00 4399 $7,686.90 
26 -45 $214,614,940.00 14663 $14,636.50 
46 - 100 $158,200,918.00 2939 $53,828.14 
60 Backed Into 1 - 25 $14,025,786.00 3440 $4,077.26 
26 - 45 $8,064,204.00 1726 $4,672.19 
46 - 100 $3,057,416.00 402 $7,605.51 
61 Parked Car 1 - 25 $46,777,324.00 9506 $4,920.82 
26 - 45 $21,394,919.00 2463 $8,686.53 
46 - 100 $35,920,919.00 873 $41,146.53 
62 Same Direction Turning 1 - 25 $6,350,541.00 1397 $4,545.84 
26 - 45 $23,560,478.00 3467 $6,795.64 
46 - 100 $76,166,787.00 2078 $36,653.89 
72 Drove LIR Of Center 46 - 100 $2,276.00 2 $1,138.00 
99 Other 1 - 25 $4,089,326.00 118 $34,655.31 
26 -45 $3,482,910.00 327 $10,651 10 
46 - 100 $22,608,513.00 602 $37,555.67 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
BRIAN P. WOODWORTH, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, BY AND THROUGH 
ITS IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD 
AND IDAHO TRANSPORTATION 




Case No. CV09-11334 
STATE OF IDAHO'S 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
INTRODUCTION 
This lawsuit arises out of an automobile-pedestrian accident which occurred on October 29, 
2007 on 11 rh Ave. North near the intersection of 3rd St. N. in Nampa, ID. The pedestrian, Plaintiff 
Brian Woodworth was injured as he crossed 11 rh Ave. North at an unmarked intersection when he 
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was struck by an automobile operated by Lisa Lynch. As a result of his injuries, the Plaintiff filed 
the instant lawsuit against the State of Idaho and the City of Nampa. Plaintiff has set forth claims 
of Negligence and negligence per se against the State of Idaho. In the instant motion, the State of 
Idaho moves for summary judgment on these two causes of action. 
II. 
FACTS 
In this lawsuit, Plaintiff Brian Woodworth (Woodworth) alleges that Defendants City of 
Nampa ("Nampa") and the State of Idaho, by and through the Idaho Transportation Board and the 
Idaho Transportation Department (collectively hereinafter "ITD"), negligently failed to locate, 
design, construct, install and maintain for public convenience and safety that portion of the state 
highway system known as Eleventh A venue North and, more particularly, the intersection of 
Eleventh Avenue North with Third Street North (hereinafter the "Intersection"). 11 th Avenue North 
has a total of five lanes of traffic: two northbound lanes, two southbound lanes and a middle turn 
lane. The portion of II th Avenue North on which the accident occurred is part of U.S. 30. 
The Intersection is aT-type intersection, 3rd Street North abuts businesses running along 11 th 
Avenue North and there are residences directly across from the businesses at the Intersection. Just 
prior to the accident, Woodworth was shopping in Paul's Market, one of the aforementioned 
businesses. As alleged in his Complaint, if a patron leaving Paul's intends to cross the street at a 
crosswalk, he must walk one block in either direction. Woodworth alleges that patrons regularly 
forego walking one block in either direction and instead cross directly in front of Paul's, where there 
is no crosswalk. Complaint, <J[ 7. It is undisputed in this case that Plaintiff left Paul's pushing a 
shopping cart and crossed 11 th Avenue North at the Intersection. Complaint,1[ 13. While crossing, 
Plaintiff was struck by a vehicle and sustained his injuries. Complaint <J[ 14. 
Plaintiff alleges, inter alia, that ITD had a non-delegable statutory duty to take affirmative 
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actions to "apprise itself of the hazardous condition of the crossing and to exercise sound engineering 
judgment to correct it or at least mitigate it to the extent reasonably practicable." Complaint en 17. 
Plaintiff further alleges that because ITD mistakenly believed it had legally transferred its 
duties under a maintenance agreement with the City of Nampa, "it completely failed to undertake 
any effort to fulfill its duties concerning the subject segment of Eleventh Avenue North, and no 
competent engineering study was done before Plaintiff was struck in the crossing." Complaint q[ 18. 
It is the position of ITD that despite Woodworth's allegations, it is entitled to immunity under 
the exceptions to governmental liability pursuant to Idaho Code 6-904(7) as the roadway at issue was 
appropriately designed in conformance with the standards at the time and approved in advance of 
construction. Further, the State's monitoring program in place at the time reflecting accident data 
for the Intersection and surrounding intersections reflected no deviation from any standard, which 
required affirmative action on the part of the State. 
III. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW ON A MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
The purpose of summary judgment is to avoid useless trials. Bandelin v. Pietsch, 98 Idaho 
337, 340AI, 563 P.2d 395, 398-99 (1977). 
The trial court must examine the pleadings to determine what issues are raised in the case. 
The only issues considered on summary judgment are those that have been raised by the pleadings. 
Vanvooren v. Astin, 141 Idaho 440,443, III P.3d 125, 128 (2005). The trial court must determine 
whether the moving party has shown that there is a lack of any genuine issue of material fact as to 
each issue raised by the motion, Coghlan v. Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, 133 Idaho 388,401,987 P.2d 
300, 313 (1999). The nonmoving party is entitled to have all inferences from the record viewed in 
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his favor and only then is the question asked whether a claim for relief has been stated. Miles v. 
Idaho Power Co., 116 Idaho 635, 637, 778 P.2d 757, 759 (1989). 
The party moving for summary judgment initially carries the burden to establish that there 
is no genuine issue of material fact and that he is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Eliopulos 
P. Knox, 123 Idaho 400, 404, 848 P.2d 984, 988 (CLApp. 1992). This burden may be met by 
establishing the absence of evidence on an element that the nonmoving party will be required to 
prove at trial. DUllnick v. Elder, 126 Idaho 308, 311,882 P.2d 475, 478 (Ct.App.1994). Such an 
absence of evidence may be established either by an affirmative showing with the moving party's 
own evidence or by a review of all the nonmoving party's evidence and the contention that such 
proof of a required element is Jacking. Heath v. Honker's Mini-Mart, Inc., 134 Idaho 711, 712, 8 
P.3d 1254, 1255 (CLApp.2000). Once such an absence of evidence has been established, the burden 
then shifts to the party opposing the motion to show, via depositions, discovery responses or 
affidavits, that there is indeed a genuine issue for trial, or offers a valid justification for the failure 




A. State of Idaho is Entitled to Immunity Under Idaho Code Section 6-904(7). 
In pertinent part, Idaho Code 6-904(7) states: 
6-904. EXCEPTIONS TO GOVERNMENTAL LIABILITY. A 
governmental entity and its employees while acting within the course 
and scope of their employment and without malice or criminal intent 
shall not be liable for any claim which: 
7. Arises out of a plan or design for construction or improvement to 
the highways, roads, streets, bridges, or other public property where 
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such plan or design is prepared in substantial conformance with 
engineering or design standards in effect at the time of preparation of 
the plan or design or approved in advance of the construction by the 
legislative body of the governmental entity or by some other body or 
administrative agency, exercising discretion by authority to give such 
approval. 
As set forth in the Affidavit of Kevin Sablan in support of the State's Motion for Summary 
Judgment, the State ofIdaho has done no construction planning or designing at the Intersection since 
1954 (Affidavit of Kevin Sablan in Support of State of Idaho's Motion for Summary Judgment, 1[ 
4). As such, up until the time of the Plaintiff's accident on October 29,2007, the State ofIdaho has 
had no involvement in any construction planning or designing at the Intersection for 53 years. 
(Sablan Affidavit, 9I 6). 
As set forth in Lawton v. Cit}, of Pocatello, 126 Idaho 454,886 P.2d 330, 335 (1994) the 
Idaho Supreme Court interpreted I.e. § 6-904(7), as amended, to require a municipality to establish: 
(1) the existence of a plan or design that was (2) either prepared in substantial 
conformance with existing engineering or design standards or approved in advance 
of construction by the legislative or administrative authority. 
To prove the existence of a plan or design, a writing need not be proffered and the Court 
suggested that substantial conformance to then-existing design standards could be found where a 
plan was referenced as having been made in compliance with, for instance, a national publication 
promulgated by the Federal Highway Administration. Id. 
In Brown v. City of Pocatello, 148 Idaho 802, 229 P.3d 1164 (2010), the Court affirmed the 
District Court's grant of summary judgment in favor of the City of Pocatello on the basis that it 
enjoyed immunity from state law claims for money damages under I.e. § 6-904(7). Specifically, the 
Court was asked to consider whether the District Court erred by finding the City of Pocatello to have 
enjoyed "plan or design" immunity without requiring it to demonstrate that its action was m 
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accordance with a plan or design at the time Plaintiff's property was damaged (emphasis added). 
Id. at I 168. 
The Court first acknowledged that immunity under the statute applies only to allegedly 
negligent plans or designs and not to negligent implementation of the same. Id. at 1173. It then 
noted that the Plaintiff apparently did not contest that the City of Pocatello had established immunity 
for negligent plan and design of the constmction project under Lawton, but argued that the "arises 
out of' language in I.C § 6-904(7) created a third requirement: that a municipality must establish 
that its plan was followed. Id. The Court unambiguously disagreed, stating that unless Plaintiff 
provided evidence to refute the City of Pocatello's showing that it satisfied the two Lawton 
requirements, Pocatello has immunity under the statute. Id. 
In his Complaint, Plaintiff has relied on Roberts v. Transportation Dept. 121 Idaho 727 (ID 
App. 199 I) in alleging culpability on the part of ITO in the case. 
In Roberts v. Transportation Dept., 121 Idaho 727, 827 P.2d 1178 (Idaho App. 1991), 
Plaintiff sued ITO for failure to erect and maintain proper traffic control signs. The district court 
granted lTD's motion for summary judgment because it found ITO either did not owe the duties that 
were allegedly breached to plaintiff or was immune under the "discretionary function" exception to 
govt. liability pursuant to I.C § 6-904(1). Id. at 1181. The Court of Appeals did not consider the 
effect of I.C § 6-904(7) and reversed the district court concluding that ITO had a statutory duty to 
furnish, erect and maintain signs on its highways pursuant to I.C § 40-201 and that ITO could not 
subvert that mandate by promulgating contradictory mles nor could it vitiate its primary liability and 
statutory duty by delegating its duty to another entity. ld. at 1183. 
The issues in Roberts were analytically similar to those presented in Bingham v. Idaho Dept. 
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of Transp. , 117 Idaho 147,786 P.2d 538 (1989). In Bingham, plaintiff sued ITD on several grounds, 
including for failure to provide an appropriate speed limit or place adequate signs along highway. 
ld. at 540. The Court found that such were not discretionary functions and as such, there could be 
no immunity under I.e. § 6-904(1). ld. The Court noted, however, that lTD did not base its 
immunity under I.e. § 6-904(8) (the precursor to (7» and plaintiff was therefore permitted to argue 
that the requirements of I.e. §6-904(8) were not met. 
Bingham implies that had lTD presented proper evidence of compliance with I.e. §6-904(8), 
there would not have been a question of fact to preclude application of the exemption. 
Estate o.f Wellard v. State, Dept. of Transp., 118 Idaho 852, 801 P.2d 561 (1990) is also 
factually similarto Roberts and Bingham. It merely affirms the inference that I.e. § 6-904(1) applies 
only if there is no plan or engineering standards at issue. Although ITD motion for summary 
judgment was reversed, Wellard implies that had I.e. § 6-904(7), not (8), been in effect, summary 
judgment may have been proper (because the duel requirement under (8) had been replaced the 
either-or test under (7»). 
In applying the second prong of the test established by the Courts for immunity under Idaho 
Code § 6-904(7) in the matter at hand, the mere fact that construction was performed on the site a 
number of years ago reflects a de facto approval of the plans through the lTD Administrative 
process. Kevertheless, as set forth in the Affidavit of Kent J. Fugal, consultant for the Co-Defendant 
City of Nampa filed with the City of Nampa's Motion for Summary Judgment, the plans were 
prepared in substantial conformance with the existing engineering or design standards in effect at 
the time of preparation. (See, Fugal Affidavit <j[ 4). 
Based on the foregoing, the State of Idaho should be granted immunity from this lawsuit 
pursuant to Idaho Code 6-904(7). 
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B. lTD Complied With Any Duty It May Have Owed Plaintiff Through Its 
State Highway Monitoring Program. 
Despite the Plaintiff's allegations that ITD mistakenly believed it contracted away its duties 
for the intersection at issue, lTD does acknowledge its obligation for the State Highway system under 
Idaho Code §40-201 and other related statutes. 
In pertinent part, Idaho Code § 40-201 states as follows: 
40-201. STATE HIGHWAY, COUNTY HIGHWAY, HIGHWAY 
DISTRICTS AND CITY HIGHWAY SYSTEMS ESTABLISHED.... The 
improvement of highways and highway systems is hereby declared to be the 
established and permanent policy of the State of Idaho, and the duty is hereby 
imposed upon the state, in all counties, cities, and highway districts in the state, to 
improve and maintain the highways within their respecti ve jurisdiction as hereinafter 
defined, within the limits of the funds available. (Underline added). 
As stated in the Affidavit of Kevin Sablan, the State has established the High Accident 
Location (HAL) program which identifies locations on the State Highway system with potential 
safety deficiencies. The protocol of the HAL Program is set forth in the ITD's HAL Report 
Methodology. (See, Exhibit A attached to the Affidavit of Counsel in Support of the State ofIdaho' s 
Motion for Summary Judgment). As part ofMr. Sablan's duties as a traffic engineer for District 3, 
which encompasses the Intersection at issue, he reviews and analyzes HAL reports provided to him 
on a yearly basis which identify the top twenty locations within the District with potential safety 
deficiencies (Sablan Affidavit qrqr 7 and 8). 
As further reflected in his Affidavit, neither the Intersection nor any of the surrounding 
intersections were identified in the District 3 HAL data reviewed by Mr. Sablan as the Traffic 
Engineer for District 3 prior to the accident at issue. (Sablan Affidavit qr 9). As set forth in Exhibit 
A attached to the Affidavit of Counsel, the identification of a location reflecting potential safety 
deficiencies is based on a fairly sophisticated formula which takes into consideration crash 
frequencies. the economic cost to society and the rate crash for the locations. (See, Exhibit A, p. 6-
12). Thereby, ITD diligently tracks and responds to areas of concern within its highway system. 
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Nevertheless, the reason traffic engineers for each ITD District are given reports reflecting 
only the top twenty high accident locations is based on policy decisions due to financial restraints, 
consistent with the "limit of funds available" provisions of Idaho Code § 40-201. 
Based on the foregoing, by implementing and complying with its safety monitoring program, 
identified above as the High Accident Location (HAL) program, the State has met any obligation it 
may have under I.e. 40-201 or any statute. l Thus, ITD should be entitled to summary judgment as 
it has not breached any duties to the Plaintiffs, statutory or otherwise as alleged in the Complaint. 
IV. 
CONCLUSION 
The State ofldaho's motion for summary judgment should be granted as to all claims made 
in the Plaintiff's Complaint, and that Complaint should be dismissed in its entirety for all the reasons 
set out above. 
DATED this ~ day of February, 2011. 
LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC 
8y: ____ +-____ r-________________ _ 
Michael E. K ly, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendant State of Idaho 
1 To the extent the City of Nampa may have any statutory obligation or duty to the 
Plaintiff, the HAL Program likewise satisfies that d(j1) 1 
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CRANDALL LAW OFFICE 
420 W. Main Street, Suite 206 
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Telephone: (208) 343-1211 
Facsimile: (208) 336-2088 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
Patrick D. Furey 
Attorney at Law 
301 E. Brookhollow Drive 
Boise, ID 83706 
Telephone: (208) 368-0855 
Facsimile: (208) 368-0855 
Attorney for Plaillt~ffs 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
James D. Carlson 
Naylor Hales 
950 W. Bannock, #610 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile: (208) 383-9516 
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LOPEZ & KELLY, PLLC 
413 W. Idaho Street, Suite 100 
PO Box 856 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0856 
Telephone: (208) 342-4300 
Facsimile: (208) 342-4344 
2800.013 ':-'ISlAffidavit of Sab\an.wpd 
Attorneys for Defendant State of Idaho 
F I A.~~fJ.M. 
FEB 1 0 2011 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
B RAYNE, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
BRIAN P. WOODWORTH, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, BY AND THROUGH 
ITS IDAHO TRANSPORTA nON BOARD 
AND IDAHO T~NSPORTATION 
DEPARTMENT, and CITY OF NAMPA, 
IDAHO, 
Defendants. 
ST ATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV09-1l334 
AFFIDA VIT OF KEVIN SABLAN IN 
SUPPORT OF STATE OF IDAHO'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
KEVIN SABLAN, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and states as follows: 
1. That I am employed with the State ofIdaho Transportation Department (ITD) District 
AFFIDA VIT OF KEVIN SABLAN IN SUPPORT OF STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTIO]\; FOR SUI\1MARY 
JUDGMENT-I 
3 as a traffic engineer; 
2. That I have held that position since November 2005; 
3. That our office has researched and reviewed our files for plans or designs for 
construction or improvements to Eleventh Avenue North (US Highway 30) and Third Street North 
in Nampa, Idaho, the area of the accident at issue in this lawsuit; 
4. That attached as Exhibit A is ITD Plan 3B29 for Federal Aid Project, Project No. 
U03281(3) prepared in or around August 1954; 
5. That it is my belief that these are the most recent construction plans for the expansion 
of the highway through that area of the aforementioned accident site of Eleventh Avenue North and 
Third Street North in Nampa, Idaho; 
6. That based on the foregoing, the ITD last implemented construction plans or designs 
for construction expansion of that area of the highway in 1954. 
7. That as part of my duties as the District 3 Traffic Engineer for lTD, I am provided 
with reports on a yearly basis from the State of Idaho's High Accident Locations (HAL) Program; 
8. That the reports I receive contain HAL Program data identifying the top 20 locations 
on the State Highway system with potential safety deficiencies within District 3; 
9. That none of the intersections on Eleventh Avenue North between First Street North 
and Sixth Street North in Nampa, Idaho were on the District 3 HAL listing prior to the accident in 
question nor were any of those locations (Eleventh Avenue North between First Street North and 
Sixth Street North in Nampa, Idaho) on the Road Segment Report (Clusters) for District 3. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NOT. 
Ir-..-r"'--
DATED this ill day of February, 201 I 
AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN SABLAN IN SUPPORT OF STATE OF IDAHO'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT-2 
By: __ ~~=-~~~ ______________ __ 
...a... 




My Commission Expires: r:::fb -3\- 'ZP-'n ____ _ 
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420 W. Main Street, Suite 206 
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Telephone: (208) 343-1211 
Facsimile: (208) 336-2088 
Attorney for Plaintiff5 
Patrick D. Furey 
Attorney at Law 
301 E. Brookhollow Drive 
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Telephone: (208) 368-0855 
Facsimile: (208) 368-0855 
Attorneyfor Plaintiffs 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
James D. Carlson 
Naylor Hales 
950 W. Bannock, #610 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 383-9511 
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Douglas W. Crandall, ISB No. 3962 
CRANDALL LAW OFFICE 
Veltex Building 
420 W. Main Street, Suite 206 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 343-1211 
Facsimile: (208) 336-2088 
Patrick D. Furey, Attorney at Law, ISB No. 2427 
30 I E. Brookhollow Dr. 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
Telephone: (208) 368-0855 
Fax: (208) 368-0855 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
BRIAN P. WOODWORTH, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, BY AND THROUGH ITS 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD AND 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
and CITY OF NAMPA, IDAHO, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-09-1l334 
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO NAMPA'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW plaintiff Brian Woodworth, by and through his attorneys of record, and 
by this reference adopts and incorporates, for his memorandum in opposition to the motion of the 
City of Nampa for summary judgment, the brief he has filed in opposition to the State's motion 
for summary judgment filed this day. 
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In addition, plaintiff urges the deposition testimony of Nampa's Director or Public 
Works, Michael Fuss as follows: 
37 
10 Q. All right. Isn't it true that you got an e-mail 
11 from Steve Lewis of PEe the day after the accident? 














We've presented all of the e-mails.so. I 
believe we've presented the e-mails. So specifically ... 
Q. Go to the documents. They are all consecutively 
numbered in the lower, right-hand corner. That is called 
a Bate's number. The prefix is Nampa. 
And go to Nampa 193, if you will, which is an 
e-mail from Stephen Lewis to you, dated a couple of days 
after the accident, on October 31. 
Do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. All right. 
He says, "Hi, Michael, I saw the news last night 
and the paper this morning about the 11 th A venue 
38 
1 pedestrian crossing problem." And then he says, "It 
2 reminded me of the proposed 3rd Street North project back 
3 at the end of 2003, where we were going to put a traffic 
4 signal at 11 th and 3rd, cross Indian Creek, and connect 
5 11 th with 16th, but that project died for lack of 
6 funding." And then he continues, "Ken Melton called me 
7 this morning, and we are going to meet with him this 
8 afternoon to come up with a solution. The mayor's idea 
9 of in-pavement flashers may be the best way to go at this 
1 0 point. I'll keep you up to date as things progress. " 
11 Does that refresh your recollection, Mr. Fuss, 
12 about the discussions that you had with Steve Lewis 
13 following our client's accident? 
14 A. It certainly appears to be a time-line. 
15 Q. Yes, it certainly does. 
16 Did you know what he was talking about when he 
17 said that it rem inded him of the proposed 3 rd Street 
18 North project back at the end of2003, "where we were 
19 going to put a traffic signal at 11 th and 3rd"? 
20 A. I believe we presented the information. I 
21 believe we presented some information on that project 
22 that we could find. 
23 
24 
That was before my tenure at the city as City 
Engineer, and my understanding of that project is it was 
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25 a connection to cross traffic from ] 6th Avenue to 11 th 
39 
1 Avenue in Nampa at 3rd Street. It required the 
2 construction of two bridges, if I'm not mistaken. 
3 Q. No, you are not mistaken. It required the 
4 construction of two bridges over Indian Creek and a 
5 traffic signal at 11 th Avenue North and 3rd Street North, 
6 didn't it? 
7 A I believe that was the project. 
8 Q. Yeah. 
9 So what was your understanding of why as early 
10 as 2003 the placement of a traffic signal at the 















A I wasn't at the city in 2003. 
Q. No. I knOw. But history didn't begin when you 
started with the city, and I'm wondering what your 
understanding is or was of that proposed traffic signal, 
or the traffic signal that was considered in 2003 that 
Steve Lewis is addressing to you specifically on October 
the 31st of2007. 
MR NAYLOR: Object to the form of the question. 
Calls for speculation. 
THE WITNESS: So you are asking me to speculate, 
or my understanding of? 
MR. FUREY: No. Let me make something real 
25 clear to you. 
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1 When your counsel objects to the form of the 
2 question, because it calls for speculation and so 
3 forth--
4 THE WITNESS: Uh-huh. 
5 MR. FUREY: -- that's a legal objection that we 
6 will take up with the court if we need to. 
7 You have to go ahead and continue to answer the 
8 question under oath unless he tells you not to. 
9 THE WITNESS: Okay. 
10 And the question is, what is my understanding of 
11 the project? 
12 MR. FUREY: Correct, that Steve Lewis is talking 
13 to you about two days after the wreck that's in the 
14 lawsuit. 
15 THE WITNESS: Yeah. My understanding of the 
16 project, it was a connector for the street to go from 
17 16th to 11th. 
18 So it was a traffic project to allow cars to go 
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19 from 16th Avenue to 11 th Avenue and required the 
20 construction of two bridges. 
21 And there is, I believe, a signal at 3rd Street 
22 on 16th Avenue in Nampa, and the volume of traffic, I 
23 would assume that the signal was based on the volume of 
24 traffic coming in. 
25 Q. (BY MR FUREY) Did you have any idea what Steve 
41 
1 Lewis was addressing to you on October 31, 2007, where he 
2 specifically references, "put a traffic signal at 11 th 
3 and 3rd," or was that brand new news to you? 
4 A. I was not familiar with the project at the 
5 time. 
6 Q. Hadn't heard anything about it? 



















My thoughts now of what I was thinking then was 
not thinking whether or not we were going to build 
another road at 3rd Street. 
My perception of that project is a roadway 
project. 
Q. You don't have any perception of that project as 
having been a pedestrian safety project as well? 
A. I believe -- my understanding of that project 
was a roadway project to move cars from 16th Avenue to 
3rd. And then with the volume of traffic, my perception 
was is that that's what required the signal, is the 
volume of cars. 
Q. Did you discuss with Steve Lewis his statement 
to you on October 31 of 2007 that the news last night and 
in the paper the next morning about Brian Woodworth's 
accident reminded him of the proposed 3rd Street North 
proj ect back at the end of 2003? Did you discuss that 
second sentence with Steve Lewis, what about this 
42 
accident reminded him of it? 
2 A. That specific question, no, I don't recall. 
3 Q. Do you recall discussing anything about a 
4 previous consideration of putting something at the 
5 intersection of 11th Avenue and 3rd Street North? 
6 MR NAYLOR: With Steve Lewis at this time? 
7 MR. FUREY : Yep. Right. 
8 THE WITNESS: I recall that -- well, I don't 
9 recall the conversation or e-mail, but what I recall of 
10 the project was it was for traffic and that it would have 
11 put a signal in there and there would have been a signal 
12 crossing at that intersection had the project been 
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13 constructed. 
14 MR. FUREY: Okay. I see, Mr. Fuss. 
15 Q. (B Y MR. FUREY) Read the next to the last 
16 sentence aloud, would you, the mayor's idea? 
17 A. Okay. 
18 "Ken Melton called me this morning, and we are 
19 going to meet with him this afternoon to come up with a 
20 solution. The mayor's idea of in-pavement flashers may 
21 be the best way to go at this point." 
22 Q. Okay. Now, what was the mayor's idea of 
23 in-pavement flashers? 
24 A. That was, you know -- well, in the discussion 
25 with the mayor, with Mayor Dale, one of the topics 
43 
1 discussed was in-pavement flashers. It was something 
2 that is -- and it's what is constructed today, is the 
3 spot thing. I believe it was something that was found at 
4 a trade show or something. 
5 Q. Had you and your boss, the mayor, discussed his 
6 idea of in-pavement flashers before October 31 of 2007? 
7 A. Is the question had we discussed in-pavement 
8 flashers? 
Well, I don't recall when we first discussed 
in-pavement flashers as a product to use in Nampa. At 




12 pursuant to the accident, that this was something that 
13 could be constructed there. 
14 Does that make sense? 
15 Q. Not any. 
16 A. Well, the in-pavement flasher product is a 
17 fairly new product. To my understanding, it's fairly new 
18 in the traffic world, the piece and parts. And so that 
19 was a product that had been out there. 






installed them before as a product to use at crossing 
locations to provide awareness. 
Q. There's a lot of other things at this 
intersection today besides in-pavement flashers, aren't 
there? 
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A. Oh, yes. 
2 Q. Name them. 
3 A. At this intersection? 
4 Q. Yes. 
5 A. We put -- the project included above-ground 
6 flashers; there are flashers on posts, push-button 
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7 activated; in-pavement flashers; I believe they are part 
8 ofthe spot project; a refuge island in the middle of the 
9 street; and push-button actuators and improved street 
10 lighting. 
11 Q. When were those things first discussed in your 
12 presence for installation at that intersection? 
13 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. Compound. 
14 THE WITNESS: When were those, all of those 
15 things discussed at that intersection? 
16 MR. FUREY: Any of them. 
17 THE WITNESS: Any ofthem? 
18 I believe all of that was after the accident. 
19 Q. (BY MR. FUREY) Your testimony under oath is 




A So your question, then, is, had no improvements 
ever been requested at the intersection? 
24 MR. FUREY: Would you read my question back 
25 since Mr. Fuss seems to be having trouble remembering it? 
45 
1 (Previous question read by the Reporter.) 
2 MR. NAYLOR: Wasn't there an objection and then 
3 a clarification? 
4 (Previous testimony read by the Reporter.) 
5 THE WITNESS: I guess it's difficult for me to 
6 answer the question from -- and I guess from an all or 
7 none question. 
8 Likely, we had discussed, or likely there had 
9 been some discussion for crossings and possible 
10 locations. 
(Fuss depo, pages and lines as indicated.) 
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14 Q. All right. 
15 And in Roman Numeral II on Page 125, under Scope 
16 Of The Project, it states, "The scope as shown herein is 
17 not to be construed as 'all inclusive,' but rather as a 
18 minimum in nature ofthe work necessary to complete the 
19 design and construction documents for the construction of 
20 a bridge system for the crossing of Indian Creek along 
21 the 3rd Street North alignment, the replacement of the 
22 14th A venue North bridge, and the design of a traffic 
23 signal at the intersection of 11th Avenue North and 3rd 
24 Street North." 
25 Do you see that? 
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1 A Yes. 
2 Q. Where in your files did you find this 
3 document? 
4 A I don't recall if it was in the file provided 
5 here or if it was in another file also labeled 11 th 
6 A venue. And all documents in all ofthose files were 
7 presented to Mr. Naylor. 
8 Q. All right. 
9 Then the next document in that exhibit is a 
10 single page. 
11 Well, I don't know if it's single page or not, 
12 but the one I'm interested in is Bate's No. 127. 
13 A Uh-huh. 
14 Q. And that one is from Paul Raymond to Art Schultz 
15 of Treasure Valley Engineers, dated June 22, 2004, and 
16 that's on the letterhead of the Public Works Department; 
17 right? 
18 A Correct. 





A Oh, 3rd Street North Bridge Crossing/Signal 
Project. 
23 Q. And he says, liAs per our conversation, I would 
24 like Treasure Valley Engineers to desist the work for the 
25 design of the above-mentioned project. As funding is 
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1 available, we will revisit this project. Thank you." 
2 Do you know whether that project was ever 
3 revisited after June 22nd, 2004? 
4 A I don't recall revisiting the project during my 
5 tenure as Public Works Director. Whether it was reviewed 
6 before that, I don't know. 
Fuss depo, pages and lines as indicated. 
These passages from the testimony of Mr. Fuss at a minimum create the inference that, 
contrary to the position asserted by Nampa in its motion for summary judgment, it truly did 
assume responsibility (which it at all times shared with the State pursuant to the Roberts holding) 
for the actual need improvements, inspection and maintenance of the subject segment of 11 th 
Avenue, notwithstanding the segment's status as a part of the State highway system. 
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For these reasons, the motion of Nampa for summary judgment must be denied. 
Dated this 24th day of February, 2011. 
(~'=/ 
.,~~,~ 
Patrick D. Furey 
One of plaintiffs attorneys 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 24th day of February, 2011, I caused to be 
served, by the methodes) indicated, a true and correct copy of the foregoing upon: 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
Naylor & Hales, P.e. 
950 W. Bannock, Suite 610 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Attorneysfor Defendant Nampa 
Michael E. Kelly 
John 1. Browder 
Lopez & Kelly, PLLC 
413 W. Idaho Street, Ste. 100 
P.O. Box 856 
Boise, ID 83701-0856 
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Douglas W. Crandall, ISB No. 3962 
CRANDALL LAW OFFICE 
Veltex Building 
420 W. Main Street, Suite 206 
Boise; ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 343-1211 
Facsimile: (208) 336-2088 
Patrick D. Furey, Attorney at Law, ISB No. 2427 
301 E. Brookhollow Dr. 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
Telephone: (208) 368-0855 
Fax: (208) 368-0855 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
BRIAN P. WOODWORTH, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, BY AND THROUGH ITS 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD AND 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
and CITY OF NAMPA, IDAHO, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-09-11334 
PLAINTIFF'S BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO 
STATE'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
AND IN SUPPORT OF RULE 56(f) 
EXTENSION TO OBTAIN SIGNED 
AFFIDA VIT FROM EXPERT 
As explained in the affidavit of Pat Furey in support of a very short Rule 56(f) 
extension, plaintiffs expert Ed Stevens is presently in Virginia or Missouri on another case and 
won't return to his Olympia, Washington office until sometime Thursday, February 24 - the day 
plaintiffs opposing papers are due. (See email stream attached as Exhibit A). This logistical 
complication has made it impossible to secure his affidavit exactly on time, but the deficiency 
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will be cured as soon as possible upon his return. His report, which covers the substance of what 
his affidavit will declare, was produced to opposing counsel in the latter part of November 2010. 
It is attached as Exhibit B, together with his curriculum vitae. 
Defects in the State's Account of the Facts and the Case 
The State offers the innuendo plaintiff was jaywalking when he was struck: 
"Just prior to the accident, Woodworth was shopping in Paul's Market, one of the 
aforementioned businesses. As alleged in his Complaint, if a patron leaving 
Paul's intends to cross the street at a crosswalk, he must walk one block in either 
direction. Woodworth alleges that patrons regularly forego walking one block in 
either direction and instead cross directly in front of Paul's, where there is no 
crosswalk. Complaint, Para. 7." 
The misdirection fails, though, because: (a) the distinction truly drawn in the complaint is the 
distinction between the through or cross-intersections at Second and Fourth Streets and the 
subject "T" one! and (b) legal crosswalks, whether marked or unmarked, signed or unsigned, 
lighted or unlighted, etc., are determined by law, not paint, I.C § 49-104 (14) (a) and §49-11O 
(l0) (a). The Court is respectfully invited to read paragraphs 7 and 8 of plaintiffs complaint as 
they actually are, and to place little stock in the State's "paraphrasing" of them. Plaintiff was 
very much crossing at a legal crosswalk - notwithstanding the State's failure for the last half-
century or so to notice or bother with the evolving realities at the subject intersection. These 
would culminate in the observation of Kent Fugal's2 own partner Stephen J. Lewis at Project 
Engineering Consultants (P.E.C.) in his letter to Nampa's Public Works Director (Michael 
Fuss) less than a month after plaintiff was hit: 
"Currently there are no marked pedestrian crossings between the underpass south 
of 1 st Street and the traffic signal at 6th Street. 
1 Deliberately referred to as "the crossing" in the complaint, to avoid precisely the confusion the 
State would foist here. 
2 Nampa's expert, on whose affidavit both Nampa and the State rely on the instant motions. 
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Replacement of Existing Light Fixtures 
With 7 out of the 8 pedestrian crashes [in the past five years] occurring after 
dark, one would suspect that street lighting is a contributing factor. Indeed, (!!!L 
study concludes that the existing lighting is deficient. mahing pedestrians verv 
difficult to see at night. 
The existing luminaires have characteristics that are not conducive to lighting the 
actual roadway surface. Most notably, it appears that these fixtures have very 
little light cutoff, meaning the fixtures do not direct light onto the roadway. As a 
result, a good share of light is directed in other directions, which does not help 
light the roadway. In fact, some of the light is directed at drivers, producing a 
glare effect that reduces the contrast of the roadway. The technical term for this is 
veiling luminance. The non-technical term is 'glare bomb.' 
* * * 
We recommend that all of the existing light fixtures along 11 th A venue North be 
replaced with fixtures similar to those installed on the Kings Comer overpasses. 
The existing concrete and steel poles can remain in place. 
Construction of Enhanced Pedestrian Crossing 
National research has shown that placing [merely] marked crosswalks [alone] at 
uncontrolled intersections on a multi-lane roadways as being more dangerous to 
pedestrians than an unmarked crosswalk. In these cases, some other treatment is 
needed to improve crossing safety for pedestrians. 
To further study the need for some sort of pedestrian facility enhancement, we 
took the raw data from the City's traffic counts and performed a gap analysis. In 
this analysis we looked to see how many gaps were available in existing traffic of 
sufficient length for a pedestrian to cross 11th Avenue safely. With 60 feet of 
pavement to cross and an assumed walking speed of 3 feet/second, a gap in traffic 
of 20 second,' or greater is needed to cross 11th Avenue safely. Following is a 
summary of the available gaps observed in traffic during the weekday 5 to 10 PM 
period: [here follows chart of observed in each fifteen-minute period between 
5:00 and 10:00 p.m.] 
As one would expect, very few gaps are available in the existing traffic stream 
during the early evening, and some sort of enhanced pedestrian treatment is 
needetL 
We recommend that a new crosswalk with pedestrian-actuated (Push button) in-
pavement (lashers and adjacent post-mounted sign and amber beacons be 
installed. Based on observed pedestrian volumes and the origins and destinations 
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of pedestrians, our preferred location for this crossing is the south side of the 11 th 
Ave NI 3rd St N intersection. Our next choice if this location proves difficult 
would be the north side of the 11 th Ave N I 2nd St N intersection. Either location 
should provide a safer crossing opportunity for pedestrians in the area. " 
(Attachment to Affid of Kent Fugal; Exh 6 to Fuss dep; Exhibit A to Furey aff.) 
The conditions at the subject intersection warranted not merely the marking of lines on 
the pavemene but, in addition to the elimination and correction of all the "glare bomb" street 
lighting, they warranted the full panoply of pedestrian crossing improvements including a raised 
median; a mid-way "refuge"; four 30 x 30 diamond pedestrian depictions; four 24 x 12 arrow 
signs; a staggered crossing to cause pedestrians to pause midway and await the next suitable gap 
in traffic; and fully eight I2-inch amber flashing lights mounted on poles at the sides of l}th 
A venue and in the middle of its median "refuge." Photographs of the as-built improvements 
(viewed looking to the north) are collectively attached to the affidavit of Pat Furey as Exhibit B 
and follow here for the Court's convenience, along with the State's own press release: 
"The lighted crosswalk has long been anticipated by northside residents 
wanting to safely cross l]'h Avenue North. 
* * * 
The crosswalk is in two sections that don't span the street at the same place. The 
city literally put the crosswalk project on a fast track after several pedestrians in a 
short time period were hit by vehicles while trying to cross the street. Most 
recently, a minivan struck and killed 85-year-old Nampa resident Maria Alvarez 
in March when she attempted to cross the five-lane thoroughfare. Alvarez had 
tried to walk across the street from the Paul's Market grocery store to her home 
nearby. In 2007, a man [plaintiff Woodworth] was severely injured while 
crossing the street. Nine people in the past decade have been injured in the old 
crosswalk." (Exhibit C to Furey affidavit.) 
3 which is contraindicated on multi-lane highways, anyway. 
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Innovative crosswalk to improve safety in Nampa 
The crossing of 11th Avenue in Nampa (part of Interstate 84-Business) became much safer 










U.S. DOT Pedestrian safety proponents throughout the Valley joined the city of Nampa in celebrating 
the opening of an innovative new crosswalk. The Wednesday (Aug. 20) ribbon-cutting 
TRANSPORTER ceremony took place at Paul's Market near the site. 
Archives 
Milestones The lighted crosswalk has long been anticipated by northside residents wanting to safely 
Comments cross 11th Avenue North. The new crosswalk has lights embedded in the pavement and 
Idaho Transportation 
Department 
Office of Communications 
P.O. Box 7129 
BOise, ID 83707 
208.334.8005 
Fax : 208.334.8563 
flashing lights overhead. 
'This is a very exciting day," said Nampa public information officer Sharla Arledge. "This 
new, state-of-the-art crosswalk provides safer passage for people who live in the area and 
walk to get their groceries and do other shopping." 
The crosswalk was operational a few days before the ceremony, but it was being used 
incorrectly, so part of the ribbon-cutting ceremony was devoted to Nampa mayor Tom Dale's 
demonstration of how to appropriately use the crosswalk and signal. 
Officials said pedestrians have been pushing the button to activate the lighted crosswalk and 
running straight across both sides of the street. Instead, pedestrians are supposed to 
activate the crosswalk on one side of the street for the first two lanes of traffic, cross to a 
concrete traffic island in the middle of the street, and then push another button to activate 
lights governing the other two lanes of traffic. 
The crosswalk is in two sections that don't span the street at the same place. 
The city literally put the crosswalk project on a fast track after several pedestrians in a short 
time period were hit by vehicles while trying to cross the street. 
Most recently, a minivan struck and killed 85-year-old Nampa resident Maria Alvarez in 
March when she attempted to cross the five-lane thoroughfare. Alvarez had tried to walk 
across the street from the Paul's Market grocery store to her home nearby. In 2007, a man 
was severely injured while crossing the street. 
Nine people in the past decade have been injured in the old crosswalk. 
0001 5:1 
Untitl ed Document Page 2 of2 
The city spent $55,669 for new streetlights to better illuminate the roadway and $115,112 for 
the new crosswalk. 
"Flashing lights don't take the place of caution ," Arledge said . "Pedestrians need to watch for 
cars and make sure oncoming vehicles are stopping before stepping into the road. Drivers 
also need to be vigilant in watching for pedestrians." 
It took crews only about five weeks to complete the crosswalk construction . The ribbon-
cutting originally was scheduled to take place about two weeks earlier, but the software 
controlling the signal timing was not working properly. 
The project took just nine months from conception to completion. Arledge said similar 
projects usually take about a year and a half to complete. 
Published 8-22-8 
0001.52 
The State's next illusion is to suggest plaintiffs case against it is premised in an attack on 
the plan or design per which the segment was built - back in 1954. Not so. Plaintiff has never 
had any quarrel with the adequacy of the 1954 plan or design of the subject road segment and in 
fact supposes it was a very good plan or design. But Nampa then wasn't Nampa now, and what 
matters now is that in the late fall of 2007 - when one driver saw plaintiff in the unmarked 
crosswalk and the next one didn't - the traffic volume at this intersection was sufficiently great 
that it worked like the old arcade game of "Frogger." It required some non-negligent highway 
safety improvements, inspections and maintenance in the exercise of ordinary care for the well-
being of people like plaintiff, a thing recognized by Fugal's partner Stephen Lewis of P.E.e. and 
also Nampa's Director of Public Works, Michael Fuss. 
On November 5, 2007 (just six days after the subject accident), Nampa Public Works 
Director Fuss submitted a "Staff Report" to the City Council stating: 
!fA serious vehicle/pedestrian accident occurred on the eveninjS of Monday, 
October 29, near the intersection of 11th Avenue North and 3f Street North. 
Public Works Staff were charged to look into available options for pedestrians at 
the intersection with emphasis on a pedestrian actuated in-pavement flashing 
crosswalk. 
* * * 
Preliminary Finding 
[M]erely painting crosswalks may [actually] increase pedestrian crash risk. (See 
Attachment #4). Therefore, additional treatment is necessary such as traffic 
calming, traffic signals with pedestrian signals, or other substantial crossing 
improvements to improve crossing safety for pedestrians. A review of the 
pedestrian-vehicle accident data over the past four years finds that 7 of 8 
accidents occurred at night indicating that lighting improvements may also be 
necessary. 
Recommendation 
We believe action is warranted to improve pedestrian safety. A pedestrian 
actuated in-pavement flashing crosswalk with overhead flashing beacon may be 
warranted. A raised median with pedestrian safety area in the middle lane may 
also be appropriate. Furthermore, increased roadway lighting may illuminate the 
crossing area and improve overall pedestrian visibility. However, additional 
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study is necessary to make the most appropriate decision. It would be tragic to 
make an improvement, though with the right inten[t]ions, that increases the 
pedestrian vehicle accidents. Public Works Staff recommends moving forward in 
making pedestrian safety improvements by reallocating funds from the budgeted 
Cassia Street Project. 
* * * 
The estimated cost for the proposed pedestrian safety improvements is $100,000 
to $200,000. However, funding the project with City funds, and without going 
through the Federal Aide State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP), 
would preclude the City from obtaining any State assistance for the project. 
However, we also must be mindful that 11th Avenue North is a State Highway and 
any improvements funded or not will require the approval of ITD. 
Request 
Authorize the reallocation of budgeted City funds for pedestrian safety 
improvements on 1 I th A venue North." 
Exhibit 7 to Fuss depo., Bates no. NAMPA 68-69, attached to affidavit of Pat Furey as Exhibit 
D. The request was granted, the traffic safety engineer was engaged (Stephen 1. Lewis of 
P.E.e., by whom Nampa's litigation expert Kent Fugal is also employed) and Lewis conducted 
his 11th Avenue Pedestrian Study, the Findings and Recommendations per which were 
committed to print and provided to Fuss on November 23, 2007. (Attachment to affidavit of 
Fugal; Exhibit 6 to Fuss depo, Bates Nos. NAMPA 63 - 67; Exhibit E to affidavit of Pat Furey.) 
Lewis's report (and Fuss's testimony concerning it) not only destroys the State's chances for 
summary judgment, it goes a long way toward the establishment of the State's liability in this 
case. Nampa Public Works Director Fuss testified: 
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16 Q. SO as the Director Of Public Works for the City 
17 of Nampa, why don't you tell me why the crosswalk, the 
18 flashing overheads, the signs you describe, all of that 
19 was put in? 
20 A Based on this recommendation from PEe. 
21 Q. Bate's numbers, please. 
22 A Bate's No.s 63 through 67. [the Stephen J. Lewis report] 
23 Q. Okay. And then let's look at what is in it 
24 Under "Existing conditions," it begins, "As 
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25 reported by chief Augsburger of Nampa PD, there have been 
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1 eight pedestrian crashes that have occurred on 
2 11 th Avenue between 1st Street and 4th Street in the past 
3 five years, 2003 through 2007." 
4 
5 
Do you have any reason to dispute that? 
A. No. 
6 Q. Okay. It continues, "All of these reported 
7 crashes have resulted in pedestrian injuries, some 
8 serious. Of the eight crashes, seven occurred at night." 
9 Do you have any reason to dispute any of that? 
















Q. And further down under the heading, "replacement 
of existing light fixtures," the document continues, 
"with seven out of the eight pedestrian crashes occurring 
after dark, one would suspect that street lighting is a 
contributing factor. Indeed, our study concludes that 
the existing lighting is deficient, making pedestrians 
very difficult to see at night." 
Do you have any reason to dispute anything 
stated there? 
A. That's what is stated there. I agree. 
Q. Do you have any basis to dispute what is stated 
there? 
I'm not asking you if I read it right. 
A. Do I agree? I don't dispute what is stated 
there. 
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1 Q. Go over to the next page, which is Bate's 
2 numbered Nampa 64. 
3 The statement is made, "The existing luminaires 
4 have characteristics that are not conducive to lighting 
5 the actual roadway surface. Most notably, it appears 
6 that these fixtures have very little light cutoff, 
7 meaning the fixtures do not direct light onto the 
8 roadway. As a result, a good share of light is directed 
9 in other directions, which does not help light the 
10 roadway. In fact, some of the light is directed at 
11 drivers, producing a glare effect that reduces the 
12 contrast ofthe roadway. The technical term for this is 
13 veiling luminance. The non-technical term is 'glare 
14 bomb'." 
15 Do you have any reason to dispute anything that 
16 is stated there? 
17 A. No. 
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18 Q. Over on the document numbered Nampa 66, the PEC 
19 report continues, "We recommend that a new crosswalk with 
20 pedestrian-actuated (push button) in-pavement flashers 
21 and adjacent post-mounted sign and amber beacons be 
22 instal1ed." 
23 Do you have any reason to disagree or dispute 
24 anything stated there? 
25 A. Nope. 
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Q. And that document was dated November 23rd, 2007; 
2 right? 
3 A. On page Nampa 63; correct. 
4 Q. Okay. Were there any changes to that 
5 intersection between November 23rd, 2007 and the day 
6 before the accident, October 28? 
7 In other words, October 28 of 2007, were there 
8 any intervening changes that you know of! 
9 A. You went backwards in time? 
10 Q. Yes, sir. 
11 A. Oh, at first I thought you said before. 
12 Were there any changes between October and this 
13 date to the intersection? Not that I recall. 
14 Q. All right. So whatever justified putting a 
15 crosswalk in on November 23rd, 2007 also existed on 
16 October 28 of 2007, didn't it? 
17 A. It's based on the information, and I believe the 
18 study dates are in here somewhere. 
19 Because the infonnation is based on the dates 
20 that they reviewed Chief Augsburger's, which was dated --
21 we just went over that. October something. 
22 Q. October 30, 2007? 
23 A. Correct. And the traffic counts that were done 
24 November 2nd to November 9th. 
25 What would have occurred before that, I don't 
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1 know. 
2 Q. Okay. 
3 A. That's the dates that I can testifY that I would 
4 read. 
5 *** Q. I'll ask you again. And I'll ask you at trial 
6 *** in front of the jury, Mr. Fuss. Isn't it true that 
7 *** the justifications that existed on November 23rd, 
8 *** 2007 for the new crosswalk also existed on 
9 *** October 28 of2007? 
10 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form of the question. 
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11 Asked and answered and clarified, and I'll instruct you 
12 not to answer it. 
13 MR. FUREY: Mark your notes there, please. 
14 We are going to have to wrestle over that one, 
15 Kirt. 
16 MR. NAYLOR: Well, hejust explained what 
17 transpired between October 30th -- or October 28 and 
18 November 23rd, including the studies. And so if you want 
19 to recount your question, you have an ample opportunity 
20 to do it here. 
21 MR. FUREY: Rephrase it the way you want it? 
22 MR. NAYLOR: No. He's already answered the 
23 question you just asked. 
24 MR. FUREY: No. I asked him a yes or no 
25 question, and I didn't get a yes or a no. 
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1 MR. NAYLOR: Okay. Then we are done with the 
2 question. 
3 MR. FUREY: Okay. 
4 MR. NA YLOR: You can ask it a different way if 
you want. 5 
6 MR. FUREY: No. I'm going to ask Judge Ford 
7 whether he has to answer it the way I asked it, because 
8 it's obviously pretty important. 
9 Q. (BY MR. FUREY) All right. Let us now go to the 
10 document that commences with Nampa 68. 
11 MR NAYLOR: Let's take a break. 
MR. FUREY: Let the record reflect Me Naylor 
wants to take a break. 
MR. NAYLOR: I think it does. I said, "Let's 
take a break. " 
MR. FUREY: Presumably with your client. 
MR. NAYLOR: Come on, Pat. 
(Brief recess was taken.) 
CONTINUED EXAMINATION 
BY MR. FUREY: 











22 deposition, which commences with Nampa 68 and concludes 
23 with Nampa 85, it's entitled "Staff Report"? 
24 A. Uh-huh. 
25 Q. "lIth Avenue North and 3rd Street North 
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1 Intersection, Michael Fuss, PE, Public Works Director, 
2 November 5, 2007." 
3 Now, is this your report, or is this Ken 
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23 Marked versus Unmarked Crosswalks at Uncontrolled 
24 Locations? Thanks, MichaeL" 
25 Q. And then Mr. Melton responses to you. And read 
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1 his response, please. 
2 A. "Executive Summary and Recommended 
3 Guidelines - FHWA-RD-OI-075 from the Federal Highway 
4 administration, Dated February 2002." 
5 Q. Okay. Now, if I recall your earlier testimony 
6 correctly, Melton is not an engineer, is he? 
7 A. No. He is not. 
8 Q. And yet you, as the Director Of Public Works, 
9 were asking him for the information you requested in your 
10 e-mail; right? 
11 A. Correct. 
12 Q. Okay. 
] 3 And his response was that the source was dated 
14 in February, three years previous, 2002; correct? 
15 A. Correct. 
16 Q. Or five years previous, in 2002. 
17 A. That's the source that he apparently found this 
18 information from. 
19 And I -- go ahead. 







A. I believe that that's the information. I think 
the two are connected. 
Q. I do, too. I think if I've got them stitched 
together correctly, that the document that has the Bate's 
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number Nampa 192 is your question to Melton about where 
2 he got the documents that you attached to Exhibit 7, 
3 which starts with Bate's No. Nampa 68. 
4 A. I believe so. 
5 Q. Okay. 
6 In Exhibit 7, Mr. Fuss, one of the attachments 
7 has the Bate's No. Nampa 75. Would you tum to that, 
8 please? 
9 A. Yes, sir. 
10 Q. All right. What is that? It says it's 
11 Attachment #2 to your staff report to council. 
12 A. That's the traffic 24-hours and seven-day 
13 traffic counts for 11 th and 3rd. 
14 Q. Okay. 
15 And the one that's Bate's numbered Nampa 75 has 
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16 a traffic count for what day? 
17 A. Thursday. 
18 The way I read it, it's a count on Thursday and 
19 Friday, the week of October 29th. 
20 Q. Okay. 
21 A. So what day, number day that is, I'm not 
22 certain. 
23 Q. Okay. 
24 Now, Mr. Fuss, I'd like for you to simply 
25 explain for me in as much detail as you can what 
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1 discussions you had with Mayor Dale about this 
2 intersection and what could be done to make it safer for 
3 pedestrians--
4 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
5 MR. FUREY: I'm not quite done yet. 
6 Hang on. 
7 MR. NAYLOR: Okay. 
8 MR. FUREY: -- after you received Steve Lewis' 
9 report that we've marked as Exhibit 6. 
10 MR. NAYLOR: Dated November 23? 
11 MR. FUREY: Yes. 
12 THE WITNESS: Nampa 62 and forward; correct? 
13 MR. FUREY: Yes. 
14 THE WITNESS : Yeah. This is a subsequent 
15 presentation to council. So this would have been the 
16 report. 
17 Or Exhibit NO.6 was presented to Nampa City 
18 Council on or about December 3rd. So the mayor, the 
19 whole City Council received this information in a public 
20 format. 
21 Q. (BY MR. FUREY) Okay. What is the earliest --
22 well, let me start at the very start. 
23 Do you remember having discussions with 
24 Mayor Dale about the accident that occurred on October 29 
25 of2007? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Okay. Tell me what you remember as you sit here 
3 today about the conversations that you had, starting as 
4 early as you can. 
5 Ijust want to know the substance of your 
6 discussions with him. 
7 A. Well, I believe I said this before, but we did 
8 discuss that action needed to occur. And many of the 
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9 activities that we did do and that I had discussed with 
10 him are outlined in Exhibit 7. And to continue on with 
11 the action requested in Exhibit 7, is to hire the 
12 consultant, PEC, to finish up a formal recommendation, 
13 which was your Exhibit 6 as discussed before, the 
14 in-pavement flasher spot product was a product that we 
15 had discussed in the past and seemed to be a fit for this 
16 circumstance. 
Fuss depo., 62116 - 73116. Exhibit F to Furey affid.) 
Thus it is seen that the completely non-descript crosswalk where plaintiff was struck had 
existed in its dangerous condition for many years before the October 29, 2007 date of this 
accident. Despite the prevalence of prior accidents at the location, neither the State nor Nampa 
performed even an engineering pedestrian study like that done by Stephen Lewis, nor did either 
of them make any necessary improvements that would have rendered the crosswalk reasonably 
safe. Plaintiffs expert Edward Stevens opines as follows in his report attached as exhibit B:4 
"Considering a speed limit of 35 m. p.h., 4 or more lanes without a raised median 
and an average daily traffic of greater than 15,000, indicates a marked crosswalk 
alone is insufficient. Other substantial crossing improvements to improve 
crossing safety for pedestrians are needed. 
It is unknown within the research conducted to date when 11 th Avenue North was 
constructed to 4 or more lanes, however it has been a number of years since the 
traffic volume exceeded 15,000 vehicles per day. Certainly by year 2002 when 
the aforementioned FHW A study was released the subject intersection met the 
requirements for a marked crosswalk and other substantial improvements. 
Based on my review of all the documents and recognized Engineerin1 Standards it is my opinion that 11th Avenue North at its intersection with 3f 
Street North was not reasonably safe for pedestrians crossings on October 
29, 2007 and several years prior. I concur with the conclusions of the PEe 
study and Public Works staff as it relates to the need for pedestrian crossing 
improvements. It is further my opinion that as an interim measure the 
intersection could have been made reasonably safe at a much reduced cost by 
4 The affidavit over which will be obtained upon Mr. Stevens's return to his office, as addressed 
above. 
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the installation of a median island and an advance warning beacon system 
until such time that a permanent system could have been installed. 
Finally, it is my opinion that in the exercise of ordinary care for the safety of 
pedestrians crossing 11th Avenue at its intersection with 3rd Street, the State 
of Idaho and the city of Nampa should have performed, or caused to be 
performed, prior to the time of this accident, a competent pedestrian safety 
study of the type performed by Stephen J. Lewis of PEe on November 23, 
2007." 
Edward Stevens report, Exhibit G to affidavit of Pat Furey (also Exhibit B hereto.) 
Finally, the State's suggestion of facts omits any treatment at all of two significant actual 
ones: First, Nampa shouldered the entire onus and financial burden of correcting the 
intersection's deficiencies not because Nampa alone was responsible for this piece of the State's 
highway, but because the ongoing carnage wouldn't abide any further State sloth. Fuss testified: 
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8 Q. [BY MR. BROWDER] Okay. 
9 Now, why was this project city-designed, if you 
10 know? 
11 A. Time. 
12 Q. Time? 
13 A. Time. 
14 Q. Could you kind of explain for me what you mean 
15 by time? 
16 A. The project was to make an improvement quickly, 
17 and it would have had to have occurred -- well, I guess 
18 it was quickly. 
19 And as I stated before, any project that I'm 
20 aware of that goes through the state process takes five 
21 years to get anything done. 
22 So if it's funded through the standard STIP 
23 program, a project is identified, then it gets on the 
24 list, and then it takes a while to design and go through 
25 the steps to get it built. 
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Q. Okay. 
2 A. This project was a high priority of the city to 
3 get it built, and we progressed as fast as possible using 
4 the city funds. 
5 Q. Now, that was going to be my next question. Was 
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6 it funded by the city because of the same types of 
7 issues, because of time, because the city wanted to do 
8 the work as quickly as they could to get it finished? 
9 A. I believe so; yes. 
10 Q. Okay. I am just trying to understand the 
11 difference between a state or city-designed project and 
12 what is involved -with each. 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Okay. 
15 A. Yeah. And the emphasis on this project was 
16 speed and get something constructed. 
17 Q. And because of that, or at least in part because 
18 of that, the State's role was limited to improving the 
19 plans for the project and authorizing construction on the 
20 state highway; is that right? 





Q. So it sounds to me like the person who would 
have spoken with people at the Idaho Transportation 
Department would have been Stephen Lewis ofPEC. He 
would be the person most likely to have spoken with 
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1 them? 
2 A. Regarding this project; yes. 
3 MR. BROWDER: That's all the questions I have. 
4 Done. 
5 FURTHER EXAMINATION 
6 BY MR. FUREY: 
7 Q. Mr. Fuss, did anyone from the State ever direct 
8 you as the Nampa Director Of Public Works to study this 
9 intersection with a view to finding out how it could be 
] 0 made safer? 














Q. Did they ever give you any instruction of any 
kind about what, if anything, they wanted the City of 
Nampa to do to make this a safer intersection? 
A. I guess me personally, r don't believe so. 
Now, whether or not they had communications with 
Mr. Lewis in the design process, I don't know. 
Q. Right. But he's no part of the City of Nampa. 
He's an independent contractor; right? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. PEC? 
A. Yeah, separate consulting. 
Q. Sure. He's not part of the City of Nampa. 
A. Other than through contract. 
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25 Q. Right. 
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1 So the bottom line is that the City of Nampa 
2 perceived an urgent need to get this intersection made 
3 safer and stepped up and did it itself, didn't it? 
4 A. Yeah. 
Fuss depo., 106/8 - 109/4, Exhibit F to affidavit of Pat Furey. 
A second fact neglected from mention by the State is that it just, plain, guessed wrong as 
to whether its "joint agreement with the City of Nampa regarding maintenance of the 11 th 
Avenue North in Nampa" would give it a pass. In its July 31,2008, letter to plaintiffs counsel 
Doug Crandall, the StateS explains why it did absolutely nothing to make the crosswalk 
reasonably safe for its pedestrian citizens: 
"The information we have obtained indicates that the State of Idaho has a joint 
agreement with the City of Nampa regarding maintenance of the 11 th A venue 
North in Nampa. The city is responsible for crosswalks and various traffic control 
devices within the City Limits. The only responsibility the State would have 
regarding the City's plans to install a crosswalk would be to review and approve 
the plans to ensure they are in compliance with lTD standards. Based upon our 
review we do not find that the State has liability in this matter and must deny the 
claim." (Exhibit H to affid of Pat Furey.) 
But while that certainly explains the State's "won't do" attitude, the Idaho Court of Appeals 
(subsequently affirmed by the Supreme Court) squarely rejected the proposition in Roberts v. 
Transportation Dept. 121 Idaho 727, 732, 827 P.2d 1178, 1183 (Idaho App.1991): 
The Department further contends that the [another entity] accepted exclusive 
responsibility for placing necessary signs and performing necessary maintenance 
within the [other entity's] jurisdiction, and for that reason the [other entity Land 
not the Department, is solely liable for any failure of that duty. As evidence of 
this contention, the Department refers to a letter it wrote in May of 1977, in which 
it opined that it lacked authority outside of its right of way, and relinquished to the 
various county highway districts, including the [other entity], its former role of 
placing traffic control devices on rural side roads approaching its highways. 
5 By its "Department of Administration, Division of Insurance and Internal Support, Risk 
Management Program," Kris Coffman, "Claims Adjudicator. f! 
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However, as discussed above, an administrative agency may not alter, modifY or 
diminish its statutorily-imposed responsibilities, either unilaterally or through 
agreement with another public or private entity, absent legislative authority to do 
so. Thus, the fact that the [other entity] has assumed part of the Department's legal 
obligations might affect the rights and liabilities between the Department and the 
[other entity]. However, such an agreement between these two entities does not 
alter the statutory duty owed by the Department to [the plaintiffS]. [Emphasis 
original.] 
Nor do we believe that judicial observance of the Department's statutory duty-to 
place necessary signs and conduct maintenance activities outside of its right-of-
way-need result in the administrative confusion feared by the district court. Only 
the Department has the statutory duty to ensure that side-road traffic comes to a 
stop before crossing a through highway. To the extent that the Department 
lawfully enlists another entity to help execute its duties,FN4 the primary 
responsibility to see that the obligation is fulfilled remains with the Department. 
Accordingly, we conclude that the district court erred when it determined that the 
Department had no legal duty to conduct any activity outside of its right-of-way. 
FN4. Whether the Department lawfidly may do so [at all] is not an issue presently 
before this Court. [Emphasis added.] 
Roberts v. Transportation Dept., 121 Idaho 727, 732,827 P.2d 1178,1183 (Idaho 
App., 1991), affirmed, 121 Idaho 723, 827 P.2d 1174 (1992). In other words, it remains 
to be decided whether the "joint agreement" was even legal, but in no event can it shield 
the State for its legal responsibil ity for the subject, defective, pedestrian crossing. 
Nor does the State find any help in the "implications" or "inferences" it sees in the 
Lawton, City of Pocatello, Bingham, and Estate of Wellard cases cited in its brief. Its 
cries for immunity are wholly inapposite because plaintiff isn't suing it for any allegedly 
negligent plan or design of the segment back in 1954. Plaintiff is suing it for its negligent 
operational failure to inspect, improve and maintain the segment to meet the pedestrian 
safety issues that evolved with the traffic volume and the frequency of the crosswalk's 
use to access the nearby businesses. Lawton was a case where the plaintiff specifically 
based his case on the premise the highway was negligently designed; plaintiff makes no 
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such contention here. Lawton held simply that the "plan or design" immunity made 
available by I.C 6-904(7) presented a jury question in that case. Lawton's only 
applicability here is for the proposition that evidence of prior accidents is admissible. 
City of Pocatello likewise involved a challenge to the adequacy of the original plan or 
design and, more specifically, the question whether the city had to prove it acted in 
accordance with the challenged plan neither of which issues obtains in this case. 
Roberts has already been addressed above; it destroys, rather than supports, the State's 
motion. Bingham was another case in which one of the plaintiffs claims was specifically 
for allegedly negligent plan or design; summary judgment on that issue was reversed. 
Summary judgment on the claims that at least resemble some aspect of those at bar -
negligent failure to inspect and maintain - was affirmed, but only because the plaintiff 
there had failed to adduce any evidence to support the claim. Here, plaintiff Q!£m: all 
the evidence on that issue because it's been handed to him on a plate via the defendants' 
own documents, the testimony of Michael Fuss (Nampa Public Works Director), the 
Pedestrian Study authored by P.E.C's Stephen 1. Lewis (attached to his partner Kent 
Fugal's own affidavit in this case) and the State's own press release. Bingham indeed. 
Wellard is dispatched by the mere quotation of the State's assertion of it: 
"[ Wellard] merely affirms the inference that I.C § 6-904( 1) applies only if there 
is no plan or engineering standards at issue. Although ITD's ... summary 
judgment was reversed, Wellard implies that had I.C § 6-904(7), not (8), been in 
effect, summary judgment may have be proper (because the dual requirement 
under (8) had been replaced [by] the either-or test under (7))." 
State's Brief at 7, emphasis added. This is scarcely authority for immunizing the governmental 
entity that acted in accordance with its dead-wrong belief that by enlisting Nampa to mind its 
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highway, it was thus entitled to wash its hands of its non-delegable responsibilities. Roberts 
rules this case. 
The State's last-ditch argument is simply that, because there may have been 20 sites around 
the state that were even worse than this one, it can't be held liable for failing to fulfill its non-
delegable duties with respect to any but those 20 sites. Nothing in the authorities supports that 
proposition, and the statute it cites, I.e. § 40-201, cuts exactly the other way: 
"The improvement of highways and highway systems is hereby declared to be the 
established and permanent policy of the State of Idaho, and the duty is hereby 
imposed upon the state, in all counties, cities and highway districts in the state, to 
improve and maintain the highways within their respective jurisdiction as 
hereinafter defined, within the limits of the funds available." 
There is nothing whatsoever in the record offered by the State to support its innuendo that the 
reason it sat on its hands here was that it just couldn't scrape up the $170,000 or so that the mid-
size municipality of Nampa spent of its own funds to render the crosswalk reasonably safe. 
(Nampa press release December 4, 2007, Exh I to Furey affid; attached hereto as Exhibit e.) 
Conversely, everything in the records establishes the State made a horrific blunder in concluding 
it had successfully "passed the buck" to Nampa a false proposition the appellate courts in 
Roberts laid conclusively to rest. 
Perhaps the jury will buy into the defense offered up by the State here, but plaintiff is 
entitled under the facts and the applicable law to find out. The State's motion must be denied. 
Respectfully submitted this 24th da! 
Patrick D. Furey, Attorney at aw 
One of Plaintiff s Attorneys of Record 
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JUDGMENT AND IN SUPPORT OF RULE 56(f) EXTENSION TO OBTAIN SIGNED 
AFFIDAVIT FROM EXPERT -- 20 
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Patrick D. Furey, Attorney At Law 
From: "Patrick D. Furey, Attorney At Law" <pfurey@cableone.net> 
To: "Edward Stevens" <esaengineering@comcastnet> 
Cc: "Lynda Powell" <!p@crandall-Iaw.net>; "Douglas W. Crandall" <dwc@crandall-Iaw.net> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 9:50 AM 
Subject: Fw: Deadline for opposition to SJ in Woodworth 
And also, I meant to but neglected to mention that the surest and most efficient way to kill a 
motion for summary judgment is to present the court with a "genuine issue of material fact," so 
please look carefully for anything urged as "fact" in Fugal's and Sablan's affidavits that you 
disagree with so we can highlight it in your affidavit and the briefing. 
Thanks. 
Pat 
---- Original Message ----
From: Patrick D. Furey, Attorney At Law 
To: Edward Stevens 
Cc: Lynda Powell ; Douglas W. Crandall 
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 9:28 AM 
Subject: Deadline for opposition to SJ in Woodworth 
Ed, 
I just wanted to give you a heads-up that I have to file our opposition to lTD's and Nampa's 
motions for SJ next Thursday, February 24. Accordingly, I'd appreciate it if you could be 
prepared to visit with me on Tuesday the 22nd to go over whatever flaws you find in the 
defendants' analyses so I can get them reduced to the form of an affidavit that you can overnight 
back down to me on the 23rd after I fax it up to you. The most compelling stench inherent in the 
State's and Nampa's positions that strikes me on the first couple of passes is that if their position 
were accepted, there could never be any liability for a highway that was build per a design that 
was tolerable for horse-and-buggy and never modified as traffic realities evolved. That just can't 
be right, and I have to think some principle of highway safety engineering acknowledges that. I 
also love the fact that here's Mr. Fugal ofP.E.C. waxing eloquent about how adequate the status 
quo was when it was his partner at P.E.c., Stephen J. Lewis, who authored the very November 
23,2007 pedestrian safety study report that specifically noted the deficiencies and the 
recommendations for the crossing now in place! 
Take care, 
Pat 
-"'\ 11 £. ;""f\ 1 1 
Patrick D. Furey, Attorney At Law 
From: "Patrick D. Furey, Attomey At Law" <pfurey@cableone.net> 
To: "Edward Stevens" <Edwardm@comcast.net> 
Cc: "Lynda Powell" <Ip@crandall-Iaw.net> 
Sent: Thursday, February 17, 2011 5:54 AM 
Subject: Re: SJ Deadline 
Yeow! I'll try to catch up with you today. Driving this a.m. without cell service, but I'll be in 
range this afternoon. Thanks for the update and good hunting to you! 
Pat 
----- Original Message -----
From: Edward Stevens 
To: pfurey@cableone.net 
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 12:56 PM 
Subject: SJ Deadline 
Pat: Just to let you know, I am in S1. Lewis, MO. and Virginia Beach,vA leaving this Sunday and 
retuming Thursday, Feb. 24 in the late AM. Two Depos and a Hearing testimony. Better give me a 
calL 360-357-6651. As you can guess, I am swamped. ED 
No virus found in this message. 
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com 
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November 17, 2010 
Mr. Patrick D. Furey 
Attorney at Law 
301 E. Brookhollow Dr. 
Boise, 10 83706 
EDWARD STEVENS & ASSOCIATES 
ENGINEERS, INC 
SOS COLUMBIA ST NW .. SUITE 21 4 
OLYMPI/\. WASHINGTON 88501 
[360J 357-8851 
FAX: (360) 352-01 08 
RE: Woodworth Engineering Investigation 
Dear Mr. Furey: 
#4172 
This letter will constitute my Preliminary Engineering Report as it relates to the safe 
design and traffic operations at the pedestrian crossing of 11th Avenue North at its 
intersection with 3r Street North, Nampa, Idaho as it existed on Monday, October 29, 
2007. This location was the site of a vehicular/pedestrian crash which took place when 
Brian Woodworth was struck by a motor vehicle while crossing the north leg of 11 th 
Avenue North. The crash took place at approximately 7:34 p.m. It was cloudy at the 
time, the roadway was dry and it was dark 
As part of my engineering study I have reviewed the following documents and data: 
• Idaho Vehicle Collision Report; 
• Complaint and demand for Jury Trial; 
• Answer to Complaint of State of Idaho; 
• Answer to Complaint of City of Nampa; 
• State's responses to plaintiff's discovery; 
• City's responses to plaintiff's discovery; 
• Plaintiff's responses to City's discovery; 
• City documents on disk January 2010 listed as follows: 
,.. Nampa Project Acct File 0001-204; 
';..- Nampa Project Construction File 0001-561 ; 
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• City of Nampa, "Safety Effects of Marked vs. Unmarked Crosswalks at 
Uncontrolled Locations"; 
• City of Nampa Traffic Volumes; 
• Stephen J. Lewis Pedestrian Study, November 23,2007; 
• Pedestrian crashes on 11th Avenue North 
• Deposition of City engineer Michael Fuss. 
Industry Standards researched as part of my Engineering Study include: 
• "Safety Effects of Marked vs. Unmarked Crosswalks at Uncontrolled Locations", 
FHWA-RD-01-075, February, 2002; 
• "Safety Effects of Marked vs. Unmarked Crosswalks at Uncontrolled Locations", 
FHWA-HRT-04-100, September, 2005; 
• "Pedestrian and Bicycle Planning With Safety Considerations", Transportation 
Research Board, 1987; 
• "PEDSAFE: Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System", 
FHWA-5A-04-003, September, 2004; 
• "Alternative Treatments for At-Grade Pedestrian Crossings", ITE, 2001. 
From the documents and data reviewed I have reached the following conclusions: 
• The City of Nampa has been on notice of a dangerous condition at the subject 
intersection for pedestrian crossings as early as September, 2001 (NAMPA 131), 
• On 11th Avenue North, between 1st Street North and 5th Street North, there have 
been 7 prior pedestrian or bicycle crashes involving motor vehicles between 
2003 and 2006 (NAMPA 60-61), 
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• The posted speed limit on 11th Avenue North is 35 m.p.h. (collision report); 
• 11th Avenue North in the vicinity of the subject crash has an average weekday 
traffic of approximately 25,000 vehicles per day with a peak hour of 
approximately 2200 vehicles per hour between 5:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. (NAMPA 
74-80); 
• No formal pedestrian counts have been done by the City of Nampa (Fuss 
deposition, page 25, line 18); 
• Within days of the subject crash the City of Nampa enlisted Project Engineering 
Consultants, Ltd. (PEC) to conduct a pedestrian safety study which was 
completed and circulated on November 23, 2007 (NAMPA 68); 
• The PEC study recommended a new marked crosswalk with pedestrian-actuated 
in-pavement flashers and adjacent post mounted sign and amber beacons be 
installed (NAMPA 66); 
• On November 5, 2007, Mr. Fuss, Public Works Director issued a staff report 
which stated, "We believe action is warranted to improve pedestrian safety." 
"The Public Works staff recommends moving forward in making pedestrian safety 
improvements by reallocating funds from the budgeted Cassia Street Project" 
(NAMPA 68-69); 
• Shortly after the October 29, 2007 crash, the Nampa Traffic Division took 
immediate action by researching crossing requirements and concluded that, 
"wide multi-lane streets are difficult for many pedestrians to cross, particularly if 
there an insufficient number of adequate gaps in traffic due to heavy volume and 
high vehicle speed." (NAMPA 70-73). 
Both the PEC Engineering Report and the Public Works Director embrace the FHWA 
Report entitled, "Safety Effects of Marked vs. Unmarked Crosswalks at Uncontrolled 
Locations," dated February 2002. As it relates to installing marked crosswalks, the 
Report states as follows: 
Marked pedestrian crosswalks may be used to delineate preferred 
pedestrian paths across roadways under the following conditions: 
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1. At locations with stop signs or traffic signals. Vehicular traffic might block 
pedestrian traffic when stopping for a stop sign or red light: marking 
crosswalks may help to reduce this occurrence. 
2. At non-signalized street crossing locations in designated school zones. 
Use of adult crossing guards, school signs and markings, and/or traffic 
signals with pedestrian signals (when warranted) should be used in 
conjunction with the marked crosswalk, as needed. 
3. At non-signalized locations where engineering judgment dictates that the 
number of motor vehicle lanes, pedestrian exposure, average daily traffic 
(ADT), posted speed limit, and geometry of the location would make the 
use of specially designed crosswalks desirable for traffic/pedestrian safety 
and mobility. This must consider the conditions listed below in table 1. 
Table 1, sets forth recommendations for installing marked crosswalks and other needed 
pedestrian improvements at uncontrolled locations. Considering a speed limit of 35 
m.p.h., 4 or more lanes without a raised median and an average daily traffic of greater 
than 15,000, indicates a marked crosswalk alone is insufficient. Other substantial 
crossing improvements to improve crossing safety for pedestrians are needed. 
It is unknown within the research conducted to date when 11th Avenue North was 
constructed to 4 or more lanes, however it has been a number of years since the traffic 
volume exceeded 15,000 vehicles per day. Certainly by year 2002 when the 
aforementioned FHWA study was released the subject intersection met the 
requirements for a marked crosswalk and other substantial improvements. 
Based upon my review of all the documents and recognized Engineering Standards it is 
my opinion that 11th Avenue North at its intersection with 3rd . Street North was not 
reasonably safe for pedestrians crossings on October 29, 2007 and several years prior. 
I concur with the conclusions of the PEC study and Public Works staff as it relates to the 
need for pedestrian crossing improvements. It is further my opinion that as an interim 
measure the intersection could have been made reasonably safe at a much reduced 
cost by the installation of a median island and an advance warning beacon system until 
such time that a permanent system could have been installed 
Finally, it is my opinion that in the exercise of ordinary care for the safety of pedestrians 
crossing 11th Avenue at its intersection with 3rd Street, the State of Idaho and the City 
of Nampa should have performed, or caused to be performed, prior to the time of this 
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accident, a competent pedestrian safety study of the type performed by Stephen J. 
Lewis of PEC on November 23,2007. 
Yours Truly; 
EDWARD STEVENS AND ASSOCIATES 
Edward M. Stevens, P.E. 
EMS:pj 
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CURRICULUM VITAE 
Edward M. Stevens, P.E. 
1. Name: Edward M, Stevens 
2. Address: Home 3200 Long Lake Drive S,E. 
Olympia, Washington 98503 
Office 606 Columbia St N,W" Suite 214 
Olympia, Washington 98501 
3. Family: Wife Andrienne M, Stevens 
Children Nannette Marie 
EdwardJL 
4. Education: High Hoquiam High School 1957 -1960 
School 
Jr. College Grays Harbor Junior College 
1960 - 1962, Associate of Science 
College Washington State University 
1962 - 1964 
Saint Martin's College, Olympia 
1965 - 1966 
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering 
5. License: Professional license in civil engineering in State of Washington, 
1970 #12075 
6. Technical Experience: 
1962 - 1964 During my schooling period, I gained a sound 
engineering background by working part time 
and eventually full time for the engineering 
departments of the City of Aberdeen, Port of 
Grays Harbor and consulting finns in the 
Aberdeen area, My duties consisted of Party 
Chief in charge of layout and control for pier 
complexes and industrial sites, design of minor 
stonn and sanitary sewer projects, and staking of 
many highway and highway related projects, 
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Curriculum vitae, cont.: 
1964 - 1965 
7. Professional Experience: 
1166 - 5/67 
5/67 - 5/69 
I worked as a Highway Tech. 4 for the 
Washington Department of Highways, 
responsible for the constmction staking of 
various projects. 
Highway Engineer I, Washington State 
Highways 
My responsibilities and duties included design 
and inspection of hydraulic stmctures, design of 
storm and sanitary sewers, grade inspector, and 
work in design phases of highway location and 
party chief of survey crew. My location was 
Aberdeen, WA. 
Highway Engineer II, Washington State 
Highways 
As a Highway Engineer II, my duty was a plans 
engineer at District #3 Headquarters office in 
Tumwater, W A. My responsibilities included 
reviewing contract plans and insuring their 
compliance with county and city requirements, 
state specifications, and commission policy. I 
\VTote Special Provisions and supervised the 
drafting of all contract plans. Also included was 
the computation of contract estimates and the 
preparation of all agreements. 
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Curriculum vitae, cont.: 
5/69 - 6/73 Highway Engineer III, Washington State 
Highways 
In this position I was responsible for the 
administration of construction projects, and the 
preparation of design reports, right-of-way plans 
and contract plans. Among the projects I have 
designed is the Shelton By-Pass in Mason 
County, a four-lane facility with three 
interchanges and seven structures. 
This project entailed coordination with state, 
county and city agencies with respect to local 
planning, drainage, utilities, route location, 
preservation of county and city arterials, and 
environmental impact. I was responsible for the 
design report and right-of-way plans as 
presented at public hearings and supervised the 
compilation of the constmction plans and 
estimates. 
I have acted as Contract Administrator on such 
constmction projects as the Skookumchuck 
River Bridge project, the Weaver Creek Bridge 
and approaches project, and the Old Nisqually 
Road to North Fort Lewis Safety Improvement 
Project on 1-5. 
I designed the Scatter Creek rest area, the future 
Old Nisqually Interchange rest area, and the 
Marvin Road Interchange, all located on 
Interstate 5. 
As a Highway Engineer III, I also was 
responsible for appearing in court on several 
occasions and providing expert testimony as 
related to the design of highway facilities as to 
their operational and safety aspects. 
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Curriculum vitae, cont.: 
7173 - 1176 
1176 - 10/85 
Associate Engineer - Patrick 1. Byrne & 
Associates 
As an Associate Engineer, I was responsible for 
all aspects of the civil engineering field such as 
highway design and contract administration, the 
design of water and sewer treatment works and 
field investigations concerning soils, geology 
and hydrology. 
Principal, Byrne-Stevens & Associates, 
Engineers, Inc. 
Responsible for all aspects of the planning, 
design and constmction of civil engineering 
studies and projects. In particular, I was 
responsible for the various traffic and highway 
transportation studies and projects related to 
residential, commercial and industrial 
developments. Our firm was engineer for the 
water and sewer districts of McKenna and Elbe 
and city engineer for the communities of Yelm, 
McCleary and Eatonville. 
Since 1971, I have on several occasions 
appeared in court as a qualified expert in the 
field of highway design, operation and 
maintenance. The scope of the testimony has 
been related to condemnation actions, accidents 
occurring with motor vehicles including 
passenger cars, freight trucks and motorcycles 
and bicycles. I have testified both at the request 
of the plaintiff and defendant and have been 
retained by public agencies such as the 
Washington State Department of Highways, 
Thurston, Snohomish, Skagit and Whatcom 
Counties. 
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Curriculum vitae, cont.: 
10/85 to Present 
8. Professional Societies: 
Principal, Edward Stevens & Associates, 
Engineers, Inc. 
a. American Academy of Foreensic Sciences (AAFS) 
b. American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) 
c. Institute of Transportation Engineers (lTE) 
d. National Academy of Forensic Engineers (NAFE) 
e. National Society of Professional Engineers (NSPE) 
f. Transportation Research Board (TRB) 
9. Traffic Studies: 
Recent traffic studies include: 
Traffic engineering for McMillan Park of Industry, Stage II, and an 80-acre light 
industrial complex on SR-162, one-half mile north of the Puyallup River. 9/92 
Traffic study evaluating the impacts of traffic volumes generated by the Best 
Western Motel at the northeast quadrant of Capitol and Trosper Boulevards in 
Tumwater. The approximately 45,000 square feet project will include a 9 I-room 
motel building with suitable parking. 1192 
Traffic report examining the effect of site-generated traffic by the proposed 
LaRae's Country Inn Restaurant on Oyster Bay Road, 0.5 miles north of SR-lOl, 
Thurston County. 2/92 
Traffic Impact Study for Sorrento, involving a 12-acre multi-family development 
in Thurston County, south ofYelm Highway and east of Rainier Road. The 
Planned Unit Development consists of 30 duplex lots. 4/92 
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Study examining the traffic impact of Lacey Zion Baptist Church, located in 
Thurston County on Steilacoom Road near its intersection with Marvin Road. The 
development includes an 8,200 square feet church building with a projected 180-
vehicle parking area. 6/92 
Traffic Impact Study for Sound Design, Inc., involving a 22-lot residential 
subdivision in Thurston County between Lilly Road N.E. and Lister Road N.E. on 
22nd Way N.E. 3/93 
Traffic Impact Study for Springfield Development Company, involving a 64-lot 
residential subdivision in Mason County on Brockdale Road and Johns Prairie 
Road. 4/93 
Traffic generation, distribution and scoping for Hogum Bay Road Catholic 
Church at Hogum Bay Road and 31st Avenue N.E. in Lacey, Washington. 3/96 
Speed control analysis for Camano Sunrise Community Association, examining 
the safety and effectiveness of speed bumps and speed undulations or humps. 
10/96 
Traffic Impact Study for Lincoln Heights, a 40-acre residential development 
consisting of 29 to 36 family unit lots in Mason Cotmty. 6/98 
Safe ingress/egress study, Sandra Lee Court to Steilacoom Road in Thurston 
County, for McAllister Creek and Nisqual1y Heights Homeowners Associations. 
8/99 
Traffic hnpact Study for Capital Divers Training Center, Evergreen Parkway at 
Mud Bay Road in Thurston County. 9/99 
to. Short Course Education: 
Attended a seven-day course at Northwestern University, September 1979, 
entitled "Traffic Analysis of Commercial Complexes". 
In November 1980, attended a seven-day course at Northwestern University on 
the planning and operation of transit systems. 
In February 1982, attended a three-day course at Northwestern University on the 
legal liability of the highway professional. 
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Curriculum vitae, cont.: 
In August 1983, attended a five-day course at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT), Cambridge, MA, entitled "Transportation Systems Analysis -
Traffic Volume Forecasting". 
In August 1987, attended a five-day course at the Georgia Institute of Technology 
(GIT), Atlanta, GA, entitled "Traffic Engineering". Emphasis was given to the 
subject of "Highway Capacity". 
In 1991, attended a five-day course at George Washington University (GWU), 
Washington, D.C., entitled "Traffic Signal Equipment and Intersection Design". 
Tn June 2001, attended a one day Flagger Certification course. 
In November 2003, attended a three day Traffic Control Supervisor Certification 
course. 
In June 2004, attended a one day Flagger Certification course. 
In June 2007, attended a three day National Committee on Unifonn Traffic 
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News Release 
CityHaH 
411 3rd Street South 
Nampa ID 83651 
208-468-5411 
Nampa City Council Adopts Plan for 11th Ave North Crosswalk 
(Tuesday, December 04, 2007) The Nampa City Council has approved a plan to put in new 
lighting and a crosswalk with £lashing lights at Ii th Avenue North and 3rd Street North. Public 
Works Director Michael Fuss presented the Council with an engineerin~ study showing 
improvements would greatly increase safety for pedestrians crossing 11 Avenue North. 
The engineering study which revealed street lighting is deficient in this area, making pedestrians 
very difficult to see at night. New lighting fixtures will be installed on current poles to improve 
the situation. The lighting fixtures will be similar to those on Kings Overpass. 
The engineering study also showed the amount of traffic on 11th Avenue North and the speed of 
the traffic create a situation where there are very few gaps in traffic that allow pedestrians a safe 
amount oftime to cross. A new crosswalk with in-pavement flashers will be installed. 
Pedestrians wiII push a button to activate the pavement lights as well as flashing lights mounted 
on posts at each side of 11 tn Avenue North. 
The total cost of the improvements is estimated to be about $140,000. The City will still need 
approval from the Idaho Transportation Department before it can move forward with the plan 
because II th A venue North is a state highway. 
Media Contact: SharIa Arledge 





Douglas W. Crandall, ISB No. 3962 
CRANDALL LAW OFFICE 
Veltex Building 
420 W. Main Street, Suite 206 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 343-1211 
Facsimile: (208) 336-2088 
Patrick D. Furey, Attorney at Law, ISB No. 2427 
301 E. Brookhollow Dr. 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
Telephone: (208) 368-0855 
Fax: (208) 368-0855 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
BRIAN P. WOODWORTH, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, BY AND THROUGH ITS 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD AND 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
and CITY OF NAMPA, IDAHO, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-09-11334 
MOTION OF PLAINTIFF FOR RULE 56(f) 
EXTENSION OF NOT MORE THAN 72 
HOURS TO OBTAIN EXPERT'S 
EXECUTION OF AFFIDAVIT 
COMES NOW plaintiff Brian Woodworth, by and through his attorneys of record, and 
pursuant to Rule 56(f), I.R.c.P., moves the Court for its order granting him an addition period of 
time not to exceed 72 hours from the close of court business this 24th day of February, 2011, 
within which to obtain his expert's execution of an affidavit on the grounds and for the reasons 
MOTION OF PLAINTIFF FOR RULE 56(f) EXTENSION OF NOT MORE THAN 72 HOURS 
TO OBTAIN EXPERT'S EXECUTION OF AFFIDAVIT -- I 
set forth in the affidavit of Patrick D. Furey, one of his attorneys filed this day in opposition to 
the defendants' motions for summary judgment. This motion is brought in good faith and not for 
any purpose of hindrance or delay. 
Dated this 24th day of February, 2011. 
Patrick D. Furey 
One of plaintiffs attorneys 
CERTIFICA TE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 24th day of February, 2011, I caused to be 
served, by the methodes) indicated, a true and correct copy of the foregoing upon: 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
Naylor & Hales, P.c. 
950 W. Bannock, Suite 610 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
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